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Department of Public Safety
Investigations Division Case 171000263

Nature: LARC/THEFT I
Address: DOUGLAS NV 89423
Location: Major Crimes North
COMPLAINANT:
Name Number:

Name: DOUGLAS COUNTY SHERIFF
DOB:
SSN:
Address:

Race:

Sex:

Height:

Weight:

938782

Hair:

ST:

DL:
PO BOX 218 MINDEN, NV 89423

Pri Phone: (775) 782-5126

Sec Phone:

Offense Codes
EMBZ Embezzlement
Related Circumstances/Offenses
INV Investigation
When Reported: 15:54:35 04/06/17
Received By: Miller R W
Responsible Officer: Liebherr D W
Assigned To: Liebherr D. W.

Occurred Between: 00:00:01 03/01/08 and 17:00:00 03/30/17
Agency: NDI
Disposition: Active 04/23/18
Detail: Major Crimes
Detail: Major Crimes

Report Date

8-sr · / i

Date Approved

Date Assigned: 04/06117
Date Assigned: 04/06117

Eyes:

Investigations Division
Case Summary Report
Case # 171000263

SUSPECTS:
Name: OAKDEN CHRISTOPHER ERROL
DOB: 10/24/63
Race: W Sex: M
SSN:
DL:
Address:
Pri Phone: ( ) Sec Phone: ( ) -

Name Number: 1321663
Height: 6'04" Weight: 290
Hair: BRO
ST:

Eyes: BLU

COMPLAINANT:
Name: DOUGLAS COUNTY SHERIFF Name Number: 938782
DOB: **/**/**
Race:
Sex:
Height:
Weight: 0
SSN: - DL:
ST:
Address:
PO BOX 218 MINDEN, NV 89423
Pri Phone: ( ) - Sec Phone: ( ) -

Hair:

Eyes:

Weight: 165

Hair: RED

Eyes: HAZ

Weight: 140

Hair: BLN

Eyes: BLU

Hair: BRO

Eyes: BRO

Hair: BRO

Eyes: BLU

INVOLVED PERSONS:
Name: TOWERS JAMES MICHAEL
Name Number: 87407
DOB: 11/23/80
Race: W Sex: M
Height: 6'00"
SSN:
DL:
ST:
Address:
Pri Phone: ( ) - Sec Phone: ( ) -

Name: WALKER APRIL ANN Name Number: 362187
DOB: 10/17173
Race: W Sex: F
Height: 5'09"
ST:
SSN: - DL:
Address:
Pri Phone: ( ) - Sec Phone: ( ) -

Name: PADRON NOEL MICHAEL
Name Number: 758420
DOB: 11/14/69
Race: U Sex: M
Height: 5'07" Weight: 245
SSN: - DL:
ST:
Address:
Pri Phone: () - Sec Phone: ( ) -

Name: SKIBINSKIRONALD
Name Number: 762619
DOB: 01/11170
Race:
Sex: M
Height: 5'11"
SSN:
DL:
ST:
Address:
Pri Phone: ( ) - Sec Phone: ( ) -
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Name: OAKDEN MATfHEW ERROL
Name Number: 770552
DOB: 12/27/91
Race: W Sex: M
Height: 6'03" Weight: 260
SSN:
DL:
ST: Address:
Pri Phone: (775)781-8694

Eyes: HAZ

Hair:

Eyes: BRO

Sec Phone: ( ) -

Name: HERNANDEZ MARIO ALBERTO Name Number: 1162106
DOB: 04/16/71
Race: W Sex: M
Height: 6'03" Weight: 260
SSN: - DL:
ST:
Address:
Pri Phone: ( ) Sec Phone: ( ) -

Name: REED BRETT E
DOB: 10/29/47
Race: W
SSN:
DL:
Address:
Pri Phone: (775)721-3051

Hair: BRO

Sex: M

Name: OAKDEN JANE MARIE
Race: w Sex: F
DOB:
SSN: - DL:
Address:
Pri Phone: l J -

Name: OAKDEN JACQUELYN MARIE
Race:
DOB: 07/23/94
Sex: F
DL:
SSN:
Address:
Pri Phone: ()-

Name: OAKDEN CHRISTOPHER ALLEN
DOB: 07/09/83
Race:
Sex: M
DL:
SSN:
Address:
Pri Phone: ()-

Name: FORSYTH DAVID ALLEN
DOB: 09/20/51
Race: W Sex: M
SSN:
DL:
Address:
Pri Phone: (775)265-6560

Height: 5'08"
ST: NV

Weight: 170

Name Number:
Hair: BRO

1177771
Eyes: BLU

Name Number:
Hair: BRO

1488850
Eyes: BRO

Name Number:
Hair: BRO

1488856
Eyes: BLU

Name Number:
Hair: BRO

1488859
Eyes: GRN

Name Number:
Hair: BRO

1488860
Eyes: GRN

Sec Phone: ( ) -

Height: 5'11"

Weight: 180

ST:
Sec Phone: ()-

Height: 5'10"

Weight: 190

ST:
Sec Phone: ()-

Height: 6'03"
ST:

--

~IL:\:

Weight: 255

CllUUt:;

Height: 5'10"

u-

Weight: 165

ST:
Sec Phone: ( ) -
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Name: FRASER SHIRLEY Y
DOB: 11/14/38
Race:
SSN:
DL:
Address:
Pri Phone: ( ) -

Name: PARISI MELISSA ANN
DOB: 12/01/68
Race:
SSN: - DL:

Sex: F

Height: 5'08"

Weight: 200

Hair: BLN

Eyes: BLU

Hair: BLN

Eyes: BLU

Name Number:
Hair: BRO

1491025
Eyes: BLU

Name Number:
Hair: BRO

1491124
Eyes: HAZ

Name Number:
Hair:

1493493
Eyes:

Sec Phone: ( ) -

Name Number: 1490993
Sex: F
Height: 5'06"
ST: Address:

Weight: 120

Sec Phone: ( ) -

Name: DOWELL MARION PAUL MARION
Name Number: 1491022
DOB: 04/25/51
Race: W Sex: M
Height: 6'00" Weight: 225
ST:
SSN:
DL:
Address:
Pri Phone: ( ) Sec Phone: ( ) -

Name: PORCARI BRIAN KEITH
DOB: 09/14/57
Race: W Sex: M
SSN:
DL:
Address:
Pri Phone: ( ) -

Name: OAKDEN SHAWN NICHOLAS
DOB: 10/14/90
Race:
Sex: M
SSN:
DL:
Address:
Pri Phone: ( ) -

Height: 6'00"

Weight: 290

ST:
Sec Phone: () -

Height: 6'04"

Weight: 155

ST:
Sec Phone: ( ) -

Sex:

'"Weight: 0

Height:
ST:

Pri Phone: ( ) Name: ALTRINGER YVETTE
DOB: **/**/** Race: W
SSN: - DL:
Address:
Pri Phone: ( ) -

1490990
Eyes: BLU

ST:

Pri Phone: ( ) -

Name: CARPA VASILE
DOB: **/ **/**
Race:
SSN: - DL:
Address:

Name Number:
Hair: BRO

Sec Phone: ( )

Sex: F

Height: '"

Weight: 0

ST:
Sec Phone: ( ) -
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Name: ST. JOHN JOE
DOB: **/**/**Race:
DL:
SSN: -Address:
Pri Phone: ()-

Name: MOORE VICKI
DOB: **/**!**
Race:
DL:
SSN: - Address:
Pri Phone: (775)782-6202

Name: SINFELLOW FRED
DOB: **!**!**
Race:
DL:
SSN: - Address:
Pri Phone: (775)786-5231

Name: RUSCHMEYER CARL
DOB: **!**!**
Race:
DL:
SSN: - Address:
Pri Phone: (775)782-9035

Height:

Sex: M

'"Weight:

Name Number:
Hair:

Eyes

IO:T•

Sec Phone: (775)826-0464

Height:

Sex: F

'"Weight: 0

Name Number:
Hair:

Eyes

Name Number:
Hair:

Eyes

Name Number:
Hair:

Eyes:

ST:
Sec Phone: ()-

Height:

Sex: M

'"Weight: 0

ST:
Sec Phone: ()-

Sex: M

Height:
ST:

'"Weight: 0

Sec Phone: ()

Name: MCEWEN TODD
DOB:
Race:
SSN: -DL:
Address:
Pri Phone: (775)782-9900

Name Number:1561159
Sex: M
Height:'"
ST:

Name: GEORGE JOHN
DOB: **!**!**
Race:
ST:
SSN: - DL:
Address:
Pri Phone: (775)782-9900

Name Number: 1561168
Sex: M
Height:

Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

Sec Phone:

Sec Phone:

()

Name: PIERINI RON
Name Number: 1561176
DOB: **!**!**
Race:
Sex:
Height:
SSN:
DL:
ST:
- --- ---------- - - . - - ------ - - - -- ·-Address:
Pri Phone: (775)782-9900
Sec Phone:
()
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Name Number: 1561180
Name: BRADSHAW KATHERINE
'"Weight: 0
Height:
Race:
Sex: F
DOB: **!**!**
DL:
ST:
SSN:
Address:
()
Sec Phone:
Pri Phone: (775)586-7270

Name: GINOCCHIO RODNEY
Race:
DOB: **/**!**
DL:
ST:
SSN:
Address:
Pri Phone: (775)782-9900

Name Number: 1561183
Height: 0
Sex: M

Name: PUTZER BRIAN
DOB: **/**!**
Race:
ST:
SSN: - DL:
Address:
Pri Phone: (775)782-9803

Name Number: 1561185
Sex: M
Height:

Name: RAUB HARRY
DOB: **/**!**
Race:
ST:
SSN: - DL:
Address:
Pri Phone: (775)t't5L-bL'iU

Name Number: 1561197
Sex: M
Height:

Eyes:

Weight

Hair:

Eyes:

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes

--------- · -

Sec Phone:

Sec Phone:

()

()

:sec Ynone: l)

Name: MOKROHISKY STEVE Name Number: 1561315
Height:
Race:
Sex: F
DOB: **/**!**
ST:
SSN: - DL:
LANE COUNTY, OR
Address:
Sec Phone: ()PriPhone: ()Name: WOODWARD JASON
DOB: **!**!**
Race:
DL:
SSN: - RENO, NV
Address:
Pri Phone: (77 5)7 50-4023

Hair:

Name Number: 1561333
Sex:
Height:
ST:
Sec Phone: ()-

WITNESSES:
Name: BESSO STEVE Name Number: 27324
Height:
DOB: **/**!**
Race:
Sex:
ST:
SSN: - DL:
Address:
Sec Phone: (775)322-2141
PriPbone: (775)771-4169
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Name: RUTHERFORD BRUCE DAVID Name Number: 236636
DOB: 11/08/69
Race: W Sex: M
Hei2ht: 5'07" Weight: 215
SSN:
DL:
ST:
Address:
Sec Phone: ( )
Pri Phone: (425)505-7980

Name: SCHMIDT NIKKI DENISE
Name Number: 768910
DOB: 10/11/69
Race: W Sex: F
Height:
'"Weight: 0
SSN:
DL:
ST:
Address:
Sec Phone: ( )
Pri Phone: ( ) -

Name: VULETICH CHRISTINE M
Name Number: 824741
DOB: 04/13/59
Race:
Sex: F
Height:
' "Weight: 0
SSN: - DL:
ST:
Address:
Pri Phone: () - Sec Phone: ( ) -

Name: FORSYTH RHONDA JOYCE
DOB: 01119/54
Race:
Sex: F
SSN:
DL:
Address:
Pri Phone: ( ) Sec Phone: ( )

Height: 5'05"

Hair:

Eyes:

Hair:

Eyes:

1490988
Eyes: GRN

Hair: BRO

Eyes: BLU

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

ST:

Name Number: 1493486
Name: SENUCA VASILE
DOB: **/**/**
Race:
Sex:
Height:
ST:
SSN: - DL:
Address:
sec Phone:
Pri Phone: t ) -

Name Number: 1561150
Sex: M
Height:

Sec Phone:

Eyes: BLU

Name Number:
Hair: GRY

Weight: 175

Name: SCHULTZ STEVEN DOUGLAS Name Number: 1491120
DOB: 06/30/65
Race: W Sex: M
Height: 6'04" Weight: 225
SSN:
DL:
ST: .
Address:
Pri Phone: () - Sec
: ()

Name: WERNERLAWRENCE
DOB: **!**!**
Race:
DL:
ST:
SSN: - Address:
Pri Phone: (775)782-9821

Hair: BLN

()
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Name Number: 1561153
Name: MACDONNELL HEATHER
'"Weight: 0
Race:
Sex: F
Height:
DOB: **/**/**
DL:
ST:
SSN: - Address:
Pri Phone: (775)782-9030
Sec Phone:
() -

Name: SCOTTTANYA
DOB: **/**/**
Race:
ST:
DL:
SSN: - Address:
Pri Phone: (775)782-9900

Name Number: 1561154
Sex: F
Height:

Name: DAVIES MICHAEL
DOB: **/**!**
Race:
DL:
ST:
SSN: - Address:
Pri Phone: (775)782-9035

Name Number: 1561156
Sex: M
Height:

Name: WILSON DYLAN
DOB: **!**!**
Race:
DL:
ST:
SSN: -Address:
Pri Phone: (775)450-7944

Name Number: 1561169
Sex: M
Height:

Name: RADTKE GLEN
Race:
DOB: **/**!**
DL:
ST:
SSN: - Address:
Pri Phone: (775)782-9037

Name Number: 1561182
Sex: M
Height:

Name: ALBERTSON DOUG
DOB: **!**!**
Race:
DL:
ST:
SSN: - Address:
Pri Phone: (775)782-9970

Name Number: 1561184
Sex:
Height:

Name: VANAMBERG TROY
DOB: **/**!**
Race:
SSN: - DL:
ST:
Address:
Pri Phone: (775)782-9900

Name Number: 1561188
Sex: M
Height:

-

-

-

-

--------

Sec Phone:

Sec Phone:

Sec Phone:

Sec Phone:

Sec Phone:

Sec Phone:

Hair:

Eyes:

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

'Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

- -

(77 5)782-9944

()

()-

()

-

()

()
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Name: CAVIGLIAJUSTINA
DOB: **/**/**
Race:
SSN: - DL:
ST:
Address:
Pri Phone: (775)684-1100

Name Number: 1561312
Sex: F
Height:

Sec Phone:

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

Name Number: 1561329
Height:
'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

Hair:

Eyes:

Hair: BLN

Eyes: BLU

()

Name Number: 1561314
Name: WORMS DARCY
Sex: F
Height:
DOB: **/**/**
Race:
SSN: - DL:
ST:
Address:
Pri Phone: () Sec Phone:
()

Name: BEAMMICHAEL
Race:
DOB: **/**/**
DL:
ST:
SSN: - Address:
Pri Phone: ()- Sec Phone:

Name Number: 1561318
Sex: M
Height:

Name: LOURENCE MINDA
DOB: **/**/**
Race:
ST:
SSN:
DL:
Address:
Pri Phone: (775)782-9058

Name Number: 1561327
Sex: F
Height:

()

Sec Phone:

Name: GALLOWAY (DERNER) VICKY
DOB: **/**/**
Race:
Sex: F
ST:
SSN: - DL:
Address:
Pri Phone: (775)586-7270
Sec Phone:
Name: JACKSON MARK
DOB: **/**!**
Race:
SSN: - DL:
ST:
Address:
Pri Phone: (775)782-9803

()

()

Name Number: 1561330
Sex: M
Height: '"

Weight: 0

Sec Phone: ()

Name: OWENS COREY CHRISTIAN
Name Number: PP12128
DOB: 02/28/89
Race: W Sex: M
Height: 6'00" Weight: 180
SSN:
DL:
ST:
Address:
Pri Phone: ( ) Sec Phone: (775)530-6562
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Name: CARSON VALLEY INN Name Number: 2318
Race:
Height:
DOB: **!**!**
Sex:
SSN:
DL:
ST:
Address:
Pri Phone: ( ) Sec Phone: (775)782-9711

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

Hair:

Eyes:

Hair:

Eyes:

Hair:

Eyes:

'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

Name Number: 1561174
Height:
'"Weight: 0

Hair:

Eyes:

Hair:

Eyes

Name: GRAND SIERRA RESORT
Name Number: 1459457
DOB: **!**/**
Race:
Sex:
Height:
'"Weight: 0
SSN: - DL:
ST:
Address:
Pri Phone: (775)789-2000
Sec Phone: ()-

Name: TNT AUCTION OF NEVADA
Name Number: 1561171
DOB: **/**/**
Race:
Sex:
Height:
'"Weight: 0
SSN: - DL:
ST:
Address:
Pri Phone: (855)317-5133
()Sec Phone:

Name: BIG TEX TRAILER WORLD
DOB: **!**!**
Race:
Sex:
fil•
~T·
SSN: - Address:
PriPhone: ()Sec Phone:

Name Number: 1561172
Height:
'"Weight: 0

()

Name: US BANK
Name Number: 1561173
DOB: **/**!**
Race:
Sex:
Height:
SSN: - DL:
ST:
Address:
Pri Phone: (775)782-2268
()Sec Phone:

Name: VT ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATES LLP
DOB: **!**/**
Race:
Sex:
SSN: - DL:
ST:
Address:
Pri Phone: (775)882-3201
Sec Phone:

()

-

Name: LES SCHWAB TIRE CENTER
Name Number: 1561322
DOB: **/**/**
Race:
Height:'"
Sex:
Weight: 0
SSN: - DL:
ST:
.. Address:
Pri Phone: (775)782-7980
Sec Phone: ()---

-----
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SUMMARY
On or about Tuesday March 21, 2017, Lawrence Werner, the County Manager for Douglas County,
Nevada, contacted the Douglas County Sheriffs Office and reported that the Douglas County Public
Works Superintendent of Maintenance and Operations, Chris Oakden, was diverting county
purchased vehicle parts and supplies for use in his (Oakden's) private vehicle maintenance business.
Mr. Werner also reported that Mr. Oakden was possibly stealing other materials from the County
Maintenance facility.
Initially, the Douglas County Sheriffs Office opened a criminal investigation. Simultaneously, the
Douglas County District Attorney's Office initiated a parallel administrative misconduct
investigation. On or about March 29, 2017, the Douglas County District Attorney's Office notified
the Douglas County Sheriffs Office that information developed during the administrative
investigation disclosed a potential conflict of interest for the Sheriffs Office. Based upon this
information and pursuant to NRS 480.460, on April 6, 2017 the Douglas County Sheriffs Office
requested the Nevada Department of Public Safety's Investigation Division assume investigative
responsibility for the criminal investigation.
(Note: On March 30, 2017, Douglas County placed two employees, Chris Oakden and Dave
Forsyth, on Administrative Leave based upon information developed by the Douglas County
District Attorney's Office pursuant to their administrative investigation. On April 10, 2017,
Douglas County notified Oakden that he was discharged from employment with an effective
date of April 17, 2017. On April 12, 2017, Douglas County notified Forsyth that he was
discharged from employment with an effective date of April 24, 2017. Neither of those
firings resulted from any information developed during the Investigation Division's criminal
investigation and in accordance with the law information developed during the administrative
investigation was not shared with Investigation Division detectives.)

The Investigation Division's subsequent criminal investigation disclosed the following.
On March 15, 2017, Douglas County Public Works employee Dave Forsyth went to a wooden shed
located in the county maintenance yard and when he opened the shed door, he discovered four brand
new Wrangler Dura Trac, size '265-75-16' tires. Forsyth noticed that there was water inside the tires
as if they had previously been left outside. According to Forsyth, tires are not normally stored in the
shed and he felt the circumstances indicated that something was out of place. He notified a coworker, Mario Hernandez and they both examined the tires. Hernandez took pictures of the tires,
including shots of the side of the tires showing the size and brand name. Forsyth also reported the
discovery to the acting supervisor, Glen Radtke.
(Note: Forsyth's normal supervisor was Chris Oakden. Oakden was on vacation on a cruise
to Hawaii on March 15, 2017.)

Neither Forsyth, Hernandez, nor Radtke took any immediate action concerning the tires. Forsyth did
contact Chris Oakden on the cruise via text that afternoon and the following exchange took place.
(Note: On May 3, 2017, detectives obtained a search warrant for Chris Oakden's cell phone
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records, phone number (775)781-3824, including subscriber, billing, incoming/outgoing call
information, phone numbers of private/blocked calls, electronic data including
text/instant/email messages, images/voice/photographs/videos/internet sites/documents or
other information. Pursuant to that warrant, Oakden's text message information for
February, March and April of 2017 was obtained. A complete copy of those messages is
contained in the case file.)
Forsyth - Do u have tires store in the wooden shed with the snowcat parts. Let me know
Oakden - Hmmm ... .! don't think so.
Forsyth - Are they tires u bought for your son?
(Note: This entry suggests some knowledge by Forsyth that Oakden purchased/ purchases tires for his
son in the workplace setting.)
Oakden - I can't remember. What are they?
(Note: Oakden does not question Forsyth 's assertion about purchasing tires for his son. Oakden 's
reply suggests that he did in fact have occasion to purchase tires for his son in that environment.)
Forsyth -I'm thinking I should label and lock them in the tire Conex box. They are the wrangler aggressive
tread. I think 245 75 16 that we put on the 4x4 trucks.
Oakden - Hmm ... Still don't remember
Forsyth - I'll lock them in the Conex box till u return 4 safe keeping. Maybe someone had planned on a new
set.

Forsyth did not move the tires to the Conex box on the 15th. When he returned to work on the
morning of March 16, 2017 at about 0700 hours, he checked the shed and discovered that the tires
were gone. Forsyth again contacted Oakden via text on the morning of the 16th and following
exchange took place.
Forsyth - Chris, went to move tires and they are gone. Before I call for a deputy can u check with your boys
to make sure that they didn't pick them up? Let me know soon.
(Note: Another indication that Oakden 's son(s) were potentially aware of tire purchases.
Additionally, the message suggests the son(s) had independent access to the Douglas County
maintenance yard and Forsyth knew this.)
Forsyth -Did u get my message?
Forsyth - Give me a call or text asap ...
Oakden - Called you. We just got service

According to text message records, Forsyth sent a final message on this subject to Oakden on March
17, 2017 that read as follows.
Forsyth - Sorry 2 bug u. Never heard back from u. I have a couple ofquestions concerning tire thing.

On April 13, 2017 Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed
Douglas County Manager Lawrence Werner concerning this matter. The complete interview is
documented in the Lawrence Werner interview report contained in the case file. Werner stated
substantially the following.
Mr. Werner explained that he learned about this matter when Douglas County Facility Maintenance
Manager Glen Radtke and Douglas County Road Department Manager Mike Davies informed him
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there was concern regarding the possible theft of some tires. Radtke reported that there were new
and old tires mixed together at the maintenance yard on Airport Road, and the new tires had come up
missing. Radtke also advised Mr. Werner that this was very similar to a previous situation 4 or 5
years earlier. Radtke told Werner nothing was done in that instance. Davies told Werner that it
wasn't just the tires that appeared to be missing, but there seemed to be some tools missing as well.
According to Werner, he also learned there were several reported instances of Douglas County
Sheriffs deputies working on their personal vehicles after hours at the Douglas County fleet yard.

Mr. Werner stated that the Douglas County District Attorney's Office was conducting an internal
administrative investigation into these allegations and as a result of preliminary findings two
employees, Chris Oakden and David Forsyth had been fired. Oakden had been a superintendent and
Forsyth the shop foreman. Oakden's responsibilities included placing orders with vendors. When
Mr. Werner notified other Douglas County employees by email that Oakden was no longer
employed by the County, he received an email from Vicky (Demer) Galloway, a current employee at
the Douglas County Clerk's Office. Galloway informed Werner that she had experienced a similar
situation involving Oakden 3 or 4 years earlier while she was with Douglas County Human
Resources.
(Note: Galloway's April 11, 2017 email read substantially as follows:
Hi Larry/ am assuming something significant has happened with Chris Oakden based on the emails
I have seen recently. Several years ago, while Darcy Worms was still the HR Manager, I
brought some information to her attention regarding Chris Oakden, which she took to Steve
Mokrohisky. Eventually, she was told by Steve that we were to drop the issue and not
discuss it anymore. She and I have both wondered through the years why we were
"hushed." Should you wish to discuss any of this, I would be happy to do so. I'm sure Darcy
would too. Specifically, the issues at the time dealt with tires, fuel, Reno Aces tickets, a
windshield and misuse of County property on personal time (if I recall, he was written up for
the misuse issue). Since this happened years ago, I would understand if it is no longer
relevant, but I wanted to mention it anyway. Thanks, Vicky)

Mr. Werner stated that the county warehouse (shop) had historically been secured with a key that
"everyone" had access to. When the circumstances of this incident became known, the building was
re-keyed. The gate(s) to the yard were also controlled by key access but the same issue existed,
"everyone" had a key. The gate access has since been changed and is now operated by a keypad and
a cardkey. However, once the gate to the yard is opened in the morning, it remains open throughout
the day until the yard is closed for the evening. There are no security cameras at the facility.
Werner said Douglas County Chief Financial Officer Vicki Moore was already in the process of
conducting an audit related to these matters. The audit would cover expenditures associated with
tools, tires, and anything related to the shop.
On April 24, 2017 Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed
Douglas County Acting Fleet Manager Glen Radtke concerning this matter. The complete interview
is documented in the Glen Radtke interview report contained in the case file. Radtke stated
substantially the following.
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Radtke was in an acting supervisor position at Douglas County fleet services in March 2017, while
Chris Oakden was on vacation. During that time, the lead mechanic, Dave Forsyth came to Radtke
and told him there might be an employee issue. Forsyth told Radtke that he (Forsyth) found four tires
in a shed where they were not supposed to be. The tires were now missing and Forsyth believed
either another mechanic by the name of Kevin or some inmate trustees took the tires. Radtke
understood that Forsyth discovered the tires in the shed on a Wednesday, found them missing on
Thursday, and advised Radtke on Friday. Radtke speculated that Forsyth waited to make the report
because he had called and left Oakden a message about the tires, but had not yet received any
information back. According to Radtke, Forsyth said that Oakden sometimes set tires aside for his
(Oakden's) kids to pick up when he is on vacation. Radtke thought that was odd and couldn't believe
Forsyth said that. Radtke became concerned that there might be a theft involved and instructed
Forsyth to let him know if Oakden called back.
In response to Forsyth's report, Radtke went to the Douglas County jail and spoke with Sergeant
Michitarian. Radtke asked the sergeant to interview the two trustees assigned to fleet services about
the tires. The sergeant spoke to the trustees who said they knew nothing about the tires. Radtke
questioned all of the employees in the fleet services garage concerning the tires and all denied any
knowledge. However, one of the mechanics, Mario Hernandez, told Radtke that he (Hernandez)
recalled being on craigslist about a year earlier looking to purchase some tires for his personal
vehicle.
(Note: Craigslist is a centralized network of online communities for free classified
advertisements devoted to jobs, internships, housing, personal advertisements, erotic
services, for sale/barter/wanted services, community and pet categories, and forums on
various topics.)

Hernandez came across a photo of a set of tires for sale. When he looked closely, Hernandez
thought it appeared to be a picture taken inside one of the Conex boxes at the Douglas County fleet
services yard. Hernandez said he went to Oakden and showed him. Oakden acted surprised and said
he would look into it. When Hernandez checked craigslist the very next day, the post was taken
down.
Radtke said he began researching the fleet services tire vendors, and telephoned each one.
According to Radtke, three of the vendors were very helpful, but the fourth, Reno Vulcanizing was
not helpful at all. During his discussions with Reno Vulcanizing staff, he learned that Oakden would
order tires from them and would travel to Reno and pick them up personally. Radtke asked whether
Reno Vulcanizing had the ability to deliver tires and was informed by "Joe" that they could deliver
tires three times a week if that was what fleet services wanted. During a subsequent review, Radtke
pulled invoices for tires purchases and based on the tire sizes on the invoices, found tires that would
not fit anything in the Douglas County fleet. During this review, a comparison with inventory
disclosed that several tires were missing, specifically tire size 275/80R 22.5, which is a semi-truck
tire. Subsequently, Radtke examined the fleet services inventory system known as Squarerigger and
discovered that Oakden was the person responsible to enter tire inventory into Squarerigger and was
the person who took tires out of the Squarerigger inventory when tires were used.
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Based upon the information he learned, Radtke reported the situation to Douglas County Human
Resources and an investigation was initiated. As part of that investigation, Radtke was asked to
accompany the District Attorney's investigator to a private repair shop housed in a small warehouse
on Zerolene Lane in Minden that was leased by Oakden.
(Note: A search of that facility was conducted pursuant to the compelled administrative
investigation.)

Radtke was asked to identify items in the shop that belonged to Douglas County. Radtke found tools
and other items belonging to the county. He also determined that the tires on Oakden's personal
truck and motorhome possibly belonged to Douglas County. Subsequently, Oakden admitted those
items were county property. A few days later, Oakden showed up at the county yard and dropped
those tires off. The involved DA investigator instructed Radtke to lock all of the recovered property
in the county yard. Radtke did as instructed, placing items in a locked cage. During that process,
Radtke found a receipt book with names of Sheriff Deputies and other county employees for whom
Oakden had performed work. While in the Zerolene shop, Radtke observed a stack of four tires that
had stickers on them. He could not specifically identify those tires as being Douglas County property
so he could not/did not remove them.
During the interview, Radtke said he has seen Oakden put new tires on his (Oakden's) personal truck
and then 6 months later put a new set on. He described one instance where Oakden had new tires
installed on his county truck in June 2016. The following winter they removed those tires and
installed studded snow tires. At the end of winter they intended to install the original tires back on
the truck, however those tires are missing and cannot be found. Radtke said when they removed the
tires, they placed duct tape on them and wrote which vehicle they belonged to, including the unit
number. Those tires have disappeared.
After the investigation started, Radtke received information from people concerning Oakden's sale
of tires. Specifically, Tonya, a Douglas County jail administrator said that one of Oakden's sons
offered to get her a good deal on tires and a deputy named Todd McEwen told Radtke that Matt
Miller asked if McEwen could get tires from Oakden. Radtke said Oakden got in trouble about three
years earlier for selling tires to a female county probation employee named Yvette. According to
Radtke, Oakden mentioned assisting her and tried to justify his actions. Oakden said he was
disciplined for the issue and had a write up in his personnel file.
Radtke described other questionable behavior by Oakden. He stated that there was a safe stored in a
county warehouse. Oakden told people he would like to have the safe. A few days after that, the
safe went missing. In another instance, Radtke noticed that Oakden had loaded some county
generators in his work truck. Radtke asked what Oakden was doing and Oakden replied that
Douglas County Search and Rescue wanted the generators. Radtke later questioned the Search and
Rescue representative and that person didn't know what he was talking about. The generators are
now missing.
Radtke stated that in addition to Oakden, Forsyth also admitted to stealing county property. Forsyth
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admitted to taking six scuba tanks and a bag of rags. Radtke doesn't believe Forsyth is involved in
tire thefts, however Forsyth did know that Oakden set tires to the side. Radtke stated that he also
heard that Forsyth was taking the contents of the county's copper and brass recycle bins to a recycler
in Reno and redeeming the items for personal profit.
(Note: As part of this investigation, detectives checked known local metal recyclers and did
not discover any record of activity by Forsyth.)

Radtke described his relationship with Oakden as strictly business. He did attend an Ace's baseball
game with Oakden on one occasion. According to Radtke, "a long time ago" Oakden offered to get
Radtke tires. Oakden said he could get a good deal. Radtke said he did not pursue that offer.
Radtke stated that there were rumors that Oakden had a gambling habit but Radtke had not seen it
himself. He also heard Oakden took trips to Las Vegas about four times this year. Oakden always
went to Reno and bragged to everyone that he gets his stays at the casinos comped. Radtke said the
Oakdens frequently travel and go on vacations. Oakden just got back from a three week cruise to
Hawaii. Radtke said Oakden's wife doesn't work and everyone wondered how they could afford the
elaborate vacations.
(Note: The investigation disclosed that Jane Oakden had in fact been working at the Carson
Valley Inn in Minden as a housekeeper for several months.)

Radtke said Mike Davies, the Roads Supervisor, thought that one of Oakden's kids had a key to the
front door at Fleet Services. Davies was in a meeting with Oakden one evening and the phone rang.
Oakden answered and told the caller, "you have a key just let yourself in." A few moments later,
Oakden's son and daughter-in-law walked into the office.
Radtke does not believe anyone else in the shop is involved with Oakden in theft of tires, because
Oakden was ordering them, had the ability to sign for them, and was picking them up.
On April 27, 2017 Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed
Dave Forsyth concerning this matter. At the time of the interview, Forsyth had already been
terminated by Douglas County and was represented by an attorney, Ben Walker. The entire
interview is documented in the Forsyth interview report contained in the case file. Forsyth stated
substantially the following.
(Note: During the interview, Forsyth provided detectives with a copy of the Douglas County
termination letter which included an a/legation that Forsyth had embezzled scuba gear from
the County. Mr. Walker indicated that Forsyth would not discuss a/legations against himself.
During the interview however, Forsyth did offer that he had been terminated because he
worked on his personal vehicle in the County shop using County resources on five or six
occasions. Forsyth said he always used his own parts. Forsyth also admitted that he had
taken some "stuff" out of the scrap pile and that was also why they terminated him.)

Forsyth confirmed that he did not secure the tires after finding them in the shed. He did
communicate with Oakden about the tires via text. Oakden denied any knowledge of the tires.
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According to Forsyth, once he told the acting supervisor, Glen Radtke, about the missing tires, he
(Forsyth) left the matter in Radtke's hands, however acknowledged that he did take it upon himself
to contact Oakden by text. After Oakden returned from his vacation, Forsyth and Oakden discussed
the tires briefly, but Oakden's attitude was 'the tires are gone' and left it at that.
In response to specific questions about Forsyth's belief that the missing tires may have been
intended for Oakden's son(s), Forsyth explained that was simply speculation on his part. He did tell
Radtke that he tried to contact Oakden about the tires, because sometimes Oakden sets tires aside
and his kid would pick them up.
According to Forsyth, Oakden was in charge of ordering tires and entering those tires into the
computer inventory tracking system so they could be tracked. All such information was required to
be put into the system so items could be properly "charged out" when used. At times, Forsyth found
that when he would try and "charge out" tires for a particular work order, Oakden had not entered
such tires into the system. Forsyth said it was Oakden's and the Fleet services secretary's
responsibility to manage these various accounts.
Forsyth's understanding of the work flow process at the yard was that once tires were ordered, they
were generally delivered to the Fleet services yard by the respective vendors. He did recall
occasions where Oakden personally picked up tires instead, and knew of two or three occasions
where Oakden used his personal truck to go to Reno to pick up tires. Oakden came and left all the
time, and when he did return with tires, would instruct employees to place the tires in the Conex
boxes located in the yard. When Oakden went to Reno to buy tires, it generally was for the shop.
But he (Oakden) may have bought tires for himself as well.
In response to a specific question, Forsyth recalled a single instance, approximately a year earlier,
where Oakden indicated that 4 tires in the shop were for his (Oakden's) sons, not to mix them up,
and he would pick them up later. Forsyth said that the tires he found in the shed (on the morning of
March 15, 2017, which later went missing) were the same type as what were generally kept in the
Conex box. He was not sure however, about the type/style of the tires that Oakden indicated were
for his son(s) (one year earlier), commenting "that is his business."
Forsyth did not recall any occasion where Oakden bought tires from a county vendor and then sold
the tires to a third party. He said he would be shocked by that. He had never heard about any deals
to buy tires. Forsyth indicated that he buys his own personal tires from Tire Rack in Sparks, Nevada
and has them installed at private facilities not associated with Douglas County.
Forsyth described his relationship with Oakden as good. He said Oakden was a good boss and easy
to get along with. They had worked together for many years. On a personal level, they went out
socially to a concert several years ago and had visited each other's homes once or twice in the past.
Forsyth rents space from Oakden in a commercial building located on Zerolene Lane in Minden and
stores a vehicle there. According to Forsyth, he had seen tires in that building.
Forsyth said Oakden's kids would stop by the Douglas County Fleet services building and visit
Oakden. All of Oakden's sons had been there at one time or another.
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In response to specific questions about Oakden's spending habits, Forsyth said Oakden was a
gambler. He bought guns and cars, and always had an eye out for a deal. He took a lot of trips and
had been staying at casinos in Reno on the weekends. He would go to Las Vegas periodically and
would be invited by casinos to stay at their establishments. Oakden commented about winning
jackpots and Forsyth recalled Oakden saying he won four thousand dollars one time and also
bragging about getting comps from casinos for free stays.
During the interview, Forsyth said that when he found the tires missing, he thought it was possible
that Douglas County jail inmate trustees who worked in the yard might have taken them.
(Note: The investigation uncovered no evidence that inmate trustees were involved in taking
the tires.)

On April 10, 2017 Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed
Cory Owens concerning this matter. Owens was a former inmate trustee in the Douglas County Jail
and had worked in the County Fleet services facility as a trustee. The entire interview is documented
in the Owens interview report contained in the case file. Owens stated substantially the following.
Owens stated that on one occasion in January or February of2017, he was instructed by the facility
superintendent known to him as "Chris" to take some tires out of the back of his (Chris') personal
pickup truck and place them in the shop area. Owens did as instructed. Sometime later, Owens was
instructed to load those same tires into another pickup truck. Owens recalled that the driver of the
second pickup truck was a Douglas County Sheriffs Deputy. The Deputy was dressed in a Douglas
County Sheriffs uniform, including gun belt with weapon and handcuffs. That Deputy handed
"Chris" an envelope in exchange for the tires. Owens believed the envelope contained cash that was
payment for the tires. Owens described the tires generally as 20" all terrain truck tires.
On June 23, 2017, Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed Brian Porcari, a
mechanic at Douglas County Fleet Services since 2008. The entire interview is documented in the
Porcari interview report contained in the case file. Porcari stated substantially the following.
Porcari said he was previously interviewed sometime in April by the DA chief investigator.
According to Porcari, the only thing he knew was that Chris Oakden and Dave Forsyth were put on
administrative leave. He heard there were issues regarding the tire budget, indicating it has gone up
from a certain dollar amount. Porcari said the budget increased because the fleet of cars had
increased. He gave as an example that the Sheriffs Department fleet had tripled. With the addition
of the vehicles, the budget for the tires increased. Porcari heard there had been some tires stolen, and
believed that is how this whole situation started.
Porcari said he didn't like to speculate and liked to stay out of stuff. He was not there the day the
tires came up missing. As Porcari understood it, Dave Forsyth found some tires and had Mario
Hernandez take some pictures of them because Forsyth suspected something was wrong. Forsyth
went back the next day to move the tires to the Conex box but found them missing. Forsyth reported
the issue. Forsyth asked Porcari ifhe knew anything about the tires and Porcari told Forsyth he knew
nothing of the tires.
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Porcari explained his understanding of the tire inventory process. He said if they needed just a
single set of tires for a car, they could call Les Schwab because the mechanics had the authority to
do that. Other tires were ordered from vendors such as Purcell tires and Reno Vulcanizing and those
would be for the bigger sized truck tires. The tires would show up and they would stack them in the
Conex boxes. Oakden would handle the invoices. Porcari said he had the authorization to purchase
tires if he was buying a single set, but if it was a bulk order then he wouldn't order those. If a bulk
order was necessary, they would inform Oakden who would take care of the ordering. According to
Porcari, when they purchased parts from a local vendor and the item was delivered, the mechanic
took the receipt to Nancy for processing. As for the tires, they gave the receipt to Oakden who did
the inventory for the tires.
Porcari explained a seasonal tire exchange process. During the winter they installed tires with studs
in them. When the regular tires were removed from the vehicle, they took the tires and place them in
the Conex box. The tires were wrapped with duct tape, indicating on the tape the unit number and
other identification information so when the winter was over they could put those tires back on and
remove the studded tires. Once the tires were worn out they put the worn tires in the junk pile to be
recycled. Porcari said he occasionally saw newer tires in the junk pile. He explained some cars such
as the Sheriffs Department vehicles would puncture a side wall rendering the tire unusable. Porcari
said he had never seen brand new tires in the junk pile.
Porcari said he was hired by Oakden. Oakden was a good guy and he (Porcari) was not going to
disparage Oakden's name. Porcari felt Oakden had been accused of a bunch of things and Porcari
chose not to believe some of the stuff he was hearing. Porcari heard Oakden was stealing tires and
misappropriating funds. Porcari stated there may be plenty of evidence to prove it, but in his mind he
chose not to believe it because Oakden had always been good to him and the other mechanics in the
shop. Oakden had always been a fair boss.
Porcari said he knew Oakden went to Reno to pick up tires. His belief was that Oakden used the
county truck to do that. He said that he and some of the other mechanics have also gone there to pick
up tires. They all picked up tires from Reno Vulcanizing in Sparks. Porcari recalled picking up tires
on two different occasions. The two times he picked up tires, those were for pickup sized tires, but
denied picking up any semi-truck tires. He had to sign for the tires, but did not have to show
identification. He occasionally used the county stake bed truck to get the tires. Once the tires were
brought back to the yard, several of the mechanics would help put them away. As they took the tires
off the trailer and put them in the Conex box, they were supposed to check the tires against the
receipt. Porcari said Reno Vulcanizing and Purcell have also delivered tires in the past.
Porcari explained that inventory was handled in a system called Squarerigger. Once work on a
vehicle was completed they filled out the work order indicating what work they completed and what
parts were used in the repair. The parts they used were then removed from the inventory. According
to Porcari, there had been times where he went into Squarerigger and it showed parts were in stock
but in fact they were not. When that occurred, he would just call the vendor and order the parts.
Porcari said most of the inventory was handled by Oakden or Nancy.
Porcari said Forsyth was a good guy who was the product of the sixties but seemed to be a straight
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shooter. He was friends with Forsyth in the shop but had never done anything personal with him
outside of the shop.
Porcari said they had the ability to borrow tools from the county shop and explained he had once
used a spanner to repair his wife's vehicle. Porcari said it was not a common practice but if they
needed a tool it was allowed. Porcari said they would notify Oakden they were borrowing the tool.
Porcari said since the investigation started, polices have started to change and they are no longer
allowed to borrow tools.
Porcari said he worked on his personal vehicle one time in the county shop. He was later told that
working on personal vehicles was against county policy. Porcari said he has not seen anyone else
work on their personal vehicles in the shop.
Porcari explained his understanding of the county recycling program. He said there were three
different bins for the different types of metal they recycle. Once the metal is put in the bins, they
were not allowed to take metal out and take it home because the county benefits from the funding
received from the recycling.
Porcari said he does side jobs at home on occasion. He has worked on the Sheriffs vehicle one time
and a few other county employees' vehicles. Porcari said it was not against county policy to do side
jobs. He never used county parts or supplies to do the side work.
During an initial review of Oakden's text messages, detectives noted the following texts from a
phone number, (916)710-1464. One occurred the day Oakden died on April 24, 2017, and one
occurred 4 days after Oakden's death on April 28, 2017.
April 24, 2017
Source Address: 9167101464
Destinations: [7757813824]
Message Contents
Hi Mr Chris
April 28, 2017
Source Address: 9167101464
Destinations: [7757813824]
Message Contents
Hi this is Vasile wher is Chris.

The nature of the messages suggested that an individual named Vasile was trying to contact Oakden.
Additionally, during their interview with Oakden's wife, Jane (detailed later in this report),
detectives learned that Jane accompanied Oakden when he sold tires to a male she said was named
"Vasee." Jane described "Vasee" as being from California, near Sacramento. Detectives determined
that "Vasee" and the person sending the texts who identified himself as Vasile were the same person,
subsequently identified as Vasile Carpa who resided in Newcastle, California about 31 miles
northeast of Sacramento.
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On May 18, 2017, Detective Dale Liebherr and Sergeant Jason Gault interviewed Vasile Carpa
concerning this matter. The entire interview is documented in the Carpa interview report contained
in the case file. Carpa stated substantially the following.
Carpa knew Chris Oakden for about three years. They met when Carpa was looking on craigslist for
some tires for his 1999 Chevrolet Silverado. He came across an ad for a set of used tires, sized
265/75/R16 and contacted the seller, who he later learned was Chris Oakden. They came to an
agreement on the purchase of the tires, which Oakden said were used, with about 500 miles on them.
Carpa paid $400 for the set of four.
During that transaction, Oakden told Carpa that he (Oakden) owned a tire store in the Reno area and
if Carpa ever needed tires, he could get them at a good deal. According to Carpa, after a period of
time Oakden reached out and contacted him about purchasing more tires. Carpa made a deal to buy
four new BF Goodrich K02 mud terrain tires from Oakden, paying $500 for that set of tires. Over
approximately 3 years, Carpa purchased numerous sets of tires from Oakden; usually meeting
Oakden at the Cabela's retail store located in Reno to pick up and pay for the tires. Occasionally,
Oakden delivered the tires directly to Carpa's home located on Hillview Road in Newcastle,
California.
Oakden delivered the tires using a blue Ford F-150 pickup truck and occasionally was pulling a
black trailer with sides on it.
(Note: During an earlier interview, Glen Radtke indicated that Douglas County Fleet
Services had a black trailer with four foot sides capable of transporting up to 10 large tires.)

Carpa purchased several types of tires ranging in sizes from semi-truck tires, pickup truck tires, and
automobile tires. The semi-truck tire size was 22.5 inch, for which he paid $250 a tire.
(Note: Invoices reviewed as part of this investigation related to the purchase of 22. 5 inch
tires disclosed that Douglas County paid between $410.00 and $490.00, depending on the
manufacturer, for each 22. 5 inch tire Oakden procured as part of this fraudulent activity.)

Carpa estimated he purchased tires from Oakden between 100 to 150 times or more, with the last
purchase being on April 28, 2017. On that date, Carpa met Oakden at his (Carpa's) home and
Oakden brought and dropped off (8) 22.5 semi-truck tires.
(Note: Based upon known facts, that Oakden died on April 24, 2017; that Oakden traveled to
Carpa's residence on March 28, 2017 to deliver tires and get money to help a friend with
surgery [See Padron interview detailed later in this report]; that Oakden was placed upon
administrative leave on March 30, 2017 following a meeting with the DA investigator,
detectives believe Carpa was mistaken about the date and that the actual last purchase
date was March 28, 2017 not April 28, 2017.)

Over time, in addition to the 22.5 tires Carpa purchased numerous sets of mud terrain tires in various
sizes, from 16", 17'', and 18". Oakden called Carpa on average three to four times a month asking if
Carpa needed more tires. According to Carpa, there were occasions when he met Oakden at the
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Cabela's retail store and Oakden's wife would also be there. She would stay in Oakden's truck while
he and Oakden conducted business.
Carpa said he purchased one set of the BF Goodrich mud terrain tires for his personal vehicle. He
resold the other tires to friends and others through word of mouth. According to Carpa, he marked
up the smaller tires by $100.00 and made some money on those. He sold the semi-truck tires for the
same amount he paid for them and made no money. The semi-truck tires were sold to friends who
drive long haul over the road.
Carpa described an occasion when Oakden delivered tires to his (Carpa's) house and Oakden had
additional tires in the vehicle. He asked Oakden what those were for and Oakden replied they were
for his (Oakden's) son and for other customers he was delivering to.
In response to a question about whether he thought the price he was paying for the tires was
suspiciously low, Carpa acknowledged that he googled the price of a 22.5 tires and found them to
normally cost about $500 a piece. However, he said the first time he met with Oakden at Cabela's, he
noticed that Oakden's truck had veteran license plates, and having met both Oakden and Oakden's
wife, believed them to be honest. Oakden said he owned a tire store in Reno and Carpa believed that.
Carpa was under the impression Oakden was able to sell the tires for the $250 cash price. So he did
not question Oakden. Carpa indicated he always paid in cash and never received a receipt.
Detectives reviewed Oakden's text messages with Carpa for the time period February, 2017 to April,
2017. Over 300 exchanges were identified where tire purchases were discussed. These exchanges
were consistent with Carpa's rendition of events related to tire purchases. The complete summary
of those exchanges is contained in the case file. An example of such exchanges follows.
(Note: Carpa's spelling and grammar are left uncorrected.)
February 6, 2017
Oakden - Good morning. I can have the michelin 19 and the 205 50r17 today ifyou want to come today
Carpa - Good morning Mr Chris letme se what time im gono finish work ok mhen you gono have the RT one.
Oakden - Tomorrow. So maybe come tomorrow
Oakden - You can fit all of those in one trip
Carpa - Ok thats perfect Chris then seyou toomoro thenk you.
Oakden - Ok sounds good
Oakden - Trailer tires wednesday. Do you want anything else?
Carpa - Nathing yet
Oakden- Ok
Oakden - I still have 8 energy d if something comes up
Carpa - Yas Mr Chris thats fine im go no gat them ok
Oakden - Oh ok. When do you want to get those?
Carpa - Ok im gono tok toyou toomoro ok
Oakden- Ok

On May 16, 2017 Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed Jane Oakden
concerning this matter. Jane Oakden is Chris Oakden's wife.
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(Note: For purposes of clarity, in summarizing this interview Jane Oakden will be referred to
as Jane and Chris Oakden will be referred to as Chris. Chris Oakden was deceased at the
time of this interview. Various topics were discussed throughout this interview. For
expedience, like topics have been combined and may not be in the exact order they were
addressed during the interview. The interview was video recorded and is documented in a
transcript contained in the case file. This was the second contact with Jane concerning this
matter. During the first contact, she was less forth coming about things she knew.)

Jane Oakden stated substantially the following. She suffers from memory loss related to an earlier
heart attack where she "died twice on the table." Her doctor told her that as a result, she suffers from
some short term memory loss. Over time this may improve and she might remember things later that
she does not remember now. She said Chris might have told her things about the tires but she does
not think that is the case. She also said she took Xanax earlier in the morning before coming for the
interview and it "fogs" her brain.
According to Jane, she initially believed that Chris was fired from his job for working on private
vehicles in the county shop and for having some county tires on his personal truck and motorhome.
Chris told her he paid for those tires.
Jane was married to Chris for 33 years. She and her children were devastated by these allegations
and Chris's subsequent death. She was worried she would have to pay restitution for any theft Chris
may have committed and repeated this concern several times during the interview. She expressed
concern that the police would freeze her assets and confiscate her belongings.
Jane acknowledged that she accompanied Chris to Reno/Sparks on several occasions when he
purchased tires from a company called Reno Vulcanizing. She said that during her earlier
conversation with detectives, she was not immediately forthcoming with that information. She was
not lying but was scared and froze. She did not want her son Matt or her other children to think that
she was turning their dad in. Even though he was deceased, she did not want to be seen as going
against him, and did not want them to think she was afraid to say something and then tell her she
shouldn't be talking. She said, "I'm not that kind of person. I'm going to be honest. I'm not going to
lie to anybody because once again, I just can't. I've never been in jail. I've never broken the law."
Jane indicated that she was afraid for her children as well. She indicated that they didn't know any
more about what Chris was doing than she did, and didn't want anything to happen to them.
She realized she would have to admit she was with Chris during tire purchases because detectives
would find that out from the tire vendor. His name was Joe and he knew she was there. When she
accompanied Chris to the tire store, she never went inside the business. She stayed in the truck. The
security cameras would show that. Chris bought the tires. She believed he was paying for the tires
with cash, using his own personal funds. She had no idea ifhe used the Douglas County account to
pay for the tires, but did acknowledge that she believed he may have used the "influence" of the
county to get a discount, and maybe "shouldn't have been doing that." She further stated, "I'm
hoping that you guys find the money, the tires, something showing that he paid cash for them and
maybe the tire dealer. .. " "I'm hoping that but I know it's probably not going to happen."
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According to Jane, her son Matt knew she went to the tire store with Chris. Jane disclosed that Matt
went with Chris to get tires a few times and her other son, Christopher may have gone as well.
Jacque, her daughter, went maybe twice. Chris might have told the kids he bought and sold tires.
She was not sure. She said he would never talk much about stuff like that.
Jane stated that Joe (tire vendor) used to work at Cabela's and she thought that is where Chris met
him. Joe also worked at another tire shop. She did not know the name of that shop and did not
know if Joe knew what Chris was doing.
(Note: The investigation disclosed that "Joe" is Joe St. John, an employee of Reno
Vulcanizing. Reno Vulcanizing has more than one store in the Reno/Sparks area and St.
John had worked in multiple stores.)

Jane acknowledged that she accompanied Chris when he sold tires to a male who she said was
named "Vasee" (later determined to be Vasile Carpa). She described "Vasee" as being from
California, near Sacramento. The tire transactions happened at Cabela's in Reno. According to
Jane, "Vasee" was the only person she knew that Chris sold tires to.
Later in the interview, in response to a direct question, "Did you go anyplace else and meet anybody
else besides him?" ("Vasee"); Jane replied, "Not that I can think of." ... and "Yeah. I mean, like I
said, I tried all night long. I laid in bed thinking who else is there. I really don't know besides
deputies, I never saw that (deputy transactions). That was all done at the shop."
(Note: Jane was apparently aware that deputies purchased tires, but claimed to have never
witnessed that and to not have additional information about that.)

She believed Chris met "Vasee" in late 2013 or early 2014, maybe on craigslist, and she had been
accompanying Chris to meet "Vasee" since then. The last time was approximately February of
2017.
(Note: Information developed during the investigation related to the Padron matter [detailed
later] suggests that Jane and her daughter Jacque last accompanied Chris to California on
March 28, 2017 to sell tires to Vasile Carpa.)

Initially, she said she went with Chris to meet "Vasee" more than ten times, then later clarified that it
was as many as 4 to 5 times a month between 2013 and 2017. Jane described generally how the
transactions worked. She and Chris would drive to Reno, to a tire store. Chris would go in and
purchase tires. They would leave the tire store and drive to Cabela's where they met "Vasee" at the
side of the parking lot, in the truck parking area. Sometimes she remained in the truck and
sometimes she went inside Cabela's to use the bathroom. She did not become involved in the actual
transaction with "Vasee." Sometimes the tires were in the bed of the truck and sometimes Chris
would use a trailer. She did not recall if she was ever there when the trailer was used. She described
the tires "Vasee" bought as big; bigger than a regular car tire.
According to Jane, she received a text from "Vasee" after Chris died. In response, she called
"Vasee" and told him Chris died.
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(Note: This information is consistent with detectives' discovery of the April 28, 2017 text from
Carpa where he is trying to locate Oakden.)

Chris never told Jane how he got into selling the tires. She said it was, "Just through work." He said
he might make $50.00 off each tire because he was getting a discount and then charge the buyer the
full price and make the $50.00. That is how she understood the process. Jane said Chris did purchase
tires for work as well. He took those to work, because they were for work.
During the interview, Jane described visiting casinos and gambling. She stated that when she and
Chris gambled they held the budget to $500.00, but she did not sit with Chris the whole time. They
only played slots. Chris sometimes played dollar machines. She played penny machines because
the money lasted longer. They gambled at Grand Sierra Resort, Harrah's, and Tamarack in Reno.
They went to the Carson Valley Inn in Gardnerville. They frequented Harrah's properties in Las
Vegas, as well as Caesar's and the Flamingo. She recalled that Chris won a $1,200.00 jackpot at
Harrah's or Harvey's in Lake Tahoe, possibly in 2014.
Jane also described going on cruises. The first cruise was 2013.
(Note: This is around the time she indicated the tire transactions with Carpa began.)

They went on a cruise every year after that. According to Jane, she believed the money they used to
go on their cruises came largely from gambling winnings. The most recent cruise was to Hawaii in
March 2017. She said that cruise was paid for up front by their friends Paul and Candace (later
determined to be Paul Dowell), who booked the cruise. Chris and she were making payments to
them and still owed them money. Jane made the payments from their (Chris/Jane) joint bank
account. Chris said it needed to be paid off by possibly January. She did not recall exactly. Chris
told her, "If you need to make a payment, go ahead. There's money in the bank." Jane said,
"Whether it came from the gambling or he sold a bike or the tires, I don't know and it's making me
feel bad because if it was from the tires, then I'm guilty." She said if she had known any of the
money came from stolen tires, she would have told Chris, "No."
(Note: Jane explained that Chris was into bikes (BMX). He would build, buy and sell bikes.
He sold bikes using sites like Bike Flights and had a lot of bike swapping information on his
Facebook page. Chris sold one of the bikes so they would have extra spending money for
the Hawaii cruise.)

Jane said she thought going on cruises was an effort by Chris to make her happy. She claimed he
didn't need to do that because she was happy. Now she feels like a criminal because she does not
know how he paid for the cruises.
In response to a specific question about entertainment other than cruises, Jane stated that they went
to comedy shows and concerts. She added that" ... some people were jealous that we were always
doing something ... "
Jane explained that Chris was a private person who didn't want others to know his business. She
claimed she never questioned Chris about anything. He paid all the bills. He did all the banking.
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With respect to conversations she had with her (adult) children or any statements made by her
children regarding this investigation, Jane stated that they did talk about their interaction with the
detectives. They told Jane that the detectives were looking for four tires with stickers on them. Her
son, Matthew was upset because detectives told him that the District Attorney investigator claimed
to have seen four tires in Chris' shop (on Zerolene Lane during the administrative investigation).
Jane wondered why that investigator didn't take those tires ifhe saw them. Her children told her
they didn't know where those tires were and suggested that they should just go and put some stickers
on some tires. Jane told them not to do that. She stated that she had not been in the shop for some
time and did not know if there were tires there.
The children told Jane that they think the detectives are being bullies and trying to make Chris the
bad guy. They want to see proof he did something wrong. She said her kids were just in shock and
were trying to defend their dad. They don't want to believe he did anything wrong.
In response to a specific question about whether Chris helped the children out financially, Jane
replied that he did on occasion, but not tremendously. He would let them move back into the house if
needed and not charge them rent. When that happened the kids would compensate by purchasing
groceries, doing yard work or taking out trash. Jane described Chris as a good dad to all the kids, but
he spent more time with Matt. She described Matt as their "problem child" and indicated that Matt
had previously been arrested following an incident where he took his brother's car. Chris was
protective of Matt and was always "doing for Matt."
Jane described some of Chris's activities following his termination from Douglas County and shortly
before his death. She indicated that he had recently suffered some health issues related to his heart.
His medications were out of balance and he was tired and sometimes dizzy. He was feeling very
stressed. He knew the detectives wanted to talk to him and he told Jane he was not sure what was
going to happen with the investigation. He started selling some of his bikes and Jane asked why he
was doing that. He said he didn't need them and he wanted her to be taken care of. She asked what
he meant by that and he just said he was not sure what would happen with the investigation. Jane
said this did cause her to think in her head, "What have you done?" He also may have sold one or
more of his guns. According to Jane, he put most of the money he made from those bike sales into
their safe. He did give her $1,000 from one of the sales and she placed that money in her purse for a
while. After Chris died, she got "tired" of carrying the $1,000 around and put that in the safe as well.
With money that was already in the safe, she estimated that made the total in the safe to be about
$2,000. She had since used some of that to pay bills and buy groceries. Jane indicated that it was not
the norm for Chris to give her cash. Usually, he put money in their joint bank account and she used
her debit card. She said this (his current activities) was like he was preparing to go to jail. She did
ask him," ... what's going to happen? Are they going to get you for working on your cars and buying
tires and giving discounts on the motorhome and truck? I mean what are they going to get you for?"
Chris didn't answer.
According to Jane, following Chris' death, her mother-in-law instructed her to go to the bank and
open up her own individual bank account. Before that she only had the joint account with Chris.
She did open a separate account, but also kept the joint account because that is how many of her bills
are paid, through automatic payment. Jane stated that she does not have much money.
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(Note: Jane indicated that she currently had no income, had about $7, 000 in the bank, might
have a life insurance payout coming and might get an insurance settlement for Chris'
wrecked car. She also said she had food stamps.)

With respect to Chris' death, Jane indicated that she thought Chris killed himself because of this
situation. She did not want her children to know she was thinking that way. She stated, "Deep down,
I think he did this (crashed) on purpose. He killed himself. But I don't think he would do it the way it
happened. Because he would otherwise endanger the children, because there were cars right there
with kids in it. But after finding this out ... but why would he leave us like that. What would make
him think this is going to fix everything when it's not?" Jane further stated, "If that happened, I'm
going to be screwed. Because I won't get his life insurance. And I really need that right now. I even
thought to myself if I get his life insurance, I would give some to the county, payback .... that he
stole. I don't know if it will fix everything, but it will help. I don't know how this works."
(Note: Jane indicated that she believed Chris had two life insurance policies with
$250,000.)

a value of

In response to a specific question, "Why do you think he did this?", Jane replied, "To make me
happy. I don't know why. I mean, yeah, we went on cruises and I like doing that but I didn't want
him to go steal all this money to go do this. I always told him, Are you sure we can afford to do
this?" Chris said it was okay.
At one point during the interview, Jane stated, "Please don't put me in jail. I'm so scared. I couldn't
eat last night and it's just everything all together. There I was all the way thinking that you wanted
me to come here to arrest me. There was a little tiny bit that I was really, really like maybe I
shouldn't go. Do I bring a lawyer with me? I didn't know."
(Note: During the interview, Jane described that Chris was always trying to help people and
offered as an example a friend in Reno he knew through his BMX bike hobby. This
individual was diagnosed with a potentially terminal tumor in the back of his sinus cavity that
required surgery. The same week as that diagnosis, the house this person was leasing was
sold and the owner told him to move. He communicated with Chris who dropped everything
and helped the guy move. See the Noel Padron interview summary and texts later in this
report for relevance.)

Detectives reviewed Chris Oakden's February 2017 to April 2017 text messages and discovered
several exchanges between Oakden and family members concerning tires. The following are
excerpts of such exchanges.
Jane Oakden
February 7, 2017
Jane Oakden - lj Jacque wants to go with us to reno is that ok
Jane Oakden - Or do u need to put tires in the back seat
February 8, 2017
Jane Oakden - Tires?
Chris Oakden - Yes
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Jane Oakden - ls there gonna be room for Jacque to go
Matt Oakden
February 16, 2017
Chris Oakden - Hey im going to need your help later to go to reno
Matt Oakden - Ok
March 1, 2017
Chris Oakden - On my way back from reno. Ill pick you up
Jacque Oakden
February 23, 2017
Jacque Oakden - Yo
Jacque Oakden - I got one bar
Oakden - Hey i have to go to reno for work and tires ... tell mom
Jacque Oakden - Ok
Shawn Oakden
February 26, 2017
Shawn Oakden - Yo
Chris Oakden - Sup
Shawn Oakden - What you be doing? When would you wanna go to reno?
Chris Oakden - In a little bit. We actually stayed in reno last night. Just getting up
Shawn Oakden - I see. Otay well just let me know. I'll start getting ready.
March 30, 2017
Shawn Oakden - Yo what you be doin?
Chris Oakden - Workin in my office.
Chris Oakden - What you doin
Shawn Oakden - Buffing out a truck. Living the dream. Glad to be back at work? Loi. Roy ask me to see if
you can get a price or if they make them. He wants a set of Goodyear wrangler duratrac 255/55/r19 xi
Chris Oakden -Not glad to be at work. .. its a clusterfuck. Ill check on the tires
Chris Oakden - You sure on the size? Everything in that size are touring tires, nothing aggressive.
Shawn Oakden - I bet it is. It is here to. Been so busy. Last week I did 95 hours ofpaint work. Yes that's the
size. That's what he thought. It's for a rang rover or something.
(Note: This is the day the Douglas County placed Oakden on administrative leave. This
exchange takes place approximately 15 days after Forsyth's discovery of the Wrangler Dura
Trac, size 265-75-16 tires in the shed, which Forsyth speculated were for Chris' son. This
exchange, coupled with Forsyth's statements, suggests that Chris may have routinely
obtained tires on behalf of his son[s].)

James Towers (stepson)
April 22, 2017
Chris Oakden - Yo .. .Jason said he will buy the tired from you for 400. Doesnt want the lights, hes going led.
Chris Oakden - Tires
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James - 400 for all 5 what do you think
Chris Oakden - Theyre just sitting there. He only wants the tires though. Shawn said he could use the wheels
on his
James - 0 ok thats fine with me
Chris Oakden - Ok. Ill tell him
(Note: This exchange takes place well after Oakden has been terminated and two days
before his scheduled interview with detectives; two days before he dies.)

On May 15, 2017 Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed
Shawn Oakden concerning this matter. The complete interview is documented in the Shawn Oakden
interview report contained in the case file.
(Note: During the interview, Shawn questioned how property could be stolen if it was paid
for and stated he would have to see "proof" that his father did not personally pay for any
property/tires. Shawn was shown an example of tire receipts that reflected payment coming
from Douglas County accounts. He then stated he was just asking so he could understand.)

Shawn Oakden stated substantially the following. He worked at Welcome's Auto Body (2589
Wildhorse Drive, Minden) as a painter. His father, Chris Oakden, got him the job and he has worked
there for 8 years. At about the 4 year mark he took a couple years off, but then went back. His
brother, Matthew Oakden, also used to work there. Shawn was emotional at times during the
interview and expressed some dissatisfaction concerning the crash investigation into his father's
death.
Shawn said he spoke to his father on a daily basis. His father would swing by periodically to check
on him, or take him to lunch; "being a father." He described his father as the "best man ever," and
hearing that his father was under criminal investigation upset him. Shawn indicated that he
understood that his father had been placed on administrative leave and subsequently terminated from
Douglas County for taking county property. According to Shawn, the only items he knew about that
his father had were items he (father) retrieved from the "trash." Specifically, Shawn heard some
cabinets discussed. His father had those cabinets for about 15 years. Shawn also recalled seeing
Douglas County labeled tools here and there, but he (Shawn) has walked away from his job with
tools at times because he would forget they were in his pocket.
Shawn said his father had a lot of "pride" and didn't want to talk about things. He (Shawn) didn't
"push" his father for details concerning the termination. His father kept the whole thing "hush,
hush" and seemed to "shut down", and only said the reason he was terminated was "bullshit."
Shawn said his father was stressed out. He was trying to cover two mortgages, a shop, and vehicles.
He saw his father at the hospital during this time period. His father looked stressed. He didn't ask
any questions and his father didn't say anything. Shawn thought his father wanted everything settled
first and then he would tell the family about what was going on.
Other people told Shawn that his father was using the Douglas County garage "for personal means."
According to Shawn, most of the time when he (father) used the county shop for personal reasons, it
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was to work on Douglas County Sheriff Ron Pierini's personal vehicle as well as other deputy and
county employee vehicles. Any work on Oakden family vehicles was done in their own shop on
Zerolene Place. Shawn said his father occasionally worked on a few county employees' vehicles in
the Zerolene Pl. shop. These were roads employees and Douglas County Sheriffs Office employees
and deputies. His father helped them when he could. Shawn recalled phoning his father one night
and learning his father was at the Zerolene shop working on Sheriff Pierini's vehicle. Shawn knew
Pierini personally and that was why he remembered the name. There were about 6 people whose
vehicles he knew his father always worked on. He didn't specifically know names but remembered
"there was another Sheriff." According to Shawn, his father befriended this person, who Shawn
describe as possibly Hispanic or with dark complexion. Shawn said his father always helped people
out. That was who he was.
Shawn didn't know where his father got tires. He denied ever going with his father to purchase tires
at any time. In response to a direct question about whether he ever saw tires in the back of his
father's truck, he said not that he knew of and then qualified that by saying he never looked in the
back.
(Note: During her interview, Jane Oakden said her son Matt went with his father to get tires
a few times and her other son, Christopher may have gone as well. Jacque, her daughter,
went maybe twice. Shawn was not specifically mentioned. She a/so indicated that Chris
Oakden might have told the kids he bought and sold tires. She was not sure. Additionally,
as mentioned earlier, Shawn Oakden did communicate with his father by text on February
2ffh, 2017 and asked "When do you want to go to Reno." Tires were not specifically
mentioned. On March 30, 2017, in another text message, Shawn communicates the
following to his father, "Roy ask me to see if you can get a price or if they make them. He
wants a set of Goodyear wrangler duratrac 255155/r19 xi" It is apparent that Shawn knew his
father purchased tires for others and Shawn helped facilitate customers.)

In response to a specific question, Shawn stated his father always went to Reno, adding everyone
goes to Reno. His father went everywhere for work. He later added that his mother (Jane) and his
father were always going to Reno, for concerts, shows, and to hang out with their friends. His father
went to casinos and was always on "some sort of mission", always going.
In response to questions about tires that were on his father's truck, Shawn indicated he didn't know
the "deal" with those tires. He recalled that his father went on a hunting trip and got stuck. When he
returned from the trip, he got new tires. Shawn "imagined" his father bought them, but he was not
with his father when he got them and didn't know the details of the purchase.
Shawn did have some information concerning tires that were on his father's motorhome. He said
they needed to move the motorhome so they got the tires from a "bin" at the county yard. He said the
tires weren't necessarily set to be thrown away but "they were in a bin that were being shipped away
because the county had nothing for them. Useless tires and they were taking up space." Shawn
explained the tires didn't go on anything in the county fleet so they took them. Shawn helped his
father return those tires to the county after his father was placed on administrative leave. Shawn
didn't remember the size of those tires but described them as "big, heavy," He said they looked old,
not brand new.
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With respect to the Zerolene Pl. shop, Shawn explained there were a lot of "projects." He built his
Expedition in there and he also built and worked on other vehicles there. He said it was a shop, so
they worked on cars. He, James Towers (step-brother), and his father all worked in there at times.
David Forsyth also had things in the shop, including a couple Porsches, tools, and items for
Porsches. Shawn didn't know everything Forsyth had, but knew that if it wasn't theirs, (Oakden
family) it was Forsyth's. Shawn stated there were no tires with Forsyth's stuff.
In response to a specific question about tires with stickers on them at that shop, Shawn replied,
"what tires?" He said he didn't know anything about tires with stickers on them. He said ifhe knew
the size, he could have identified the vehicle they went to. Any of the tires in the shop that he knew
about were old used tires from their personal vehicles. He explained that there were tires "off my
Jeeps, my brother's Jeep that he's had forever." According to Shawn, that Jeep was old and totaled.
He indicated he was going to put those tires on his own Jeep, but never got around to it. He hadn't
seen too many tires around and those that were in the shop were either for his vehicle(s) or his
brother's Jeep. There were dune buggy tires that were dry rotted. He broke the types down saying
there were 5 Jeep tires, his blown tire, and 2 Baja tires. Shawn said they were mechanics and they
were around cars and everything that went on cars, including tires.
According to Shawn, he had not been to the Zerolene shop since his daughter passed away, about I 0
months earlier. He was focused on his family and he had been working a lot. He was last there
before July 2016 (approximately) and only went back about a week after his father's death, when
they started clearing out the shop. According to Shawn, after his father's death they couldn't afford
to keep the shop anymore because his father paid for it. Shawn and his brothers James, Christopher
and Matthew cleaned out the shop. They cleared out a lot of trash and got rid of everything in that
process. It was then that he saw the tires he described. He did not see any new tires. According to
Shawn, a lot of the stuff from the shop went to a maintenance guy that worked around there, (at
Zerolene Place) to include an engine and some other odds and ends, parts.
Shawn said they sold the motorhome right after his father died, around the same time they started
clearing out the Zerolene Pl. shop. His mother handled the motorhome sale. He thought the same
maintenance guy may also have purchased the motorhome. Shawn couldn't remember the
maintenance guy's name.
Forsyth had a key to the shop and was in and out more than he (Shawn) was. After the death, Forsyth
attempted to reach Shawn 3-4 times at his place of work, but Shawn had taken the week off and
didn't speak to Forsyth.
According to Shawn, his father's other activities outside work included working on BMX bicycles.
His mother and father also went to baseball games and on cruises.
On May 15, 2017 Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed
James Towers concerning this matter. The complete interview is documented in the James Towers
interview report contained in the case file.
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(Note: This interview was conducted at 1567 Zerolene Place suite "A" Minden, Nevada, the
location of Chris Oakden's personal warehouse/shop. Chris Oakden was deceased. Both
Jane Oakden and James Towers gave detectives consent to search the location. Jane
provided verbal consent and understood that James would sign a consent to search form
indicating his consent. When detectives arrived, they looked through the shop and noted
that the entire shop had been cleared out. Because the shop was empty, the consent to
search form was not completed. Detectives advised Towers that the investigation concerned
Chris Oakden stealing tires.)

Towers stated substantially the following. Towers said they only controlled the "A" side of the
Zerolene shop building. He and his brothers Shawn and Christopher Oakden cleaned out the shop. A
lot of the contents of the shop went into the trash. Other items went to Tower's house because those
items were his. He personally stored two cars in the shop, including a 1983 Camaro that he had since
high school. According to Towers, other items in the shop included "stuff' they got from Harbor
Freight, tools from when his father was a mechanic, left over car parts and an engine from his
brother's truck. There were also bicycles in the shop that belonged to his father (Chris Oakden).
Shawn and Christopher Oakden didn't take any of the items because they didn't have a place to put
anything. Towers said he was the only one with room to store anything. He explained that everyone
had tools at the shop and they all took their own personal things. He didn't see anything in the shop
that appeared odd or didn't belong there.
Towers explained David Forsyth also stored property, including a Porsche, tools, a welder, an
engine, and other random items at the shop. Forsyth picked up all of his property.
Towers said he was close to Oakden, who was his dad. He said his mother, Jane Oakden told him
that the detectives would be coming to the shop to talk to him, but that was all he knew about the
situation.
In response to a specific question, Towers acknowledged that there had been some tires in one
comer of the shop and described those as being from his Jeep; from when he was re-building his
Jeep after he wrecked it several years earlier. He claimed he originally got those tires from Les
Schwab. Initially, Towers acknowledged there had been some other tires with stickers on them in the
shop as well. He described them as skinny Baja bug tires that came with a Baja bug when they
purchased it, and those tires had been there for a couple of years. He said he didn't know where they
were now; then later said they did not have stickers on them and there weren't any tires with stickers
in the shop.
Towers said that Oakden talked about selling tires and working on people's vehicles. He worked on
Douglas County Sheriff Ron Pierini's vehicle as well as other Douglas County deputies' vehicles.
Oakden started as a mechanic with the county and was considered a trusted person. People brought
their cars to him. Oakden worked on vehicles at his personal shop (Zerolene Place), at his residence,
and at the Douglas County garage, and admitted to doing that.
Towers said that he sometimes brought coffee or lunch to Oakden at the Douglas County garage and
saw Oakden talking to Deputies. The Deputies would ask Oakden ifhe could get tires for them.
Towers said Oakden was just "helping them out". He didn't know who the Deputies were.
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Towers indicated that Oakden worked his "ass off' for years to support his family and "as a
mechanic, it's hard." He said, "It's like a starving artist, you know, you gotta, you gotta [sic] keep
moving forward, and you got to figure out ways to make some money." Things were already rough
and then "after 15 years and then they try to say he stole some tires, like, where you gonna [sic] put
$100,000 worth of tires, or whatever it is, figurative number, you know, $50,000, or 200, I don't
know." In response to a specific question about whether someone had suggested a dollar amount of
the loss, Towers stated no, that it was a figure he came up with in his head.
Towers said," Then when you got somebody, one person running three departments, making or
around [sic] I don't know what his salary, probably $60,000 if that, running three departments, that's
a lot, that's a, that's a workload."
According to Towers, Oakden said he was put on administrative leave, and that he got into some
trouble. But didn't explain what that was. Towers speculated that it might be related to having BMX
bike parts shipped to his work. Towers had noticed that some of the bike part boxes had Oakden's
work address on them. Towers explained that the BMX stuff was a side business. Towers said he
also thought about the "tire thing. He acknowledged that he was aware that Oakden purchased and
resold tires. He said Oakden purchased sets of tires and sold them to people, including Deputies and
other County employees who asked for them. Oakden also used craigslist to search for
advertisements from people looking to purchase tires. He (Oakden) would contact those people and
tell them he could get tires for them.
Towers described the tire situation as being similar to Walmart. It was like when a person who owns
a restaurant purchases a product and resells it to make a profit. Towers said Oakden paid for the tires
he purchased with his (Oakden's) own money, stating that he (Towers) didn't see a problem with
taking money out of your own pocket to purchase a product and then reselling that product to make a
profit. Towers didn't see what was wrong with paying cash for something adding, "I mean yea, it's
frowned upon because your making cash property because Uncle Sam doesn't get any of it. [sic]"
During the interview, Towers asked how many sets of tires "are they saying" Oakden took. When
detectives responded, "A lot", Towers said, "Okay."
According to Towers, Oakden's tire purchases occurred randomly. He never went to Reno with
Oakden to pick up tires because he worked 3 jobs and he was always busy. He described that
Oakden "would get a set of tires, and then somebody who wanted to buy a set of tires would pick
up." Initially, Towers said Oakden never changed a set of tires or put tires on in the county shop, he
just sold the tires. Later, Towers explained that the county allowed Oakden to do personal things.
For example, Oakden helped Towers out ifhe needed a tire change or even work on his personal car;
or would help out Towers' brothers on occasion. Towers acknowledged that he had purchased tires
from Oakden and Oakden put the tires on for him at the county shop. But Oakden didn't do that for
everyone. He said Oakden wouldn't charge for that because, "He's smarter than that."
Towers described Oakden as a family guy who helped his children with finances at times, paying for
things like a phone bill. Towers recalled that while he (Towers) was growing up, Oakden was just
trying to "make ends meet." Towers learned about hard work and to do things right from Oakden.
Because of everything that happened and the things the family has gone through, Towers didn't
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believe anything Douglas County said. He stated Oakdenwould never steal.
On April 28, 2017 Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed
Steve Besso, the owner of the Reno Vulcanizing tire stores concerning this matter. The complete
interview is documented in the Steve Besso interview report contained in the case file.
(Note: Reno Vulcanizing was one of the primary vendors from which Chris Oakden made
numerous tire purchases over multiple years. Vouchers, invoices, and an external audit
have established that the majority of those purchases were fraudulent. Reno Vulcanizing
has multiple locations in the Reno/Sparks area. Most purchases were made at the store
located at 225 East Prater Way, Sparks, Nevada. Detectives advised Besso there was
concern about tire purchases by Oakden from Joe St. John at the Prater Way store.)

Besso indicated that he is the owner of Reno Vulcanizing and primarily works out of the Plumb
Lane location. He has known Chris Oakden as a Reno Vulcanizing customer for years. He
described Oakden as a good guy. Besso explained that Joe St. John is a Reno Vulcanizing employee.
St. John is a customer representative who used to work at the Plumb Lane store. He transferred as a
customer representative to the Prater Way store some time ago. Mike Smith is the manager at Prater
Way. Chris Oakden used to conduct his business at the Plumb Lane store with St. John, but when
St. John went to the Prater Way store, Oakden followed. According to Besso, it is not uncommon for
a customer to follow a sales representative when it came to tools or supplies.
(Note: Detectives advised Besso that a significant area of concern involved the purchase of
275/SOR/22. 5 Michelin Xline Energy tires.)

According to Besso, if Oakden was looking for the type of tire described (275/SOR/22.5 Michelin
Xline Energy), he would have to call ahead to request them. Those tires are for tractor trailer
vehicles (semi-truck) and were not kept in stock because Reno Vulcanizing did not deal with those
as often as they used to. Those tires needed to be ordered from the distributor in Stead, Nevada, not
far from the Reno Vulcanizing location. The tires would be delivered within 1 or 2 days. The order
would be placed by the particular store that was conducting the sale.
Besso said that Oakden usually picked up the tires himself. Reno Vulcanizing did make deliveries to
the Douglas County Fleet yard, but Besso's memory was that didn't occur very often. Because
Oakden was well known at the Plumb Lane store, he was not required to show identification at the
time of the purchases.
Besso recalled that when Oakden came to the Plumb Lane store, he sometimes drove his personal
vehicle and sometimes drove a Douglas County vehicle. Oakden picked up tires a couple times a
month. According to Besso, when he dealt with Oakden, Oakden would call a day or two ahead of
time and then would show up to pick up the tires. Sometimes Oakden would bring a trailer as well.
(Note: Detectives asked Besso to review some of the tire receipts involved in the Oakden
transactions. He was asked specific questions about a state tire fee.)

Besso indicated that there was a state tire fee that should always be charged when a purchase of tires
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occurred. There weren't any exemptions regarding that state tire fee, and he could not explain why
the fee did not appear to have been charged for some of the Oakden purchases.
Concerning sales commissions, Besso explained that their involved sales people do receive
commissions on sales to the general public. However, there are no commissions paid on government
(State or County) sales or contracts. (The type involved in the Oakden transactions.) Tires bought on
government contracts are sold at 30-40% below cost, so they don't make much if anything on
government contracts. The State has the contract for "cost" prices and the Counties piggyback on the
State contract.
Besso stated that he had security cameras in his stores, including the Prater Way store. However,
they were not currently hooked up or used, nor did they have recording capability. They were
initially installed after he had an issue with an employee. When the issue was resolved, he
disconnected them.
Besso was aware that Oakden had died. He talked to Mike Smith at the Prater Way store about
Oakden. Smith told him Oakden was a good guy. He and Smith discussed that Oakden explained
some of the tire purchases by indicating he was helping out other smaller government agencies by
buying tires for those agencies under the Douglas County contract. Besso did not recall that Oakden
ever said which agencies those were, and did not think that was ever discussed.
Besso stated they maintain records of all purchases in a computer system, as well as keeping hard
copies of receipts. He indicated that he could pull the relevant records for detectives. In response to a
specific question, he indicated that receipts did contain the signature of the purchaser. (He printed a
copy of a receipt to confirm that).
At the end of the interview, Besso advised detectives that he would have his secretary at the Virginia
Street store, Sharron Hamilton, pull the relevant copies of receipts from the computer system. He
explained that in the event that St. John was somehow involved in wrongdoing, he didn't want St.
John to be aware that the receipts were being pulled. On May 4, 2017, Detectives Mattice and
Liebherr returned to Reno Vulcanizing to obtained copies of the receipts and transaction documents
involving Oakden and Douglas County. At that time, Ms. Hamilton explained that she was able to
pull the computer documents dating back to 2013. However, the 2014 and 2013 documents didn't
have the receipts attached and she would have to go to the store itself and pull the hard copies.
On May 30, 2017 Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed
Joe St. John, an employee of the Reno Vulcanizing tire store in Sparks, Nevada concerning this
matter. The complete interview is documented in the St. John interview report contained in the case
file. St. John stated substantially the following.
St. John first met Oakden in about 2012 through a former Reno Vulcanizing employee who knew
Oakden before St. John started working there. He got to know Oakden through the business and
eventually Oakden became comfortable with St. John and began working with him on Douglas
County tire purchases. St. John also worked at Cabela's part time and met with Oakden occasionally
while working there. St. John described the relationship as a good quality working relationship, but
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also considered Oakden a friend in the same way he considers a lot of people friends. St. John never
hung out with Oakden outside of the business relationship. He never went to Oakden's home, nor
had Oakden ever been to his home.
Reno Vulcanizing considered Oakden a great customer, a nice guy who always came and picked
tires up from the store. At first Oakden purchased dirt track type tires which are a fleet style tire
normally used for county and state vehicles. These tires fit full size pickup trucks. Oakden also
bought pursuit tires for the Sheriffs vehicles. During the past year, orders for the pursuit tires and
the dirt track tires had fallen off. St. John attributed the slowdown in those tire orders to Oakden
spreading those purchases around to other vendors. At one point, Oakden asked if St. John could get
semi-truck tires at the government rate. Shortly after that, Oakden began purchasing the larger semitruck tires for Douglas County. Eventually, the semi-truck tires seemed to be all Oakden was
ordering, with the majority being a 22.5 tire. Over the past 18 months Oakden ordered hundreds of
22.5 tires. St. John acknowledged that he thought the number of 22.5 tires purchased was excessive,
and actually questioned Oakden about the purchases. Oakden replied that due to the flooding going
on in Douglas County at the time, they needed those tires for trucks and various equipment Douglas
County had. St. John also said Oakden once told him that he (Oakden) ordered tires for the town of
Minden and other government entities. Those entities would come to Douglas County Fleet Services
and pick the tires up from Oakden. According to St. John, whenever he questioned Oakden about the
larger tires, Oakden always had a "legitimate" response. St. John said he never really inquired
further because Oakden picked the orders up and the bill was always paid by Douglas County.
St. John explained that Reno Vulcanizing does not routinely sell a lot of commercial tires and only
worked with Oakden because he was a good customer. St. John did not know much about
commercial tires, for example the difference between steer and drive tires, and had to learn about
them in order to assist Oakden. Most of the time, when Oakden needed tires he would text St. John
with the size and the number of tires needed. St. John then called the supplier and asked what was
available in a specific size. St. John relayed the information to Oakden who would make the
decision about what tire to order. St. John had both Oakden's personal and business cell phone
numbers. (775-781-3824 and 775-783-6437). He communicated with Oakden on his own cell, 707206-1476.
According to St. John, these tire transactions became so routine that he even periodically called
Oakden to ask ifhe (Oakden) needed any semi-truck tires. Most of the time, Oakden would say yes.
Even St. John's tire sales representative would periodically call to see if Oakden needed any more
semi-truck tires.
Oakden often picked up between 8 and 16 truck tires at a time and would often do that twice a week.
He picked tires up in his personal blue Ford F-150 pickup truck. St. John knew this was Oakden's
personal vehicle because Oakden once bought aftermarket wheels for it and paid for those out of a
personal account, not a Douglas County account. According to St. John, they could fit eight 22.5
tires in the back of the F-150. If Oakden ordered 16 tires, he made two trips in the same day.
Occasionally, Oakden would show up pulling a trailer. St. John said in looking back at the times
Oakden picked up the tires, it was usually after Oakden's work hours, between 5:30-6:00 PM, and
also late on Fridays and even on Saturdays. At the time, St. John attributed this to Oakden being a
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dedicated employee, however in retrospect, sees what Oakden was doing. St. John said there were
times Oakden would show up on a Friday near the end of the day with his wife. He would tell St.
John that he and the wife were going to stay at the Grand Sierra Resort/Casino for the evening. The
following day, Saturday, he would show back up at the tire store and pick up more 22.5 tires. St.
John did think this was strange when it happened and wondered to himself if Oakden drove all the
way back to Minden and then returned to pick up more tires. Once, he questioned Oakden about that
and Oakden said he had dropped the tires off at a friend's place. According to St. John, he didn't
think any more of it at the time and moved on.
St. John said that Oakden's wife Jane would be with him about fifty percent of the time when he
came to pick up the tires. She generally stayed in the truck but St. John did recall her using the
restroom on one occasion. Oakden's kids also came but not very often. St. John could not recall what
the kids looked like or what their names were, but believed they were in their 20's.
St. John said he has been contacted for tires by others from the Douglas County Fleet Services in the
past when Oakden was out of the office or on vacation. On those occasions, Reno Vulcanizing
would either deliver the tires to the Fleet Services yard, or if they needed the tires immediately, a
Fleet Services employee would drive to Reno and pick them up. When that happened, the employee
would always be in a county truck and it was never after hours.
St. John said Reno Vulcanizing did offer to deliver tires to the Douglas County Fleet Services yard,
and over the years may have delivered tires about ten times. St. John said he personally delivered
tires to the fleet services yard in his own truck about 5 times to help out when Oakden was in a
pinch. However, when it came to the 22.5 tires, they did not deliver those.
When Oakden ordered tires, they always billed out through Douglas County Fleet Services. St. John
explained how Reno Vulcanizing invoicing and billing worked. Most of the time, Oakden would
order the tires and later show up at the tire shop and the tires would be loaded into his truck. Oakden
then came into the office and signed for the tires on the computerized card reader kiosk at the
counter. Once Oakden signed for the invoices, St. John printed out the invoice and handed a copy to
Oakden. St. John then billed those tires out to Douglas County on the invoices.
(Note: During the interview, St. John was shown a Reno Vulcanizing invoice dated January
6, 2017 for 6 Michelin Energy Z tires with a signature on it. He identified the signature as
Oakden's.)

St. John explained that there were occasions when the invoice was not ready when Oakden arrived at
the store to pick tires up. In order for their system to close out a receipt, there has to be a signature
on the invoice. Signatures are generated through the kiosk when a person pays for the tires. St. John
acknowledged that since Oakden sometimes picked up tires and left before the invoice was ready, he
(St. John) would just run his finger across the kiosk in a left to right motion, drawing a line in the
signature box to allow the system to create a completed invoice for that particular purchase.
(Note: St. John identified a February 28, 2017 invoice for 2 215/BOR/22.5 tires as an
example of one such transaction.)
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According to St. John, from time to time he would get a call from Oakden at the end of the month
indicating he (Oakden) was missing an invoice and asked St. John to print out a duplicate and send it
to Fleet Services.
In response to a question about how St. John was paid by Reno Vulcanizing, he said he was a
salaried employee. He did receive commissions on private person sales, however received no
commission on government sales, which was the type of sale Oakden was involved in.
On May 4, 2017, Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed
Fred Sinfellow Assistant Manager at Purcell Tire and Service Center in Reno concerning this matter.
Sinfellow explained that he was recently promoted from a Service Writer to Assistant Manager. The
complete interview is documented in the Sinfellow interview report contained in the case file.
Sinfellow explained that Purcell Tire dealt with a lot oflarge sized tires and usually had large sized
tires (i.e. for semi-tractor trailer/trucks) in stock in their warehouse. Sinfellow said that while he was
a Service Writer, he had a lot of contact with Christopher Oakden who purchased tires from the store
all the time. When Oakden picked up tires, he drove a blue pick-up truck but Sinfellow didn't recall
there ever being a trailer. Oakden usually didn't take more than 8 tires at a time and the tires would
all fit in Oakden's truck. Sinfellow's recollection was that Oakden was by himself when he showed
up. Purcell Tire employees would help Oakden load the tires in the truck. Sinfellow recalled
occasions when Oakden picked up tires, left, and then returned a short time later for more tires. It
was Sinfellow's impression that Oakden had dropped off the first tires somewhere and returned to
pick more tires up, all in the same day.
(Note: Detectives reviewed the security camera feed at the Purcell Store. They determined
that the last available images were from April 16, 2017, after Oakden was removed from his
position at Douglas County. No relevant information was available.)

During the interview, Sinfellow explained that ifthere were a special order for a tire type, then the
ordering person had to call prior to coming to the store, because such tires had to be delivered to the
store from the distributor located in Stead, Nevada.
(Note: Sinfellow showed detectives the kinds of tires that were in stock in the Purcell
warehouse that were the same kind that Oakden had purchased over time. Those included
12-165 So/ideal Haul (aka: skid steer) tires, and 275/SOR/22.5 Michelin Xline Energy Drive
tires and steer tires. These were the same type and size tires referenced in email
exchanges between Oakden and Vasile Carpa.)

Over the course of the investigation, Detectives contacted Douglas County Sheriffs Office (DCSO)
and other County employees concerning their interaction with Chris Oakden. Most employees
indicated that they knew who Oakden was because of his position with Douglas County Public
Works. Most claimed no knowledge of anyone who purchased tires or received mechanical services
from Oakden. Documentation concerning individual contacts is contained in the case file. The
following are summaries of statements by individuals who did provide information relevant to the
issues associated with this case.
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Investigator Ed Garren was the first DCSO investigator assigned to this case until the Sheriff
referred the case to the Investigation Division. Prior to this investigation, Garren was personally
unaware of anyone within the DCSO who purchased tires, however during his preliminary
investigation was provided names of possible employees who had purchased tires from Oakden.
(Those names were provided to detectives.)
Sergeant Amy Savage stated her son used to ride BMX bikes with Oakden's son. She indicated that
she is "not a fan" of Oakden. After this investigation started, she heard that Oakden was "offering"
discounts on tires.
Sergeant Greg Rooney stated that he had known Oakden for approximately 11 years. Rooney said
approximately 8-10 years ago he either purchased tires or had Oakden work on his personal vehicle.
Rooney said there was an exchange of money, which he believed was cash but could not recall the
amount.
Deputy Arne Digerud stated he never really dealt with Oakden directly and denied purchasing tires
from Oakden, but said he did purchase tires from a former Fleet employee "Paul" approximately 8-9
years ago. Paul told Digerud that he could use the county discount to purchase the tires as long as he
doesn't order too much. Digerud said he paid Paul for the tires but could not recall the amount, or if
he paid by check or cash.
(Note: Paul was identified as Paul Dowell, former Douglas County employee and the
individual Chris went on the March Hawaiian cruise with. According to Jane Oakden, Paul
Dowell fronted the money for that cruise. Dowell was subsequently interviewed. See that
interview later in this report.)

Deputy Kai Weaver stated that approximately 6 years ago, Oakden helped Kai rewire her classic
vehicle. Kai stated she did not recall paying Oakden for the work and no parts were purchased or
used. Oakden just removed an aftermarket part and reattached the original wiring.
Sergeant Bernadette Smith said she knew of Oakden from the county garage. At one point Oakden
sent Smith a Facebook friend request, but she denied the request because they were not friends.
Smith never received tires or mechanical services for her personal vehicle from Oakden or anyone
else at Fleet services. She heard a rumor that DCSO Deputy R. Ginocchio had gotten tires and heard
that DCSO Sheriff Ron Pierini had his personal vehicle worked on by Oakden.
Detectives interviewed Deputy Ginocchio. During an initial contact and later during a follow-up
interview on April 24, 2017, Ginocchio indicated he knew Chris Oakden. Ginocchio said his current
assignment includes the responsibility to assist with the Sheriffs patrol fleet regarding the
electronics in the patrol vehicles. He works with dealerships when the time comes to purchase new
vehicles and he researches and orders the radios and related emergency equipment.
According to Ginocchio, he has learned how to install computers and other electronic devices in the
patrol vehicles. This came about because county fleet services mechanics were not getting vehicles
built in a timely manner. He was permitted to work on the cars during his normal shift when the fleet
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services shop had the room. He was given keys to the shop and was allowed to work on the cars at
his leisure. Initially, he worked with fleet services mechanic Brian Porcari, until there were some
disputes about Porcari's decision making. Ginocchio informed DCSO administration concerning the
conflict and was instructed not to return to the shop. Ginocchio had a concern with the fleet services
record keeping procedures and questioned whether some of the activities rose to the level of criminal
conduct. He took those concerns to his administration. DCSO administrators determined that the
best course of action was to eliminate fleet services from the installation process and directed that
vehicles be taken to Sierra Electronics for the build outs. This caused Oakden to dislike Ginocchio
because fleet services lost allocated funds from the Sheriffs Office.
Ginocchio indicated he now typically goes out to fleet services on a weekly basis and talks to Mario
Hernandez concerning any issues with DCSO vehicles. Hernandez has told Ginocchio that discounts
are available on vehicle parts from Napa but Ginocchio has never used that. Ginocchio did indicate
he has received personal mechanical services from Hernandez, but this occurred at Hernandez's
home, not at fleet services.
Ginocchio acknowledged that he had an occasion to assist Harry Raub with the installation of new
tires on Raub's personal vehicle at the fleet services shop. Ginocchio explained that he used the fleet
services floor jack, impact wrench, tire and balance machines to install the tires and could not recall
the date he did this. Raub had since reached out to Ginocchio (once this investigation started) in a
panic asking ifhe (Raub) was going to be in trouble for purchasing tires from Oakden. Ginocchio
instructed Raub to contact the investigating party or the undersheriff and inform them of the
purchase. Ginocchio believes Raub contacted UndersheriffHowell. Ginocchio offered the opinion
that Raub is a very upstanding guy and if he even thought something was inappropriate, he would
not do it.
Ginocchio said an individual named Cory Moore, who used to work at fleet services, has also put
tires on personal vehicles. Ginocchio was not sure whose vehicle(s) Moore worked on, but said
Moore left fleet services and is now working for Carson City.
Ginocchio said he has never purchased tires or received mechanical services from anyone within
fleet services (beyond Hernandez described above). Ginocchio said he did not know any specific
names but did hear that Oakden was selling tires, he assumed to other county employees.
Deputy John Lenz stated that he knew that Deputy Ron Skibinski bought tires from Oakden because
Skibinski told him. This conversation occurred after the start of this investigation.
Deputy Dave Nishikida stated he has known Oakden throughout his career. Their friendship is
limited to being Facebook friends and they acknowledge each other in public. Nishikida said
Oakden's Facebook page looked as though he (Oakden) was living a lavish lifestyle, well beyond his
means.
Deputy Ken Karosich stated that April Walker, a former Administrative Assistant at the Senior
Center, had purchased tires or had mechanical work done by Oakden. He said that Oakden and
Walker had some kind of relationship and everyone knew that. Walker left the Senior Center about
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4 years earlier and was now working as a cosmetologist at the lake.
On June 14, 2017 Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed
April Walker concerning this matter. The complete interview is documented in the April Walker
interview report contained in the case file. Walker stated substantially the following.
Walker adamantly denied any sexual relationship with Oakden. She characterized their relationship
as "best friends." She knew Oakden for years and first met him while employed with Douglas
County at the Senior Center. Walker acknowledged that she purchased tires from Oakden about
seven to eight years earlier. She said her husband may also have purchased tires. Walker stated
Oakden took her car and brought it back with the tires on it. It was her understanding that Oakden
could get the tires at cost. She paid cash to Oakden for the tires.
Investigator Brian Hubkey stated he heard that a DCSO employee named Tanya Scott had
information regarding tires.
Detectives interviewed Senior Secretary Tanya Scott. Scott stated Oakden's son, Shawn Oakden, is
currently dating Scott's daughter, Marie Cooley, and has been for approximately 5 years. Scott said
she knew the Oakden family well. Her relationship with her daughter and Shawn Oakden is strained
and has been due to the recent death of her granddaughter. According to Scott, when her
granddaughter passed away, Chris Oakden said he would help with funeral expenses but never did,
and then he went on an "extravagant" vacation. Scott described Jane Oakden as a very kind
"sweetheart." Scott said she has not purchased tires from Oakden, however did recall that
approximately 2 months before the Oakden investigation started, Shawn Oakden and her daughter
were at Scott's house. They began discussing tires and Shawn Oakden told Scott to let him know
when she was ready to buy tires because he and his dad could get her a deal. Scott never pursued the
offer. Scott stated that her son Dylan Wilson had been to the Zerolene warehouse during the week
prior to May 12, 2017. Wilson told Scott that while he was there, he saw a lot of tires in the
warehouse. Wilson described several stacks of tires. He was aware there was an investigation into
tires and felt uncomfortable.
On May 12, 201 7, Detective Mattice contacted Wilson via telephone. Wilson explained he is friends
with the Oakden family and he didn't want to get them in any trouble, but was concerned about what
he had heard involving an issue with tires and Chris Oakden. He stated that he was inside the
Zerolene warehouse (building A) with Shawn Oakden approximately 1 1/2 weeks prior to this
interview. Shawn Oakden told Wilson they (Oakdens) "had to be out of there," referring to moving
out of the warehouse. Wilson was helping move stuff out of the warehouse and while there, saw a
couple stacks of tires approximately 10 tires high that he described as being beefy and looking brand
new. He said the tires looked to be both for a car and pickup truck. Wilson stated he didn't get near
the tires so he was not able to confirm whether they were new. Wilson stated there were also other
items in the warehouse like an old buggy, a dirt bike, a quad and other ')unk."
Deputy Clayton Ridley stated that he heard rumors about the investigation, mostly after Oakden
died. He said that the woman who used to clean the Sheriffs Office and other county offices
(contract employee) had "dealings" with Oakden. He did not have details. He stated that her name
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was Andrea Golightly (formerly Jones). She stopped working for the county about a year earlier.
Deputy Erik Eissinger stated that about 5 to 8 years ago, his wife had a slow leak in her tire
(personal vehicle). He (Eissinger) asked if she could stop in the shop to have it pumped up.
Eissinger heard rumors about people receiving services from Oakden but had no specifics.
Deputy David Cadwallder stated that he heard rumors about tire purchases but could not remember
any names of persons he heard had purchased tires.
Deputy Troy V anAmburg stated that Deputies Fricke, Kruger and Doan might have some
information related to "Yvette" and her interactions with Oakden.
Deputy Joel Kruger stated that he heard general talk and rumors that if you needed something like
tires or anything, Oakden was the guy. Kruger mentioned Todd McEwen as someone who might
have information. He also stated that Rodney Ginocchio was the department's go to for matters
related to vehicles.
Deputy Mark Dickens stated that Todd McEwen purchased tires from Oakden.
Sergeant Robert Duffy stated he was aware that one DCSO employee, Todd McEwen, purchased
tires from Oakden.
On May 31, 2017 Investigation Division Detectives Greg Prestipino and Damon Earl interviewed
DCSO Deputy Todd McEwen concerning this matter. The complete interview is documented in the
Todd McEwen interview report contained in the case file.
McEwen stated substantially the following. He has been with the DCSO for fourteen (14) years and
knew Chris Oakden during that entire time. When they first met, Oakden was a regular mechanic
and had worked his way up to a supervisor position. Oakden oversaw all the mechanics at the shop
and met with the county commissioners. McEwen thought Oakden was in charge of the Road
Department, all the mechanics, and basically the Sheriffs Office vehicles, county vehicles, and
search and rescue. McEwen acknowledged that he purchased a set of tires for his personal truck
from Oakden about two (2) years earlier. He was not sure of the size, but said they were stock,
something like 275 Rl6 or 275-285's. He didn't remember the brand but indicated they were typical
road tires and he believed they were rugged. McEwen said "I made one (1) payment to him
(Oakden) with a check." He paid $600.00 for the set. McEwen explained how he came to purchase
tires from Oakden. He said he was building a jeep for DCSO at the time and was using the Douglas
County Fleet Yard shop a lot. He received much of the equipment for this project through
donations. Oakden mentioned that if McEwen needed tires, to talk to him. McEwen did need a set of
tires for his personal truck and Oakden said he could come pick them up at the shop. However,
Oakden told McEwen he could not use the shop to put the tires on. Oakden also told McEwen that he
(Oakden) had to keep the purchase separate from the county, so make payments directly to him
(Oakden). McEwen bought the tires and took them to Tires Plus to have them mounted. This was the
only time he purchased tires from Oakden, but added that recently he called Oakden's work phone to
let Oakden know he needed more tires. At that time, McEwen was unaware of this investigation.
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(Note: A review of Oakden's text messages disclosed the following text from McEwen to
Oakden on April 3, 20177756914788 [McEwen}
[7757813824] [Oakden}
It's Todd mcewen .... looking at price for some tires ..... 285 70r 17 10 ply MIS. .. .)

McEwen said he had no indication that there was any problem with the tire purchases and said he
understood he was just getting a "flat rate". Oakden never mentioned where he got the tires from. In
response to a specific question, McEwen declined to name any other persons who may have
purchased tires stating, "I'm not going to comment on that, I don't know for sure." He went on to say,
"I know supposedly there are quite a few people" ... and later added "I think there would be a lot of
people." According to McEwen, Oakden had been doing this before he (McEwen) bought his set of
tires and speculated that Oakden had been doing it for a while. McEwen repeatedly declined to name
any persons, stating he would be speculating and he didn't want to throw out names without knowing
for sure, only to learn they had not purchased tires. McEwen did however offer the following, "The
comment was made, you know how people talk, but basically this goes all the way up to the
Sheriff." McEwen said, "Looking back on it; you're always looking for a deal as long as not
breaking any laws." McEwen also remembered a conversation he had with Oakden during which
Oakden described a separate account from which he supplied tires to several people.
McEwen indicated that he was not personally close to Oakden. They didn't hang out outside work.
He dealt a lot with Oakden because he (McEwen) used of the shop. He explained that he and other
DCSO employees, like S.W.A.T, the Crisis Negotiation Team, and the Jeep programs used the shop
to work on projects related to the Sheriffs Office. Oaken was a likeable guy that was very down to
earth and did not seem like the type of guy to steal.
(Note: Based upon information received during other DCSO employee interviews, McEwen
was interviewed a second time in an effort to clarify his knowledge of Oakden 's activities
and to pursue information concerning other possible Oakden customers.)

Detectives Dani Harris and Damon Earl conducted a follow-up interview with Deputy McEwen
concerning this matter. The complete record of that interview is documented in the Todd McEwen
interview report contained in the case file.
McEwen stated substantially the following during the follow up interview. McEwen has heard
people talking about Oakden's activities. He has heard that others may have purchased tires, but
does not know for sure and doesn't want to say names. He said he does not know more specifics
about how Oakden's operation ran. He said Oakden "kept it quite." Oakden just said, "I got a deal
on tires, if you need some tires come talk to me, just keep it quiet." and "I have a separate account
and you pay me." Oakden told McEwen to "keep it between me and him." Oakden said he had a deal
with the "guy" (name unknown) we use to buy tires for the county. Oakden had a separate account
with him (the "guy"). McEwen didn't question Oakden further.
In response to additional specific questioning concerning others who may have purchased tires,
McEwen said, "the Sheriff, Undersheriff, everyone. McEwen said he could break it down by who's
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in the "shop" (county yard) and said Deputy Rod Ginocchio spent a lot of time at the shop. He
mentioned Douglas County District Attorney Investigators Brian Putzer and Steve Schultz as people
he sees down in the shop working on cars "coming and going." He mentioned two members of the
Search and Rescue team by name, Sean Thomas and L. Perman, and other members of the team
(unnamed). He said Deputy Ron Skibinski also worked at the "shop" working on the Sheriffs Office
boat. McEwen indicated "anyone" who has lot of dealings with Oakden, and named Glen Radtke
(the new Douglas Count Fleet Manager).
(Note: Other than McEwen 's statement, no other independent information was developed
that suggested Steve Schultz, Sean Thomas, L. Permann or Glen Radtke worked on
personal cars in the shop. With respect to Schultz, District Attorney Jackson advised that he
was aware that there was a time frame when Schulz visited the shop on multiple occasions
related to necessary repairs to his (Schultz) assigned county vehicle. During his interview
related to this investigation, Putzer acknowledged that years earlier he did use the shop on
one occasion to do repairs on a personal vehicle or vehicle part. Putzer self-reported that
incident to his supervisor, Schultz, who chastised Putzer and told him that was not
permitted. During his interview, Ginocchio acknowledged routinely working in the shop as
part of his assigned duties. During his interview, Skibinski acknowledged being in the shop
regularly to discuss issues with his assigned patrol vehicle. Skibinski also admitted
purchasing tires from Oakden twice and using the County shop and equipment to install the
tires.

According to McEwen the general rumor is that, "it's the whole department" (DCSO) and added, "If
I knew who personally bought tires I would tell you, but I don't." McEwen indicated he never saw
anyone pick up tires from the county fleet yard. He never saw Oakden's sons at the "shop" and never
heard about Oakden's sons being at the shop.
Sergeant Jeff Schemenauer stated that he heard a rumor that the Undersheriffhad received services
or purchased tires from Oakden.
On June 6, 2017, Detective Liebherr interviewed Undersheriff Paul Howell telephonically regarding
this matter. Howell stated that he had never purchased tires or received any other mechanical
services from Oakden. Howell stated that he understood Harry Raub and Yvette Altringer had
purchased tires from Oakden.
Deputy Teresa Duffy stated that she heard a rumor that the Sheriff and one other person whose name
she cannot remember purchased services from Oakden.
On April 27, 2017 Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed
DCSO Sheriff Ron Pierini concerning this matter. The complete interview is documented in the Ron
Pierini interview report contained in the case file. Sheriff Pierini stated substantially the following.
Pierini acknowledged that he received mechanic services from Oakden for three of his personal
vehicles but never had tire work done. He explained that he had known Oakden for many years
dating back to when Oakden was just a mechanic for Douglas County. Pierini characterized Oakden
as a "nice guy." When the prior Douglas County Fleet services Manager was terminated, Oakden
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filled the spot. Pierini thought Oakden was promoted in 2013. According to Pierini, on occasion
Oakden indicated that he (Oakden) was upset because he was paid less money than his predecessor.
Pierini's perception was that Oakden was depressed because he was responsible for more work for
less pay. Oakden would complain about the Douglas County Fleet maintenance budget, saying he
needed more money to support the work that was required.
With respect to vehicle repairs, Pierini said it was easier (convenient) to request Oakden to work on
his (Pierini's) personal vehicles than to take it/them to the Ford dealership. When he did use Oakden,
Pierini took his vehicles to Oakden's residence(s). (One about ten years prior that was off of Johnson
Lane and two others that were by Ironwood Shopping Center in Minden.) Pierini dropped the
vehicle(s) at Oakden's residence(s) and left the keys. If Oakden was not home he left the keys with
Oakden's wife, Jane. Pierini always paid for the work and purchased any needed parts himself.
Examples of the type of work done included a Land Rover computer system and work on a Ford
pick-up truck that involved the 30,000 full fluid flush. Oakden's son also worked on the Ford. There
was an occasion where Pierini's step-daughter needed her vehicle repaired because she had run the
car into a pole. Oakden's son took a dent out of the car and painted it. Pierini knew Oakden had a
repair garage in Minden where he (Oakden) worked on vehicles. Pierini received a receipt (from a
receipt book) after payment for work on vehicles.
According to Pierini, he occasionally spoke to Oakden about Oakden's interests and family.
Discussions included guns and hunting. Pierini has been in Oakden's residence and seen Oakden's
gun collection, which included AR' s and many other guns. Pierini said when Oakden discussed his
family, it sounded as though the family was a "little rough." It sounded like Oakden took care of
everyone. One of Oakden's sons (possibly Matt) had a marijuana issue and Pierini spoke to that son
about choices. Pierini knew about Oakden's wife's heart attack and knew Oakden was very
concerned because she was so close to death. Pierini knew that between 2008/2013 money was
rough and then Oakden got his promotion. Oakden wanted to buy a house but he wasn't able to
because of money problems. Oakden always wanted to buy things, even offering at one point to buy
Pierini's Land Rover, although that never happened. Oakden frequently purchased used cars. Oakden
liked to go on vacations and leave for the weekends.
(Note: A review of Oakden bank records disclosed records of canceled checks from "Ronald
P. Pierini 08-06 and Celeste E Pierini." consistent with stated payment to Oakden.)

On June 6, 2017 Investigation Division Detectives Desiree Mattice and Dani Harris interviewed
DCSO Deputy Ron Skibinski concerning this matter. The complete interview is documented in the
Ron Skibinski interview report contained in the case file. Skibinski stated substantially the
following.
Skibinski met Oakden through his employment with Douglas County. When they met, Oakden was a
mechanic for the county fleet yard. Skibinski would bring in his patrol car for standard maintenance
or specific fixes. Skibinski said he is a "mechanical type" and able to diagnose problems with his
patrol car, so many times Skibinski would discuss these issues with Oakden. From these contacts
over the years, Skibinski and Oakden developed a professional relationship but "kind of friends
outside of business." Skibinski said, they would discuss mechanics, boats, and if Skibinski saw
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Oakden outside of work, they would talk, "but it's not like we hung out or had barbeques." ... "ifl
saw him out and about we would chat, but then go our separate ways."
On one occasion, Skibinski spoke to Oakden regarding tires for his (Skibinski's) personal truck.
Skibinski knew that the fleet went through various tires, so he wanted Oakden's opinion on which
tire would be best for towing and mileage. During the conversation, the price of the tires was
mentioned and Oakden told Skibinski he (Oakden) could order the tires at a discounted rate through
a personal account with Tire Rack. Oakden told Skibinski that Tire Rack was where Oakden ordered
all the fleet tires. After the offer, Oakden made the comment to Skibinski, "I don't do this for
everybody." Skibinski bought two sets of tires through Oakden. Goodyear Wranglers (purchased in
approximately 2012) and a set ofBFGoodrich K2o's (purchased in approximately 2015). Skibinski
paid Oakden $600.00 for each set of tires. Each time, Skibinski paid Oakden in cash and was not
provided a receipt for his purchase. Oakden would pick up the tires and they would meet at the fleet
yard on a day off and use the county yard equipment to install the tires. Both Skibinski and Oakden
would install the tires together. Skibinski did not recall anyone else present at the yard when they
installed the tires. Skibinski denied receiving parts or any other services for his personal vehicles
from Oakden.
According to Skibinski, Mario, a mechanic from the county fleet, did assist Skibinski once with
installing a part on his personal Chevy truck. Mario had worked for Chevy for many years and
offered his own time to assist Skibinski with the installation. Skibinski purchased the part from
Chevy. The work was done at Skibinski's home.
Skibinski knew about one other person who mentioned purchasing tires from Oakden but Skibinski
could not recall who the individual was. Skibinski had no knowledge of Oakden offering or selling
parts to any county employees.
On June 29, 2017, Detective Mattice was at the Douglas County Fleet services yard with a
representative of an outside accounting agency preparing to initiate an independent audit of fleet
services operations. While there, Mattice was approached by Douglas County employee Mario
Hernandez. Hernandez was one ofMattice's points of contact at the yard for this investigation and
they had several prior conversations concerning the general issues related to the investigation. On
this occasion, Hernandez told Mattice that he felt it was important to tell her that he had purchased
tires from Oakden on three (3) occasions in the past. Because Mattice was accompanied by the
independent auditor, she did not question Hernandez further at that time.
On June 30, 2017, Mattice and Sergeant Jason Gault interviewed Douglas County mechanic Mario
Hernandez concerning this matter. The complete interview is documented in the Hernandez
interview report contained in the case file. Hernandez stated substantially the following.
Hernandez explained that he was thinking about everything and realized that during earlier
conversations with detectives concerning how fleet services operated, he never told detectives that
he had purchased tires from Oakden. He said he was never specifically asked about purchasing tires,
so he didn't say anything. He wanted to cooperate now because he had nothing to hide and was an
honest person. He didn't steal from people or steal from work. He was ethical in his job. He was a
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respected and admired professional. He didn't want his reputation tarnished or end up in jail because
he had a son to take care of. He indicated a desire to go on his "merry way" and then retire. He didn't
want to be involved in the situation and that was why he was talking about it.
According to Hernandez, he purchased tires from Chris Oakden about three (3) or four (4) times
over the last few years. Oakden mentioned a few years earlier that he (Oakden) had a personal tire
account. Oakden never said who the account was with, but Hernandez guessed it was a Goodyear
dealer in Reno, "Reno Vulcanizing." Hernandez knew that Oakden went to Reno a lot. He didn't
know who Oakden talked to or texted with, Oakden never said a name, but Oakden would say he had
his "guy."
Hernandez usually gave Oakden a tire size and asked for the price. After a couple days, Oakden got
back to him. Hernandez bought tires for his personal Chevy Silverado truck, his mother's Yukon
(about 2-3 years ago), and for his girlfriend's son's Saturn (fall of 2016). The most recent purchase
occurred in 2017, about four to five months prior to this interview, and was for DCSO Sergeant John
George. Hernandez said George approached him about tires and Hernandez told George that Oakden
could get tires.
(Note: Later in the interview, in response to a specific question about what George knew
concerning Oakden's involvement, Hernandez said he "thought" he told George the source
of tires was Oakden, through Oakden's tire account.)

Hernandez put the tires on George's personal truck at the county garage, but didn't charge for that
"because I knew that was wrong." George paid for the tires with cash. After Hernandez received the
cash from George, he later gave the money to Oakden.
According to Hernandez, when he ordered tires from Oakden, the tires would just eventually show
up in the county shop. The kinds of tires purchased for his own vehicle(s) and for George's vehicle
were different from the kinds of tires fleet services purchased for county vehicles. In response to a
question about the price for set of 4 tires, Hernandez paused, then stated the "magic number always
seemed to be $600.00". Hernandez said he paid Oakden $240.00 for a set of 4 tires for the Saturn
because they were smaller tires.
Hernandez stated that about a week or two after this investigation started, in April 2017, he heard
that some individuals who had purchased tires from Oakden went to the Douglas County District
Attorney's Office and told people there about it. Hernandez heard that Harry Raub was one of those
people. He described Raub as possibly a reserve for the DCSO. Hernandez understood that Raub
was really nervous, which made Hernandez nervous as well, thinking that everyone was going to get
fired. Hernandez also spoke to George about the investigation and tires and told George he didn't do
anything wrong. He told George that Oakden assured him there was an "Oakden tire account."
Mario said he helped George get tires as a favor and George was going to get "all sweaty and
nervous," but now that "Mario already told us (detectives) what's going on, so you don't have to
worry ... " According to Hernandez, everyone was talking about the investigation and he (Hernandez)
was being accused of"ratting people out." There was a lot of tension with a lot of people around
Douglas County. Hernandez said he knew it seemed as though he was "ratting him (George) out on
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all of this, but I know he feels nervous." Hernandez said he told George, "We just got to tell the truth
that's all we're doing."
Hernandez said he heard rumors that DCSO Deputy Todd McEwen and other DCSO deputies had
purchased tires from Oakden, but had no personal knowledge and did not know any other names.
He did not know about anyone else buying tires or receiving mechanical services from Oakden.
Hernandez acknowledged that he worked on his personal vehicles in the county shop. When he did
that, he bought all his own stuff (parts/fluids) and did the work because he couldn't afford to have
someone do the work for him. He reiterated that he "honestly" bought the tires in good faith
knowing that he could put the tires on his car or family member's cars without having to worry about
anything. He said he couldn't understand how the tire purchases could be so spread out and no one
questioned Oakden about the cost. He didn't understand how Oakden could have hidden everything.
During the course of the investigation, Detective Dani Harris had previously interviewed DCSO
Sergeant John George on June 22, 2017. During that initial interview, George stated he had only
known Oakden for 3-4 years and his involvement with Oakden was solely professional. George
stated that he had never purchased tires from Oakden or received mechanical services, nor did he
know anyone who had.
As a result of Detectives' June 30, 2017 interview with Mario Hernandez, wherein Hernandez
disclosed that George had purchased tires in 2017; and had discussed that purchase with Hernandez
as late as April of 2017 after this investigation had started; on June 30, 2017 Detectives reinterviewed George concerning these apparent discrepancies. George stated substantially the
following during the re-interview.
In response to specific questions concerning the discrepancies, George said he had purchased tires,
not from Oakden, but rather from Mario Hernandez. This occurred in January or February of 2017.
George offered as an explanation that he has known Hernandez for about 6-7 years and Hernandez
assisted George with mechanical services, provided recommendations for parts and was his "go to
guy." George recently asked Hernandez where a good place to get tires was. Hernandez asked for
the size of the tires and said he would get George a price. Hernandez said he could get the tires from
a place in Reno and would pick them up. Hernandez quoted a price around $800.00. The final price
was $780.00. George paid Hernandez in cash. According to George, Hernandez never implied that
the tire purchase had anything to do with the shop and if George knew the tires were coming directly
from Oakden or through the shop, he would never have purchased the tires. George stated it was
never his understanding that the tires were from Oakden. He believed that Hernandez had a "guy" or
place to get discounts. He didn't know anything was going through the Douglas County garage.
George said that although Hernandez never said everyone was buying tires, his (George's)
impression was that it wasn't out of the norm to get tires from Hernandez. During the interview,
George said it wouldn't be surprising if this was occurring for years.
George acknowledged that he later had a conversation with Hernandez about the tires. This occurred
after George heard something at work that there might be an issue with tires. After hearing that,
when he got home he called Hernandez and asked if there was something "going on" concerning the
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tires or ifhe (Hernandez) was going to get into trouble. According to George, he told Hernandez if
there was something that was going to "come out" to let George know. George indicated that he
could not remember exactly what Hernandez said during that conversation, other than Hernandez
said he (Hernandez) didn't know what was going on. (Later during this interview), George explained
further that he told Hernandez, if anything was not on the "up and up" and if it had anything to do
with Oakden," you (Hernandez) need to tell now, because I'm going to go tell." George said he told
Hernandez that ifthe deal they had concerning tires had something to do with Oakden he (George)
"was going now," to tell someone. According to George, Hernandez replied, "No" everything was
good or everything was fine, or something similar. George said he didn't remember exactly when
this conversation took place, but thought it was before Oakden's death.
George said he did not mentioned his tire purchase during his initial interview, because the question
he was asked at that time was ifhe had purchased tires from Oakden, which he had not. He said if he
knew the tires came from Oakden, he would have said that. He further indicated that he didn't
mention that he purchased tires from Hernandez because, "I guess I didn't want to throw Mario
under the bus." George asserted that he was not deceptive because he explicitly answered specific
questions about interactions with Oakden. He said he had no intention to lie. He didn't have any
premeditated intention during the first interview and didn't want to give the impression that he wasn't
being honest and forthright. He said he was participating in the follow up interview to have "diarrhea
of the mouth," to be there as clergy, "to spill my soul," to tell whatever he knew and whatever he
could. He denied any knowledge concerning any other individuals who purchased tires or received
mechanical service from the Douglas County garage.
Concerning how he ultimately received the tires, George said after Hernandez picked the tires up,
they sat inside the Douglas County garage for a while, possibly several days or over a week. When
George saw the tires were there, he told Hernandez he (George) would take them and have them
mounted at Les Schwab. Hernandez told George not to worry about it, that he (Hernandez) was
going to be working on his personal truck at the garage over the weekend. George could just swing
by and Hernandez would mount them. George believes he went by on the following Sunday and
Hernandez put the tires on George's Ford Fl SO pickup. According to George, he didn't think there
was any issue with Hernandez using the Douglas County garage. Hernandez didn't charge to mount
the tires and said it wasn't a problem. George said "I figured if your boss is saying its ok, I didn't
think it wasn't nothing (sic) on the up and up."
(Note: George later sent detectives email photographs of the tires on his truck. Those are
contained in the case file.)

George said he paid Hernandez $780.00 in cash for the tires the day the tires were mounted. George
didn't receive a receipt. Hernandez did not tell him where the money was going or to whom.
Hernandez put the cash in his pocket. George indicated looking back if the tire deal looked too good
to be true, then it probably was.
George said he never referred anyone else to Hernandez for tires or mechanical services. He did not
purchase tires from Hernandez on any other occasion. He did not recall if Hernandez told him
whether he (Hernandez) sold tires to anyone else. According to George, he considered Hernandez a
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friend and it "pissed" him (George) off that Hernandez was looking out for himself by throwing
everyone else under the bus to save his "own ass."
Prior to the end of the interview George apologized for any impression that he had been deceptive
and offered to be a "mole" or "snitch" for detectives. He said he had no problem throwing anyone
under the bus at a moment's notice because he wasn't going to jeopardize his career or his
advancement for anyone.
On July 26, 2017, Investigation Division Detectives Mattice and Liebherr re-interviewed Hernandez
concerning details related to Oakden's purchase/sale of tires. The complete re- interview is
documented in the Hernandez interview report contained in the case file.
Hernandez stated that it was easy to ask Oakden to get tires. Oakden always said that he could get
tires for a good price. Oakden would text on his (Oakden's) phone to order the tires. When
Hernandez inquired about the process, Oakden always assured Hernandez that he had his "own
account". In response to a specific question about why he asked Oakden about the process,
Hernandez replied that they were in a position where things could be misconstrued. He knows the
difference between going to a vendor and getting a discount, and charging the purchase to the county
or paying for the item directly. Hernandez called this "a fine line." Hernandez rationalized
purchasing tires from Oakden by stating, ifhe could get a good deal and had his own account, why
not.
According to Hernandez, tires usually showed up at the shop on weekends or on Monday mornings.
Usually, there would be a stack of four and sometimes up to eight tires. He never saw Oakden bring
tires to the shop and never saw Oakden unload tires. Most of the time the tires would already be in
the shop. This happened about every six months. Hernandez indicated that when the stock orders
came in, those were brought by the vendor in a truck and were off-loaded into Conex boxes and
checked off according to the invoice.
During the interview, Hernandez acknowledged that he had seen Oakden's son James get tires from
the county shop on one occasion. This was years ago. Hernandez saw some tires stacked in the shop
and asked Oakden whose tires they were. Oakden responded they were for his kid's car and said he
would pick them up. Hernandez also saw other of Oakden's kids pick up other items from the shop a
couple of times. He believed these were mostly bicycle items. Hernandez recalls seeing packages
for Oakden show up two to three times a week.
With respect to the George tire transaction, Hernandez reiterated that he told George the tires came
from Oakden and Hernandez charged George $600.00 for a set of four. He said he told George that
the money would go to Oakden. Hernandez clarified that he did not actually charge George
anything, that it was Oakden's money. Hernandez acknowledged that he was the "salesman."
During this interview, Hernandez said that Oakden gave Hernandez permission to work on his
(Hernandez) personal cars in the shop. Hernandez brought his own parts and fluids and did minor
repairs and oil changes.
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In response to questions about the discrepancy for the price of the tires, (Hernandez said he collected
$600.00 but George said he gave Hernandez $780.00), Hernandez denied collecting $780.00, denied
making any money on the transaction, and denied conducting his own tire sales. He said he did not
even know who the vendor contacts were.
Hernandez acknowledged that he did not mention his knowledge of tire sales during early
interactions with detectives regarding this case. He said those omissions were not intentional and
did not constitute a lie. He indicated that detectives just didn't ask him specific questions.
(Note: Detectives had in fact asked Hernandez earlier whether he had any information about
anyone who had purchased tires from Oakden. At that time, Hernandez replied "No. '1

Hernandez explained that he did not initially mention his conversations with George because George
was nervous about the tire purchase. Hernandez said it was not his intention to do anything criminal;
he was just helping a buddy out.
During this interview, Hernandez acknowledged that he did side jobs at his home and had used the
Douglas County discount for parts when he did that. According to Hernandez, the vendor offered the
discount to him. Hernandez said he charged the person he was doing the work for the same amount
for the parts that he was charged by the vendor. Hernandez said he did work for Deputy Williams,
John Harker, Ron Skibinski, John George, Rod Ginocchio and Ted Duzan. Hernandez complained
that he was getting in trouble for this. He said that everywhere he had worked in the past allowed
him to get such discounts. He didn't know there was a rule against it at Douglas County.
On July 27, 2017 Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed
Douglas County Technology Services employee Harry Raub concerning this matter. The complete
interview is documented in the Raub interview report contained in the case file. Raub stated
substantially the following.
Raub has worked for Douglas County for the last twenty years. He acknowledged that he purchased
tires from Oakden. According to Raub, approximately five years ago, he was in the market for tires
for his Jeep. He knew Oakden from work for some time. One day while at work, he stopped Oakden
and asked if Oakden could recommend a good set of tires for his Jeep. He approached Oakden
because he knew Oakden was a master mechanic and thought Oakden would be the best person to
ask about tires. (Later during the interview, Raub said perhaps he had learned that Oakden was a
source for tires from other county employees.) Oakden recommended a couple of brands of tires and
then advised that he (Oakden) could get a "good deal" on some tires from his "guy." A day or two
later, Oakden contacted Raub and advised that he could get tires. Oakden also quoted a price of
approximately five hundred ($500.) dollars. Oakden said he would contact Raub when the tires came
in and would deliver them to Raub. A few days later, Oakden contacted Raub and advised that he
could deliver the tires. Raub asked Oakden how he wanted to be paid, cash or check. Oakden
preferred cash. Raub met Oakden, gave him the cash and Oakden gave Raub the Michelin tires.
According to Raub, this transaction took place in the back lot of the Douglas County Administrative
building. Oakden delivered the tires in a dark colored truck, which Raub assumed was Oakden's
personal vehicle. Raub put the tires in the back of his (Raub's) Jeep and took them home.
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According to Raub, he believed he and Deputy Rod Ginocchio put the tires on his vehicle about two
days later at the county yard. Oakden was not present. In response to a direct question, Raub stated,
he "took them and mounted them out at the yard ... out there." This occurred around January, five
years ago in the late afternoon or early evening. Raub spoke to Ginocchio who is more mechanically
inclined, and was advised that he could bring the tires to the county yard. Ginocchio was already
there doing work and would help mount the tires. Raub said, "Rod" had a key to the shop at that
time.
Raub said he still had the tires and they were on his 2004 Jeep Liberty, which he uses as a secondary
vehicle. According to Raub, these were the only tires he purchased from Oakden and he never
received any mechanical services from Oakden.
Raub said he had no direct knowledge of anyone else purchasing tires from Oakden, but had heard
rumors that Yvette Altringer got tires and also heard that a "ton of people did that." He heard that
Altringer bragged about giving Oakden beer in exchange for tires.
Raub said he became aware of this ongoing investigation after an employee association member
named Mike Avila told him about it. Avila had represented some employees on this matter during
their interviews with DA investigator. Avila said Oakden had been doing services and selling tires.
When Raub heard this, he told Avila that he purchased tires from Oakden four or five years ago.
After learning about the investigation, Raub spoke to the DA investigator who advised there was a
"gag order" and instructed Raub not to talk to anyone.
Raub stated that he also heard that one of Oakden's sons might have been working on "peoples"
vehicles at the county yard.
On June 23, 2017 Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed
Douglas County District Attorney Investigator Brian Putzer concerning this matter. The complete
interview is documented in the Putzer interview report contained in the case file. Putzer stated
substantially the following.
Putzer said he has worked for the Douglas County District Attorney's office since February of 2008
as a Special Investigator and is assigned to the Special Victim's Response Team. He knew who
Oakden was and explained his most recent contact with Oakden occurred when he (Putzer) discussed
having a county Ford Explorer transmission fixed. In another instance, Putzer was having issues with
the emergency lights on his vehicle. He went to the Fleet services yard and asked Oakden about
obtaining additional lights. Putzer also described casual conversations with Oakden about off road
racing and vintage bicycles. According to Putzer, he usually spoke to mechanic Mario or mechanic
Brian about issues with his county vehicle. His contact with Oakden was very limited. He was at the
shop about once a month. He did not interact or associate with Oakden outside work.
Putzer acknowledged that about six to seven years ago, he asked someone in the county shop to use
the county press to push some bushings into the lower control arms of his personal vehicle. Putzer
said he later informed his boss, Steve Schultz, about this and Schultz verbally counseled him and
told him not to do that again.
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With respect to issues related to this case, Putzer said he heard rumors about missing tools, but didn't
know more than that. He said, "You have to understand I share an office with Mike Marty" (the DA
investigator assigned to the administrative investigation). Putzer said he heard something about
Yokohama tires, because he had been asked about the tires on his vehicle and what kind of tires he
had in the past because he was into off road racing. Putzer said he heard Oakden was stealing tires,
but was never offered and never purchased tires from Oakden.
During the interview, Putzer mentioned that there was an occasion after this investigation started
when he was fueling his vehicle at a county facility. While doing that, he saw Marty's vehicle and
another county truck at a nearby commercial business. (According to Putzer, he later learned this
was Oakden's private shop.) Putzer said once he finished fueling his vehicle, he drove to that shop
and walked in. Marty was there and told him to leave.
On June 19, 2017, Detective Mattice conducted a telephonic interview with Paul Dowell.
(Note: Dowell is a former Douglas County employee and the person Jane Oakden
referenced during her interview as the individual she and Chris Oakden went on the cruise
with in March 2017, shortly before this investigation was initiated. According to Jane, Dowell
fronted the money for the Oakdens to go on the cruise. Dowell is also the individual Deputy
Arne Digerud stated he purchased tires from approximately 8-9 years earlier.)

Dowell stated substantially the following. Dowell knew Christopher Oakden because Oakden was
his supervisor during the last five years Dowell worked at Douglas County fleet services. Prior to
Oakden, Dowell's supervisor was Mark Malnack. Dowell retired 4 years earlier. During his tenure
with Douglas County, Dowell was the Equipment Technician Lead. He was a mechanic and worked
on anything and everything. He was already working for Douglas County when Oakden was first
hired as a mechanic. According to Dowell, he didn't have any problems when he worked for Douglas
County. He said he went to work, kept his nose down and his mouth shut and didn't get involved in
anything.
Initially, in response to a specific question about investigations that occurred while he was employed
at Douglas County, Dowell said he was "not a part of it," nor did he know anything about what
occurred. He didn't know anything about County employees working on their personal vehicles in
the County garage. He didn't work on his stuff and was not aware of what the other people did. He
then stated most of the stuff happened after hours, on holidays, and on weekends and he didn't know
about it. In response to a clarifying question, Dowell stated he couldn't say who was or wasn't
working on their stuff in the garage, but knew that things like that happened since the "start of the
county." He insisted that he never heard a word about anyone specifically working on their personal
vehicles.
Dowell stated Brett Reed was a supervisor over the Roads Department at the time. He didn't think
Reed was the focus of any investigation, but repeated he didn't know anything regarding an
investigation.
In response to a specific question about tires, Dowell responded, "what about them." He denied any
knowledge of people switching out tires or putting tires on in the garage.
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In response to a specific question, Dowell stated any report that he left Douglas County on less than
good tenns was inaccurate. He said "it was on perfect tenns" and added he didn't know who told
"that crap," but he was at retirement age, he was ready to go because he couldn't do his job like he
used to 20/30 years prior, so it was a "mutual agreement" that he just retire. Dowell stated "you ever
notice that it's always the people that start this, that can't prove it."
Later during the interview, Dowell described a situation when he was accused of selling tires. This
resulted in a "small" 3 or 4 day internal investigation and he was cleared. He didn't know who the
accusing party was. A Douglas County District Attorney investigator, Steve Shultz, conducted the
investigation. Dowell didn't know who was interviewed during that investigation. Everything he
(Dowell) did was "paid in full, tax included." According to Dowell, the situation involved tire sales,
but he contended he wasn't "selling" them because the money went straight to the tire company. He
explained that an interested employee would approach him about getting tires. He would discuss
with the interested employee about being able to get a better price. Dowell described the activity as
perpetuating by word of mouth. The involved tires came out of Sacramento and he had them
delivered to the county. He contacted the tire dealer in Sacramento, ordered the tires, and upon
delivery would pay the driver with the money he received from the purchasers. He obtained the tires
mostly for county employees, including a judge named Jim A. EnEarl and the fire chief whose name
he couldn't recall. Dowell said, "I could go on and on." He said he was "merely doing it because we
got a better price, period." This involved "all kinds" of tires for cars, trucks, and utility vehicles. The
concerned tire shop carried any tires he wanted, from "baby buggies to dirt movers." Dowell
indicated the involved discount had nothing to do with Douglas County "in anyway shape or fonn"
and "It was just a discount. It was like a professional courtesy thing." Dowell stated he did this more
than once and everyone was aware of it. This occurred possibly around 2015, but Dowell wasn't
sure. According to Dowell, he was the only person doing this and it wasn't a constant thing, only
once in a while. In the end, he received a letter in the mail that stated there was no wrong doing and
there would be no further investigation. There was no discipline because there was no wrong doing.
His supervisor at the time was Malnack. Dowell didn't remember who the District Attorney was and
he thought Schultz was just an investigator at the time, not the Chief Investigator.
Dowell stated Oakden treated him very well and was a good friend. They vacationed together,
including a recent cruise in March 2017. According to Dowell, Oakden never mentioned any
communication with Dave Forsyth while they were on the cruise. They had also previously gone to
Lake Powell, outside of Utah, on a houseboat for a week. They attended Reno Aces baseball games
and went to concerts.
Dowell said Oakden became a supervisor around 2007 after the prior supervisor quit. There was an
opening and Oakden was the only one interested in the position, so he was hired. Dowell thought
Oakden probably worked on a probationary status at first, then got promoted. When Oakden was
first promoted his title was Vehicle Maintenance Supervisor and then he went to Superintendent.
When Oakden was the Vehicle Maintenance Supervisor, Brett Reed was the Roads Supervisor and
Theodore Spacek was the Operations supervisor. Both had since retired. Dowell didn't know how
Oakden later got the position to oversee all departments. When Oakden was first promoted, he
(Dowell) was Oakden's number two man in Vehicle Maintenance. Oakden was constantly busy with
the Roads Department and Facilities and Dowell would oversee the Vehicle Maintenance
Department. At that same time, Thomas Lancaster oversaw the Roads Department and Glen Radtke
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was the person in charge of the Facility Department whenever Oakden was gone.
Oakden told Dowell that he (Oakden) had been placed on administrative leave, "indefinitely," but
never said why. Dowell stated that other than hearing some rumors, he has no information about
what was going on. Oakden didn't tell Dowell anything and since he (Dowell) was retired for four
(4) years, he didn't want to know what was going on at the garage. Oakden never mentioned that he
(Oakden) was supposed to talk to Detectives.
On June 20, 2017, Investigation Division Detectives Desiree Mattice and Dale Liebherr interviewed
Brett Reed concerning this matter. The complete interview is documented in the Reed interview
report contained in the case file. Reed is retired from Douglas County Fleet services. Reed stated
substantially the following.
He was employed by the Douglas County Roads Department in 1981 as a laborer and retired in 2008
as the Superintendent. He became Superintendent in about 1996. Following his retirement, Mark
Malnack became Superintendent. Reed knew Oakden, who was hired as a mechanic about two years
before Reed retired.
According to Reed, Radial Tire Wholesale out of Sacramento, CA was the main provider of tires for
the Fleet services during his tenure. This vendor afforded Douglas County employees the
opportunity to personally purchase tires through the Douglas County contract at a discounted rate.
There was an occasion when Scott Doyle, an investigator with the Douglas County District
Attorney's office, conducted an investigation into that practice. That investigation took about one or
two weeks to complete. Reed explained the way that tire purchase process worked was, if a county
employee needed tires the employee would call the Douglas County shop to order the tires. The shop
employee then called Radial Tire Wholesale and got a price for the tires, which included sales tax.
The county employee would write a check to Radial Tire Wholesale for the amount and the tires
would be delivered to the county yard. The involved employee would pick the tires up at the yard.
According to Reed, the tires were never mounted at the yard.
At the conclusion of the District Attorney investigation into that situation, a finding was made that
there was no wrongdoing. However, there was a determination that there could be a negative public
perception with delivering the tires to a county facility and recommended that future deliveries be
made to locations other than a county facility. The ultimate result was the practice ended because the
delivery person did not want to deliver individual tires to various locations around the county.
Reed indicated that he has no information and has heard no rumors about individuals currently
buying or selling tires related to the county.
Reed described a separate situation that resulted in a different District Attorney investigation in 1999
or 2000. During Mark Malnack's tenure as the Fleet services supervisor, County mechanics were
working on their personal cars after hours in the county shop. Reed said even he (Reed) had his own
car worked on with the assistance of Paul Dowell, another mechanic at the shop. Reed did not recall
who from the District Attorney's office conducted this investigation, saying that office was a
revolving door with employees routinely coming and going. The outcome of that investigation was
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basically the District Attorney's office saying, "Don't do it again." Following that incident, county
managers implemented policies banning the practice in the future.
Reed indicated he knew Chris Oakden as a co-worker from the county yard but never interacted with
him outside of work. He understood that Oakden had been put in charge of four or five departments
at Douglas County and that Oakden wasn't being paid as much as Reed had been. Oakden was under
a lot of pressure due to all the departments he was responsible for.
Reed acknowledged that he heard rumors about the circumstances related to this investigation,
including that Oakden committed suicide, that Oakden was selling tires and other parts and getting a
kick-back, and that Oakden had been placed on administrative leave. Having known Oakden from
another time, Reed had a hard time believing the rumors.
On May 30, 2017, Investigation Division Detectives Desiree Mattice and Dale Liebherr interviewed
Steve Schultz, the former Chief Investigator with the Douglas County District Attorney's Office.
Schultz retired in March of 2017. The complete interview is documented in the Schultz interview
report contained in the case file. Schultz stated substantially the following.
In an effort to prepare for this interview, Schultz attempted to obtain documentation relating to his
prior investigation(s) concerning these matters but was unable to locate any files. Schultz was the
Chief Investigator for the District Attorney between 2002 and March of2017. He conducted
criminal and administrative personnel investigations. Concerning matters related to this
investigation, Schultz explained that the first incident occurred prior to 2007, and prior to District
Attorney Mark Jackson taking office. At the time of the first incident, Scott Doyle was the DA and
the county manager was either T. Michael Brown or Dan Holler. Schultz could not remember.
Schultz believed the fleet services manager at the time was Brett Reed. The investigation involved
allegations that County fleet services employees were purchasing tires and using their positions to
obtain undo advantages and discounts. If those allegations were true, it would constitute a violation
of county code.
As the investigation unfolded, Schultz discovered that the tire discount being provided to county
employees was wide spread throughout the county. Schultz learned that the tire company, which was
located in the Sacramento California (unknown name), indicated that they permitted Douglas County
employees to purchase tires at the county discounted rate as a benefit to the employees. This benefit
was afforded every county employee who chose to take advantage of it.
DA Doyle sent Schultz to the tire store in Sacramento to interview the owner, who confirmed the
benefit. The owner indicated that the employees paid for the tires but were awarded the discount
based upon their employment with the county. Schultz never looked to confirm who was actually
paying for the tires or to see if the county was paying for those tires. He said the investigation was
closed after he returned from Sacramento.
Schultz said many county employees were aware of the tire deal and it spread across the entire
county. All who knew about the deal took advantage of it. The information spread by word of
mouth. In response to a specific question as to whether some of the county employees receiving the
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tire discounts were Douglas County Sheriffs deputies, Schultz said there was information that
Sheriffs office employees were included, but that went beyond the scope of his inquiry/
investigation. He provided his findings to the administration and new policies were implemented.
According to Schultz, during the course of the investigation an additional issue was identified, that
being county employees doing oil changes on their personal vehicles in the shop utilizing the county
facilities and tools. Schultz said when he raised this additional issue, he was instructed by the
"administration" to shut down the investigation; that they would take care of the situation and had a
handle on the issue. DA Doyle dealt with the situation internally and shortly thereafter Brett Reed
retired from the county. Schultz did not recall anyone named Paul Dowell and did not recall
conducting an investigation involving Dowell.
Schultz said his role was to identify violations of county code and make recommendations. He
developed information and passed that to the DA who would "take it from there." Schultz was not
made aware of any subsequent action.
Schultz described a second incident which involved Chris Oakden. Schultz was unsure of the exact
time frame, but believed Mark Jackson was the District Attorney at that time. The matter involved a
couple of allegations: one, that Oakden installed some custom wheels on his county vehicle and two,
that Alternative Sentencing Officer Yvette Altringer bought some tires which were installed at the
county yard. This particular investigation opened and closed rather quickly. Schultz spoke to Oakden
directly about the two incidents.
With respect to the custom wheels, Schultz determined the matter was a non-issue. His investigation
disclosed that the county ordered a particular vehicle from the factory. This vehicle was supposed to
have steel wheels on it but arrived with custom wheels. When the car was delivered, Oakden
removed the custom wheels from the new vehicle and installed them on his assigned county vehicle.
He placed the steel wheels from his assigned county vehicle on the new vehicle. Schultz found that
to be a "non-issue" and that particular part of the investigation was closed.
With respect to the Altringer matter, Schultz's recollection was that it occurred around 2010. The
county manager asked Schultz to look into it. Schultz characterized his activities as "more of an
inquiry" than a full investigation. He confronted Oakden about it. Oakden admitted to it and said
"yes" he (Oakden) had installed the tires for Altringer. According to Schultz, Oakden said Altringer
purchased the tires at a local business and paid for the tires herself. Oakden told Schultz that
Altringer did not receive a discount through the county. Oakden said he installed the tires at the Fleet
services shop to help Altringer save some money. Oakden said it was a good will gesture to help a
"single mother." Schultz said he reported his findings to his "administration." According to Schultz,
once the information was provided, the "administration" concluded the investigation. Schultz
believes discipline was administered. He did not remember any other issues or investigations
involving Oakden or tires.
(Note: The Altringer investigation actually occurred in 2012. Subsequent to this interview,
District Attorney Jackson provided information from Schultz's report at the time. The
following are excerpts from that report. "On June 5, 2012, at approximately 10:30 a.m., I met
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with Chris Oakden at the Douglas County Yard to discuss the complaint. Mr. Oakden said
he is aware that Ms. Altringer purchased tires and explained the reason she purchased the
tires was based on his observations of the condition of the tires on her personal vehicle. Mr.
Oakden noticed that the tires on her vehicle were bald. Ms. Altringer told him she was aware
that her tires needed to be replaced. She was saving to purchase new tires but was
currently unable to afford them. Mr. Oakden offered to contact some of the tire shops that
Douglas County receives tires through to see what prices he could find for her that might be
within her budget. Mr. Oakden said Douglas County currently purchases tires from several
local businesses in the Douglas County, Carson City, and Reno, Nevada areas. He
contacted Les Schwab tires in Gardnervil/e and obtained a quote for tires for Ms. Altringer's
vehicle. Mr. Oakden is not aware of what precedent discount may have been afforded to
Ms. Altringer by having him inquire about the tires but he indicated it is likely the price
quoted was below retail pricing. Mr. Oakden said occasionally Douglas County Employees
do purchase tires through the local businesses and they are afforded a discount. Mr.
Oakden said at no time are tires for Douglas County Employees ever purchased using
Douglas County financial resources. When a Douglas County employee purchases tires it is
the employee's responsibility to compensate the vendor. Mr. Oakden said he believes Ms.
Altringer paid for the tires using cash. Mr. Oakden said Ms. Altringer picked the tires up from
him at the Douglas County Yard after normal business hours and the shop was closed for
the day. Since he is aware that Ms. Altringer is a single mother and appeared to be
struggling financially just to purchase the tires, he offered to mount the tires using the
Vehicle Maintenance facilities. Mr. Oakden said he performed the tire mounting out of
kindness to try and help Ms. Altringer save some money.)

The full content of Schultz's report is included later in this report. In reviewing Schultz's report,
which was completed contemporaneous to the events, it appears likely, contrary to his current
memory, that Altringer did receive some discount as a result of Oakden making the inquiry as to
price. The report also suggests that Oakden actually first took possession of the tires, as he indicates
that Altringer picked them up from him at the county shop after business hours. According to the
report, Oakden does suggest that Altringer paid for the tires by cash, but the how and when are
unclear. Oakden acknowledges that he mounted the tires using county resources. Schultz determined
that his review of the matter was finished and he notified DA Jackson of such by email indicating the
following. "Below is the information related to this matter that I have placed into confidential
JustWare case number 12-IU-0319. At this time I will not pursue this matter any further until you
advise me differently. "

During the interview, Schultz explained that whenever he did an internal administrative
investigation, he would simply gather the information and tum findings over to the administration
and basically be done with his inquiry. If the investigation was criminal in nature, he would put the
facts together and submit his findings to the proper authority. With respect to the two investigations
described here, Schultz clarified they were both administrative investigation/inquiries. Neither was
conducted as a criminal investigation.
Schultz stated he first heard about the recent Oakden allegations when he received a phone call from
current Douglas County Chief investigator Mike Marty. Marty asked if Schultz recalled any of the
past investigations/inquiries. In response, Schultz asked Marty whether any of his (Schultz's) prior
reports had been located. Schultz did not know if Marty ever located any of those reports.
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On June 20, 2017, Investigation Division Detectives Desiree Mattice and Dale Liebherr interviewed
Douglas County Alternative Sentencing Officer Yvette Altringer concerning this matter. The
complete interview is documented in the Altringer interview report contained in the case file.
Altringer stated substantially the following.
Altringer stated she heard that Oakden had been embezzling money. She heard this information
from everyone around the office including her boss, Chief Albertson. Altringer acknowledged that
she knew Oakden. She explained that sometime in December 2010 or January of 2011, she attended
training in Carson City and had her duty weapon with her at the time. She decided to leave her
weapon in her personal car while attending the training. When she tried to secure the car, she
discovered that the vehicle window would not roll up. She believed the switch went bad. She called
a friend, a Douglas County Deputy named VanAmburg, for assistance. VanAmburg instructed her to
go to the county fleet yard and someone there would be able to assist her with the window. Altringer
drove to the county yard and a mechanic there was able to get the window closed. She did not recall
that person's name. As the mechanic worked on the window, she was standing nearby with Oakden.
Oakden told Altringer that her tires were worn out and told her he could get tires for her at a
discount. According to Altringer, her first response was "No," but Oakden told her they do it all the
time and gave examples that he had done it for a lot of guys. Oakden named a Captain Biaggini as
an example. Altringer said when she heard the Captain's name she figured if this was common
practice, then what was the harm. She also explained that when she worked in the private sector it
was permissible and there were opportunities to purchase items for personal use at cost. During this
interview, Altringer could not recall if she actually had Oakden put tires put on her car, or if she just
had the tires she already had rotated. Altringer said in preparation for this interview, she reviewed a
written disciplinary document she received at that time in an effort to refresh her memory. That
disciplinary document indicated that she had been reprimanded for tires being put on and tire
rotation. She said she did not have an independent recollection of that now and did not recall if she
paid any money to Oakden. She sold the car two years ago and if there were any receipts related to
this event, she would have disposed of them at that time. Altringer said she prepared a written report
on her office computer concerning the matter at the time, but could not locate that now. She said her
boss also searched department personnel files and could not find any report.
Altringer said after this took place, she was talking to her supervisor, Michael Beam, and mentioned
the tires to him. Beam told her she could not do that and it was against policy. Beam ultimately
wrote her up. Sometime later, she saw Oakden in passing at the Sheriffs office. They had a brief
conversation about getting in trouble for the transaction.
(Note: Based upon the information contained in Schultz's 2012 report, Altringer's
recollection of this event is less than clear. While she stated that she cannot now recall if
Oakden put tires on her car or just rotated the existing tires, she apparently did acquire new
tires and Oakden did mount them. She does however recall being offered a discount and
learning that other county employees purchased tires at a discount.)

On June 12, 2017, Investigation Division Detectives Desiree Mattice and Dale Liebherr interviewed
Michael Beam concerning this matter. The complete interview is documented in the Beam interview
report contained in the case file. Beam stated substantially the following.
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Beam was Altringer's supervisor at Alternative Sentencing. He did have occasion to verbally
admonish her for getting her personal vehicle tires rotated or changed at the Douglas County Yard
by Oakden. Beam couldn't remember the details exactly, but did recall documenting the
admonishment in Altringer's yearly evaluation.
Beam explained that he knew who Oakden was. He never purchased tires or received mechanical
services from Oakden, but was once approached by Mario Hernandez who offered to work on
Beam's personal vehicle. Beam said no.
On June 21, 2017, Investigation Division Detectives Desiree Mattice and Dale Liebherr interviewed
Douglas County Alternative Sentencing Chief Doug Albertson concerning this matter. The
complete interview is documented in the Albertson interview report contained in the case file.
Albertson stated substantially the following.
Albertson spoke with Altringer after she was interviewed by detectives. He was aware of the
incident involving Altringer but could not locate a written statement or documentation related to it.
Albertson said he knew Oakden from work. He never purchased or received any tires or mechanical
services from Oakden for his personal vehicles. Albertson did state that about 10 years ago, he was
approached by Mark Malnack who asked Albertson he needed or wanted to get some tires. Albertson
told Malnack no.
On June 23, 2017, Investigation Division Detectives Desiree Mattice and Dale Liebherr interviewed
Douglas County Sheriffs Deputy Troy VanAmburg concerning this matter. The complete interview
is documented in the V anAmburg interview report contained in the case file. VanAmburg stated
substantially the following.
VanAmburg has worked for the Douglas County Sheriffs Office since 2008, starting in the jail. He
didn't recall telling Altringer to go to the county yard for vehicle repairs. He did recall that Altringer
was dating another Sheriffs Deputy named Fricke and wondered why she would not call Fricke to
assist with the window. VanAmburg said he was new to the area at the time and didn't know any
mechanics. He didn't know why he would tell Altringer to go to the county yard. He conceded that
he might have told her to go to the yard, but could not be certain. Later during the interview,
VanAmburg recalled Altringer having an issue with her car, but he did not know if she got it
repaired and he has not spoken to her since, which was several years ago.
VanAmburg said he knew who Oakden was because he took his patrol vehicle to the county yard to
be repaired. If he saw Oakden in the building he would wave to him. VanAmburg has spoken to a
mechanic named "Mario" more than he has spoken to Oakden. Oakden never offered tires or
mechanical services. He is unaware of anyone else purchasing tires or receiving mechanical services
from Oakden.
Since Oakden's accident, VanAmburg has heard rumors that Oakden had been buying and selling
tires with county money and making a profit, and that there were people in the Sheriffs Office
taking advantage of that.
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On October 3, 2017, Investigation Division Sergeant Jason Gault received a phone call from a
female later identified as Darcy Worms. Worms said she understood detectives were investigating an
embezzlement involving Chris Oakden. Worms advised she was the former Douglas County Human
Resource Manager and left Douglas County in 2012. She indicated that she was very nervous about
talking and hoped it would not come back on her. She provided information about complaints
against Oakden that she was aware of and said Oakden made her skin crawl. He took a lot of
vacations which Worms found unusual because she was making good money but was not able to
take the kind of vacations Oakden took. This information was given to the assigned detectives.
On October 4, 2017, Investigation Division Detectives Desiree Mattice and Dale Liebherr
interviewed former Douglas County Human Resources Manager Darcy Worms concerning this
matter. The complete interview is documented in the Worms' interview report contained in the case
file. Worms stated substantially the following.
Worms acknowledged that she contacted Sergeant Gault the day before with information relating to
the Oakden investigation. Worms started working for Douglas County in 2002 as an Administrative
Analyst, ultimately promoting to Human Resources Manager in 2006. She left Douglas County in
2012. When she first became HR manager, T. Michael Brown was the county manager and in 2011
Steve Mokrohisky became the county manager. She reported directly to Mokrohisky until her
departure in 2012.
In the spring of 2012, Worms received a whistle blower complaint from a county employee alleging
that Chris Oakden was using his position as the County Vehicle Maintenance Supervisor to purchase
tires and sell those tires to other county employees, and was using county equipment to install those
tires on personal vehicles. According to Worms, she understood that a county employee, later
identified as Yvette Altringer, paid Oakden for tires and Worms wondered what Oakden did with the
money. She was also concerned about county employees receiving benefits they were not entitled to.
Worms took the complaint to the county manager Steve Mokrohisky and also thought she talked to
the District Attorney Mark Jackson, but could not specifically recall ifhe was present. She thought
Jackson must have been there because he would have to assign the investigator. They discussed what
needed to happen and who would conduct the investigation. According to Worms, the DA's office
indicated that since the matter could be criminal, they would do the investigation.
(Note: Emails obtained from District Attorney Jackson during this investigation clarifies
Worms' uncertain memory concerning these events. Specifically, a May 31, 2012 email
from Worms to County Manager Mokrohisky and DA Jackson (with copies to Vicky Galloway
and Deputy District Attorney Justina Gaviglia) disclose that there was no in-person meeting.
The information was relayed to Mokrohisky and Jackson via email and include Worms and
Galloway's report of an anonymous tip and a request for an informal investigation.)

During this time period, Worms and a fellow worker, Vicki Galloway attended a Risk Management
Seminar in Tennessee.
(Note: During the investigation, it was determined that the Public Risk Management
Association [PRIMA] annual conference was held in Nashville, Tennessee from Sunday,
June 3, 2012 to Wednesday, June 6, 2012)
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One of the classes they attended was entitled "The crooks that you work with." During that class,
Worms learned that two top targets of employee theft were gas and oil. She realized that Oakden
was in charge of both those areas in Fleet Services and given the ongoing investigation, felt this
deserved some attention. Worms decided to text Justina Caviglia, the County Deputy District
Attorney assigned to Human Resources, with her concerns and a suggestion that an audit might be in
order. Caviglia indicated that she would forward Worms concerns and suggestion to the appropriate
people.
According to Worms, at the conclusion of the conference, she flew back to Nevada. During that
time, Worms had a family emergency that kept her away from the office until the following Monday.
When she returned to work, county manager Steve Mokrohisky walked into her office. Mokrohisky
was "losing his mind" screaming at her and telling her the text she sent to Caviglia was
inappropriate. He said Worms was on a witch hunt to get Oakden and he (Mokrohisky) was so mad
at her he didn't know what he was going to do, but discipline was on the table. Mokrohisky told her
that DA Jackson directed Mokrohisky to discipline her for the witch hunt to get Oakden. Worms
attempted to explain that she was the risk manager and it was her job to ask for another set of eyes to
make sure they didn't have another problem. Mokrohisky was not listening and ultimately instructed
Worms to discipline Vicki Galloway for her participation in the matter. Worms argued with
Mokrohisky, telling him Galloway had nothing to do with the text. Mokrohisky indicated Galloway
participated in the witch hunt. Worms told detectives she never followed through with that discipline
because Galloway did nothing wrong.
Sometime later during that week, a written warning for Oakden came across her desk. The warning
concerned Oakden's sale of tires to Altringer. According to Worms, from the time she initially
reported the situation until she saw the written warning, about a month had passed. Worms felt that
she was going to lose her job after the meeting with Mokrohisky and felt it was unethical to be
disciplined for suggesting an audit, while at the same time Oakden received a written warning for
selling tires to a county employee. Shortly after that, Worms quit and went to work for the State of
Nevada.
Worms said the whole situation did not sit well with her. She said after Oakden received the
warning, he would show up in the human resources office with donuts for everyone, acting all jolly.
Worms recalled thinking to herself that Oakden never brought donuts before and why was he doing
it now. She also learned that the criminal side of the investigation had been resolved with no action.
Worms wondered to herself why Mokrohisky had such an extreme response to a simple question or
suggestion regarding an audit. She speculated that Mokrohisky himself was involved with Oakden,
but had no facts to support her suspicions.
During the interview, Worms recalled that during this time frame another allegation surfaced
concerning Oakden removing fancy wheels from an impounded truck and installing them onto his
county vehicle. Worms recalled that Investigator Steve Schultz called her asking for Oakden's home
address because Schultz could not find Oakden's county truck to verify whether the wheels were on
the truck. Worms gave Schultz the address and also personally drove by Oakden's residence and saw
the county truck parked there with the fancy wheels on it.
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(Note: The May 31, 2012 email disclosed that both the Altringer issue and the custom wheel
issue were in fact reported at the same time.)

Worms said that after she left Douglas County, sometime around April of 2012, she telephoned DA
Jackson and told him she was upset about what Mokrohisky had told her. She asked Jackson ifhe
ordered Mokrohisky to discipline her for the text she sent to Caviglia, and for being on a "witch
hunt" against Oakden. Jackson replied, "Absolutely not," he would never do that. According to
Worms, Jackson said he did not have the power to make someone do that and he "can only counsel
people." Jackson denied ever telling Mokrohisky to discipline Worms. Jackson told Worms that he
heard from other people that Mokrohisky did things at times in the past while invoking Jackson's
name and alluding that Jackson had instructed him (Mokrohisky) to say or do things. According to
Worms, Jackson seemed very disappointed that Mokrohisky involved Jackson in this way and
attributed these statements and behavior to Jackson.
In response to a specific question, Worms described the normal process when employee discipline
was involved. Normally, the HR Manager is involved in all forms of discipline. In that capacity,
Worms was involved in the process from the beginning. When an investigation was completed,
Worms would work with the concerned manager or supervisor to draft the discipline or Specificity
of Charges. She was responsible to ensure that all the correct violations, collective bargaining rules
etc. were met and to make sure there was ')ust cause" in the discipline document. She then took the
document to Caviglia at the DA's office for legal review. Once approved, Worms would meet with
the concerned manager or supervisor and the involved employee. In the Oakden case, Mokrohisky
did the actual write up. Neither she nor her backup, Vicki Galloway, was involved. When the
document crossed her desk, it had already had been served. Worms said that while it is customary
for her, as the HR manager, to see the investigation reports in a non-criminal matter, she never saw
any such reports in this case. She speculated that perhaps the matter had been handled criminally, but
she did not know. Either way, normally she would have been involved in the resulting disciplinary
process.
On October 6, 2017, Investigation Division Detectives Desiree Mattice and Dale Liebherr
interviewed former Douglas County Deputy District Attorney Justina Caviglia concerning this
matter. The complete interview is documented in the Caviglia interview report contained in the case
file. Caviglia stated substantially the following.
During her time at the Douglas County District Attorney's Office from approximately 2007 through
2015, Caviglia dealt with a couple different departments including the Civil Division and her
principal client, the County Human Resources (HR). Her primary point of contact at HR was Darcy
Worms the former HR Manager. She is still friends with Worms.
According to Caviglia, just before Worms left HR, she (Worms) came to Caviglia with concerns
about Chris Oakden. Caviglia knows Oakden and indicated that she is not an Oakden fan because he
gave her the "creeps." Worms told Caviglia that Oakden had ordered some tires through the County
and put those tires on another county employee's personal vehicle. An investigation regarding those
tires was conducted by then District Attorney Chief Investigator Steve Schultz. That investigation
disclosed that Oakden provided county employee Yvette Altringer with a county discount for tires
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for her personal vehicle. During the investigation, Altringer approached Caviglia and asked if she
(Altringer) was going to need an attorney. Altringer was worried she had done something wrong and
asked Caviglia if Caviglia was going to be her (Altringer's) attorney. Caviglia explained that was not
how the system worked.
Caviglia recalled that during the time the investigation was being conducted, Worms attended an out
of state training seminar with a subordinate, Vicky (Demer) Galloway. While at that seminar,
Worms participated in a course concerning the ways employees steal from employers. As a result,
Worms texted Caviglia and suggested that in light of the Altringer investigation and concerns about
Oakden's activities, an audit of Public Works might be appropriate. Caviglia recalled there was not
a good inventory system in place at Public Works at the time and Worms was concerned the
Altringer situation might be bigger than what was known. Worms suggested having someone look at
the books to determine if there were any further issues and to help clear up any concerns or correct
any problems going forward. Caviglia said she thought that in light of the investigation, Worms had
valid concerns and took the suggestion regarding an audit to District Attorney Jackson. She told
Jackson she thought it was good idea. According to Caviglia, Jackson didn't want to do an audit.
(Note: During the interview, Gaviglia advised detectives that she was friends with Jackson's
wife.)

Caviglia described Jackson's response as "odd." She thought Jackson appeared angry and annoyed,
and was mad at her for bringing the text from Worms to him. Jackson told her that Altringer was a
"single mother," a good person, and the situation wasn't a big deal. According to Caviglia, Jackson
indicated that it appeared Worms was on a "witch hunt." Caviglia explained that Jackson had a
tendency to blow up, and then calm down and apologize. She thought he did that in this case as well;
just blew up at first, but then went and cooled off. She indicated that she thought Jackson initially
believed that she and Worms were after Oakden, but then understood that she was just the
messenger. Caviglia was confused by Jackson almost defending Oakden's actions in suggesting
Oakden was just trying to help out a single mother.
Caviglia characterized the response as odd because it had been her experience that Jackson was clear
with staff, they were government employees and as such were held to a higher ethical standard.
Caviglia was aware that Jackson had terminated staff if they didn't meet his expectations. She
speculated that in this instance, Jackson was either tired of Worms' focus on Oakden, and/or the then
county manager Stephen Mokrohisky was providing Jackson with other information/issues
concerning Worms. Caviglia's impression was that Jackson felt the investigation was over, that
Worms was still "digging'', and that needed to stop. They needed to move on. Jackson didn't give
Caviglia any specific direction concerning further action and her understanding was that he was
taking care of the situation.
Worms later told Caviglia that Jackson complained about her (Worms) to Mokrohisky and that was
when Worms decided to leave Douglas County. Caviglia stated that near the end of Worms' tenure,
she (Worms) was miserable. Worms originally applied for the Assistant County Manager position
along with Mokrohisky. The Board of Commissioners chose Mokrohisky. After Mokrohisky became
the County Manager, he made Worms' life hell.
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According to Caviglia, in her role as the attorney for HR, she was always involved in internal
administrative investigations from the beginning to end, to include any possible disciplinary action.
The only exception were some instances when a Sheriffs office employee was involved, because
there was a separate deputy district attorney assigned Sheriffs office cases. She was not involved on
the criminal side because she was the civil attorney representing HR.
Caviglia's role was to ensure administrative investigations were conducted properly and the forms
and paperwork were completed correctly. She, Worms and Schultz usually worked closely together
and she was always in the loop because she was the attorney representing HR. She communicated
with Worms on these matters on a daily basis and knew what was happening in the office. Caviglia
said this particular investigation was strange because she and Worms were ultimately cut out of the
details. She did not know if the Oakden investigation was handled as a criminal or an administrative
investigation, but it appeared to her to be more of an administrative personnel issue. She had initially
been aware of what was going on, however after Jackson became involved, she was no longer privy
to investigative information. At the time of this interview, Caviglia stated she didn't think she was
ever notified of the outcome of the investigation and does not know if discipline was administered.
(Note: This investigation did disclose that the matter was handled administratively and
corrective action was taken.)

In response to a specific question about whether she discussed this with Schultz, Caviglia said that
during a casual (not business) conversation later, she recalled Schultz saying that no matter what
they did at Public Works, no one would ever get in trouble. Schultz felt like his investigation
involving Public Works went nowhere.
(Note: During the interview, Gaviglia advised detectives that she was best friends with
Schultz's wife.)

In response to a specific question about why she thought this matter was handled differently,
Caviglia speculated (but didn't know) that former county manager Mokrohisky received tires or
some other service from Oakden. Caviglia believes there were several people who received tires and
also thought peoples' personal vehicles were worked on at the county garage.
In response to a specific question, Caviglia stated that she never received tires or other mechanical
services from Oakden or the fleet services yard.
On October 4, 2017, Investigation Division Detectives Desiree Mattice and Dale Liebherr conducted
a telephonic interview of former Douglas County Manager Steve Mokrohisky concerning this
matter. The complete interview is documented in the Mokrohisky interview report contained in the
case file. Mokrohisky stated substantially the following.
Mokrohisky is the current County Administrator for Lane County Oregon and was the past
County Manager for Douglas County, Nevada. Mokrohisky indicated that he was recently contacted
by Douglas County Constable Paul Gilbert to take part in a Grand Jury inquiry related to this matter
and did so via Skype. He did not wish to discuss his testimony pursuant to instructions by the Grand
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Jury not to do so. Mokrohisky did continue with the interview and said he started with Douglas
County as the Assistant County Manager in January of2009. He remained in that capacity until he
was appointed by the County Board of Commissioners as the County Manager in July of2011. He
worked in that capacity until he terminated his employment in March of 2014.
Mokrohisky recalled an issue involving Chris Oakden misusing county equipment for personal
reasons. His "recollection" was that Oakden used county equipment to install tires on another county
employee's personal vehicle and believed that was looked into by the DA's office. His recollection
was that the investigation did not find that Oakden had stolen anything but did misuse the county
equipment. The tires that were installed were personal tires and were installed during a weekend.
Mokrohisky believed he spoke with Carl Ruschmeyer about the matter, but Ruschmeyer did not
believe it rose to the level of disciplinary action. Mokrohisky said he insisted on some sort of
documentation regarding the incident and commented that Ruschmeyer did not like conflict.
Mokrohisky could not recall who took the disciplinary action but believed someone had to notify
him regarding it. According to Mokrohisky, the practice would be that once the notification was
made, he would reach out to the DA's office and would also contact the Human Resource Manager
to get them involved in the process. If there had to be disciplinary action imposed on a county
employee, the concerned department manager would be involved, along with the Human Resource
Manager, who at the time was Darcy Worms.
Detectives informed Mokrohisky that in this instance, a written reprimand had been done, and asked
him if he recalled doing that himself. Mokrohisky then recalled that he did in fact complete that
reprimand. He acknowledged that was unusual and initially said he could not recall why Worms
was not involved.
In response to a specific question about a·whistleblower complaint in 2012 alleging that Oakden may
have been stealing, Mokrohisky did not recall anything. In an effort to refresh his memory,
detectives advised Mokrohisky that Worms informed Caviglia about a potential issue regarding
Oakden and suggested an audit needed to be completed. DA Caviglia reported that she took Worms'
concerns to DA Jackson. Worms later contended that Jackson went to Mokrohisky and was upset
with Worms' allegation, labeling them a witch hunt. Mokrohisky said he did not recall any of that
and did not recall any conversation about an audit. He did not recall any occasion where he
reprimanded Worms. He did recall that Worms left her position because she was frustrated. He lost
faith in Worms and recalled he had concerns with Worms' ability to make decisions. Later during the
interview, Mokrohisky indicated that when discipline was imposed on Oakden he (Mokrohisky)
would have kept Worms out of the process due to the fact she had issues with Oakden and it was a
conflict.
With respect to budget issues during his tenure as County Manager, Mokrohisky said there were
many challenges. Between 2010 and 2014 when he left, there were three different people filling the
position of County Comptroller/CFO. According to Mokrohisky, he was unaware of any concerns
related to the fleet services tire budget. He did not recall being made aware of any increases to that
budget. He said if he was made aware of such increases, he would have met with the CFO to go over
the concerns and also would have met with the involved department director/manager. Ifthere were
increases, the financial department would have asked for justification as to why. According to
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Mokrohisky, the director of the concerned division would have to sign off on any budget increase.
Mokrohisky did not recall any discussions with Carl Ruschmeyer or Oakden about increasing the tire
budget.
On November 1, 2017 Investigation Division Chief Patrick Conmay met with Douglas County
District Attorney Jackson to discus information received from Worms and Caviglia related to the
Altringer matter. Specifically, Conmay advised Jackson of Worms statement that she reported
concerns about Oakden to Caviglia. Jackson recalled the situation and indicated it was a personnel
matter and had been appropriately addressed. He also recalled a subsequent conversation with
Worms concerning statements she attributed to former county manager Mokrohisky. Worms told
Jackson that Mokrohisky claimed Jackson instructed Mokrohisky to discipline Worms for her
activities related to Oakden. Jackson told Conmay that did not happen and if Mokrohisky said it did,
that was untrue.
(Note: Based upon the information established at this point in the investigation: that the
Altringer incident had in fact been investigated administratively as a personnel matter at the
time of the occurrence; that corrective action had been administered at that time; that
Mokrohisky vacillated in his statement regarding Worms, first indicating he could not recall a
reason why Worms would not have been involved in the disciplinary process and later
stating he kept Worms out of the process because of a "conflict" she had with Oakden; that
Mokrohisky claimed no memory of a discussion to discipline Worms related to Altringer; and
that DA Jackson unequivocally denied ever instructing Mokrohisky to discipline Worms for
involvement in the Altringer matter; Conmay determined that no further interview of Jackson
related to this topic was necessary.)

Subsequently, Jackson telephoned Conmay and expressed concern that the assigned detectives had
not followed up with a formal interviewed concerning Caviglia and Worms' statements related to his
purported actions with respect to the Altringer matter. Jackson indicated that Caviglia's remarks on
the topic were inaccurate, misleading or false. He wished to provide additional information that
included emails from the involved time frame which he believed provided a more accurate
representation of events than individual memories of years old events. To that end, Jackson
provided the following e-mails strings. (Copies contained in the case file) and included written
information about specific actions he took related to the emails.
Jackson sent Conmay an email with the following information.
On Thursday, May 31, 2012, Vicky Galloway sent an email to Douglas County HR Director Darcy
Worms at 2:41 p.m. with a subject line of"Anonymous Tip." The email read:
"Hi DarcSo there was an anonymous tip that Fleet Services (specifically Chris Oakden) has been
purchasing tires using the County discount, and Fleet tools and facility have been used to install
those tires. Apparently, they were purchased for Yvette Altringer. No word on how they were paid
for. It was reported that shortly after the rumblings of the purchase started, her car was witnessed
at Fleet on a weekend day. It is believed this is not the only purchase that has been made using
County discounts and possibly County accounts. I believe this was discussed with Fleet employees
in the past and they were told to cease such actions, correct??? Wasn't there even an investigation
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that led to the notice to cease? Or a citizen complaint? It has also been reported that he has
"pimped his County ride" with custom wheels that were supposedly from a vehicle confiscation.
confiscation. Since when does the County ever keep possession of any of that stuff? With the
public watching everything we do, this seems like a blatant way to attract attention.
Just sayin,
Vicky"

Worms subsequently forwarded the email at 2:59 p.m. that same date to DA Jackson, County
Manager Steve Mokrohisky and copied Vicky Galloway and Justina Caviglia. Worms' email read:
"Hi everyone,
I received the following email from Vicky Galloway regarding an anonymous tip. I feel there is
enough in the email to start an informal investigation to see if there is anything to the a/legation, but
its Steve and Mark's call.
Dare"

Jackson indicated that he forwarded the email to Chief Investigator, Steve Schultz, and informed
Schultz, "I am coming to your office to discuss this matter with you." Jackson then walked to
Schultz' office and discussed the content of the email. Jackson told Schultz to contact Worms to
confirm whether HR and/or the County Manager was/were requesting an informal inquiry or to
initiate a formal investigation, and to determine whether the anonymous source would be willing to
be interviewed. According to Jackson, Schultz opened a case file in the DA's JustWare Case
Management System (JustWare) and entered the first note at 4:08 p.m. on May 31, 2012, as follows:
"CASE INTAKE Received initial information/complaint via email from MBJ alleging possible misuse
of County facilities/vendors. See email in filing cabinet for further. "

Three minutes later, Investigator Schultz logged the following note in JustWare:
"PHONE MESSAGE Left message for HR Vicky Galloway to contact me re: this matter. She had
left for the day prior to my calling at this time."

Jackson reported that Investigator Schultz ultimately did speak with Worms and she confirmed that
she was only requesting an informal inquiry at that time as to the two allegations from the
anonymous informant. Worms was made aware that Investigator Schultz was conducting the initial
inquiry and that all communications regarding the matter would go through him. The following
morning, Friday, June 1, 2012, at 7:33 a.m., Worms sent an email to Schultz. That email read:
"Hi Steve,

I saw Chris Oakden leaving the parking lot of the Minden Inn this morning and he was driving a
white regular size pickup with a utility box in the back and the wheels where chrome,,, did not look
stock. But I'm certainly not an expert on stock wheels. Anyway I thought I would let you know
because yesterday we assumed he drove one of those white Ford SUV's.
Dare"

Investigator Schultz placed a copy of the email into the JustWare case file and logged the following
note:
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"/NV NOTE Received email from D. Worms re: this matter. She obsd. Mr. Oakden leaving Minden
Inn area in a white pick up truck with a utility box and chrome wheels. See email in filing cabinet."

At 9: 18 a.m. on June 1, Investigator Schultz added another note in JustWare:
"/NV NOTE Spoke with Vicky Galloway re: this matter via telephone. I requested that she contact
the original RIP I Gil in this matter and discuss whether he will speak with me about this matter.
Vicky did not know how much information the Gil has that is direct observations by him or rumors
he has heard. She did confirm that the Gil is a male and that he works for Douglas County. "

Two minutes later, Investigator Schultz added another note in JustWare:
"FOLLOW-UP Performed a drive through of the County Yard to try and locate Mr. Oakden's vehicle
with the chrome wheels as described by OW I was UTL the vehicle and will make a few more
A TLs today."

Four days later, on June 5, 2012, at 4:53 p.m., Jackson received the following email from Schultz:
"District Attorney Jackson,
Below is the information related to this matter that I have placed into confidential JustWare case
number 12-IU-0319. At this time I will not pursue this matter any further until you advise me
differently.
On June 5, 2012, at approximately 10:30 a.m., I met with Chris Oakden at the Douglas County Yard
to discuss the anonymous complaint received by Douglas County Human Resources. When I met
with Mr. Oakden I informed him the reason I was contacting him was because of an anonymous
information related to issues possibly taking place at vehicle maintenance. I told Mr. Oakden that
my inquiry into these issues is informal and that no a/legation of misconduct or policy violations
have been made at this time.
I asked Mr. Oakden if he has any knowledge of Alternative Sentencing Officer Yvette Altringer
purchasing tires through vehicle maintenance. Mr. Oakden said he is aware that Ms. Altringer
purchased tires and explained the reason she purchased the tires was based on his observations of
the condition of the tires on her personal vehicle, a white Toyota SUV. Mr. Oakden said he saw Ms.
Altringer with her personal vehicle and he noticed that the tires on her vehicle were bald to a point
of representing a safety concern. Mr. Oakden said he is a "car guy" and notices things when
looking at vehicles and felt obligated to call the safety issue to Ms. Altringer's attention. Mr. Oakden
said Ms. Altringer told him she was aware that her tires needed to be replaced. Ms. Altringer told
him she was saving to purchase new tires but was currently unable to afford them.
Mr. Oakden offered to contact some of the tire shops that Douglas County receives tires through to
see what prices he could find for her that might be within her budget. Mr. Oakden said Douglas
County currently purchases tires from several local businesses in the Douglas County, Carson City,
and Reno, Nevada areas. Mr. Oakden said he contacted Les Schwab tires in Gardnerville and
obtained a quote for tires for Ms. Altringer's vehicle. Mr. Oakden said he is not aware of what
precedent discount may have been afforded to Ms. Altringer by having him inquire about the tires
but he indicated it is likely the price quoted was below retail pricing. Mr. Oakden said occasionally
Douglas County Employees do purchase tires through the local businesses and they are afforded a
discount. Mr. Oakden said at no time are tires for Douglas County Employees ever purchased
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using Douglas County financial resources. When a Douglas County employee purchases tires it is
the employee's responsibility to compensate the vendor. Mr. Oakden said he believes Ms. Altringer
paid for the tires she purchased from Les Schwab using cash.
Mr. Oakden said Ms. Altringer picked the tires up from him at the Douglas County Yard during the
late afternoon hours on a weekday approximately three or four weeks ago. Mr. Oakden said when
Ms. Altringer picked her tires up it was after normal business hours for Douglas County Vehicle
Maintenance and the shop was closed for the day. Mr. Oakden said since he is aware that Ms.
Altringer is a single mother and appeared to be struggling financially just to purchase the tires for
her vehicle he offered to mount the tires for her using the Vehicle Maintenance facilities. Mr.
Oakden said Ms. Altringer thanked him and agreed to having him mount the tires for her. Mr.
Oakden said the mounting of Ms. Altringer's tires was an extremely out of the ordinary event and
that it is in no way a common practice for Douglas County facilities to be used for working on
personal vehicles.
Mr. Oakden said he performed the tire mounting for Ms. Altringer and only did it out of kindness to
try and help Ms. Altringer save some money. Mr. Oakden said if he made a mistake by helping Ms.
Altringer he did not intend on violating any county policy or procedure.
I asked Mr. Oakden about the information received regarding the wheels from a vehicle seized by
the Douglas County Sheriff's Office being transferred to another Douglas County vehicle. Mr.
Oakden immediately identified the issue I was trying to obtain information about and corrected the
information I received regarding the wheels. Mr. Oakden said the Douglas County Sheriff's Office
Search and Rescue team purchased a four wheel drive SUV that came with polished aluminum
wheels. Mr. Oakden said the wheels the vehicle came equipped with were not designed for the
type of operations Search and Rescue would be using the vehicle for. Mr. Oakden said as a means
of saving Douglas County the expense of ordering new steel wheels for the search and rescue
vehicle he swapped the steel wheels on the vehicle he, Mr. Oakden, routinely drives for the
aluminum wheels on the newly purchased Search and Rescue vehicle since both vehicles had the
same lug nut bolt pattern and wheel size requirements.
Mr. Oakden was very cooperative and forthright with the information he provided me and he was
not reluctant to answer any of my questions. Mr. Oakden did express a concern that because the
information I received was anonymous that he is concerned that somebody is making an attempt at
calling his integrity into question unfairly. I informed Mr. Oakden that the information provided by
the anonymous source was only partially accurate and that when circumstances like this are
reported some examination is necessary. I also explained to Mr. Oakden again that the inquiry
being performed by me was informal and that if any formal inquiry is going to be made he would be
contacted by me in the future.
Investigator's Note: I would recommend this matter be resolved as soon as practical for Mr.
Oakden. I recognized that my contact with him caused him a degree of concern and stress that
somebody is targeting him for scrutiny based on inaccurate or misconstrued information. I believe
my contact with Mr. Oakden will weigh heavily on him pending some resolution to this matter."

Jackson subsequently forwarded the above Schultz email to County Manager Steve Mokrohisky and
on June 13, 2012, at 10:45 a.m., entered the following notes into JustWare:
"TIC wl Steve Mokrohisky re: Inv. Schultz initial inquiry. Based upon Chris Oakden's level of
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cooperation, Steve asked that no formal investigation be conducted. Steve will handle the matter
administratively at the County Manager level after meeting and discussing the issues and code
violation with Oakden's supervisor, Carl Ruschmeyer. According to Steve, Oakden has nothing
negative in his personnel file at this time. Steve believes the matter will most likely be handled as a
verbal counseling that would be documented, or by a written reprimand. "

After communication with County Manager Steve Mokrohisky, Jackson had a meeting with
Constable Paul Gilbert at 11 :00 a.m. on June 13, 2012, as Gilbert was the supervisor over the
Department of Alternative Sentencing where Yvette Altringer was employed. Jackson informed
Gilbert as to the informal inquiry and the violation of policy by Chris Oakden and Yvette Altringer
for using county equipment for personal use. Jackson indicated that he had no other involvement
with Yvette Altringer or any disciplinary action. He recalled hearing that she received some form of
discipline such as a verbal warning.
Jackson indicated that he was not involved in any meetings with Steve Mokrohisky and/or Darcy
Worms regarding this matter and had no knowledge of what was discussed between those two
individuals. He indicated that he never held any discussions regarding audits and pointed out that he
had no authority to initiate an audit. He indicated any Department head can request a specific audit.
The only information that Worms asked Jackson's office to assist with was the initial inquiry as to
the tires placed on Yvette Altringer's personal vehicle and whether Chris Oakden had "pimped" his
county vehicle. According to Jackson, Justina Caviglia did not talk to him about an audit.

Jackson pointed out that Justina Caviglia claimed in her interview that Jackson said "it appeared as
though Darcy was on a witch hunt." Jackson specifically denied ever making any such statement.
Following an appearance at the Douglas County Grand Jury and in response to specific questions
there, Jackson researched notes in an effort to refresh his memory as to where he had previously
heard or read the term "witch hunt" related to this investigation. He subsequently located a string of
emails dated June 11, 2012, from Vicky Galloway to Darcy Worms, then from Darcy Worms to
Justina Caviglia, and finally a response from Justina Caviglia to Darcy Worms. At 9:30 a.m. on June
11, 2012, Vicky Galloway sent the following email to Darcy Worms with a subject line of
"Welcome's Auto Body":
"Hi DarcWe chatted briefly about this at the PRIMA conference ...
The auto body shop we started using when Chris "came into power" is Welcome 's Auto Body. He
mentioned that his son had a job there (presumably because he started using them as a vendor)
and mentioned at one point that his son had a workers comp claim and that if they kept giving him
the run around with it, that he would stop using them as a vendor.
Take it for what it's worth ... "
Thanks,
Vicky"

Darcy then forwarded the above email to Justina Caviglia at 9:42 a.m. with the following:
"Is this worthy to send to Steve Schultz? We had a class at the conference on employee fraud
called "the crooks we work with" and it brought up a whole bunch of "hmmm ... ':"
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Justina Caviglia replied to Darcy Worm's email at 10:08 a.m. as follows:
"We can't investigate rumors, innuendos or conspiracy theories. Unless we have an independent
party, willing to come forward with information indicating he is doing something wrong, there is
nothing we can do about it. Also we cannot go out and recruit the independent party. Like the gas
card, unless and until someone comes forward claiming to have seen him use it for his own
personal vehicle, we will not investigate it. I want to warn you, it almost seems like you and Vicky
are on a witch hunt against Chris. I would be careful and only pass on information if you have
someone with actual knowledge of his wrong doing willing to come forward. "

In his communication with Conmay related to these matters, Jackson pointed out that the documents
he researched and provided were likely more reliable than individual memories of events that were
years old. Based upon his recollection of events and the documents he located from the time, he
indicated that Caviglia's statements were completely inconsistent, particularly when viewed in light
of:
•
•
•
•
•

Schultz' investigation,
The actual emails related to the onset of the request for an informal inquiry,
The Oakden interview as reported by Investigator Schultz,
The ultimate decisions made by County Manager Steve Mokrohisky and Public Works Director Carl
Ruschmeyer in the administration of discipline towards Chris Oakden,
And Caviglia's own "witch hunt" warning to Darcy Worms and Vicky Galloway about Oakden's use
ofWelcome's Auto Body after he was promoted.

Based upon perceived inconsistencies related to Caviglia's and Worm's recollection of events in
light of Jackson's recall and notes, Conmay examined the relevant timeline as follows.
•

•
•

•
•
•

May 31, 2012 - Galloway's initial email to Worms about Oakden/Altringer matter. Worms forwards
the email to Jackson and Mokrohisky and copies Galloway and Caviglia. Jackson assigns Schultz to
look into the matter. Schultz has a conversation with Worms. Schultz makes first JustWare entry.
June 1, 2012- Worms emails Schultz about seeing Oakden's truck and implies she and Schultz talked
the day before. Schultz makes additional JustWare entries.
June 3, 2012 through June 6, 2012- Worms and Galloway go to the PRIMA conference in
Tennessee. According to her statement, Worms texts Caviglia from the conference about a possible
audit. Worms says Caviglia replied she would forward the information. Caviglia claims she did
notify Jackson, although exactly when is unclear.
June 5, 2012 - Schultz interviews Oakden, documents his findings in an email to Jackson, and closes
his investigation. Jackson subsequently forwards the findings to Mokrohisky (exact date unclear).
June 7, 2012 through June 8, 2012 - Worms family emergency and she does not return to work until
June 11, 2012.
June 11, 2012 - Worms returns to work. Galloway sends Worms an email reiterating some of their
discussions from the conference and includes further "concerns" with Oakden. Worms forwards
Galloway's email to Caviglia. Caviglia responds with "witch hunt" comment. According to Worms'
interview, at some point during the day Mokrohisky enters her office, yells and chastises her for
information she sent to Caviglia, tells her that DA Jackson wants her disciplined for "witch hunt", and
orders Worms to discipline Galloway for her part. (In his interview, Mokrohisky said he did not recall
this exchange.)
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•

June 13, 2012 -Jackson makes a JustWare entry documenting an earlier conversation with
Mokrohisky. The entry indicates Mokrohisky wants no formal investigation and will handle the
matter with counseling or a written reprimand. Jackson notifies Gilbert of Altringer's involvement.

Jackson indicated that prior to the March 2017 allegations of tire thefts, he really didn't know
anything about Oakden. He only saw Oakden a few times a year at some board meetings or director
meetings. Other than exchanging greetings, he didn't recall ever talking to Oakden and knew
nothing about Oakden's personal life. He never heard about any tire deals for county employees.
Jackson indicated that any suggestion that he was "protecting" Oakden, or any other person is
absurd, preposterous and outrageous. Jackson characterized Caviglia's comments as unfounded and
absurd.
(Note: On October 5, 2017, Detectives Mattice and Liebherr spoke with DA Jackson and as
with other Douglas County employees, specifically inquired about purchasing tires or other
services from Oakden. At that time, Jackson stated that he never bought tires from Oakden
or any other County employee. Further, Jackson indicated that he never had his personal
vehicle worked on by Oakden or any other County mechanics, either at the County facility or
any other place. During later discussions with Conmay related to this matter, Jackson stated
that his interactions with Altringer were limited, and other than an occasional exchange of
greetings, all contact were in the performance of job duties. Jackson indicated that he
understood that Justina Gaviglia was best friends with Darcy Worms, Yvette Altringer and
Theresa Schultz.)

After receiving the above information concerning the 2012 Oakden/Altringer investigation from DA
Jackson, the Investigation Division determined that at the time of these purported events, Yvette
Altringer owned a white 2001 Toyota Sequoia. It was determined that the manufacture's tire size for
a 2001 Toyota Sequoia is 265/70R16. Based upon Oakden's representation to Schultz that he
checked prices at Les Schwab in Gardnerville, and his representation that he believed Altringer paid
Les Schwab cash for the tires, detectives contacted that establishment to determine whether Altringer
had purchased tires from them. Les Schwab did have access to computerized records from that time
frame and advised detectives that those records do not reflect any tire purchases by Yvette Altringer
during the time frame described in the Schultz/Oakden interview or at any other time. Because
Oakden told Schultz that Altringer "picked the tires up from him (Oakden) at the Douglas County
Yard", detectives attempted to ascertain whether Douglas County inventory records showed that
Oakden had 265/70R16 tires in his Douglas County stock at the time of these events. Due to
Oakden's woeful record keeping and the time that has passed, it was not possible to determine
exactly what was in stock. However, the Douglas County records do indicate that the county
periodically paid for and carried 265/70Rl6 size tires, including around the time of these events.
Furthermore, during this review, detectives noted that Les Schwab records reflected that during this
relevant time frame, on May 21, 2012, May 24, 2012 and May 25, 2012, Douglas County purchased
and paid for 265/75R16 tires (4 each time). While slightly taller, the 265/75R16 tire could be used
on the 2001 Toyota Sequoia wheel.
The Schultz investigation at the time did not delve into these matters. There is no indication that the
concerned tires were examined or that there was an effort to independently determine who paid for
them (other than Oakden's statement). It does not appear from the documents provided that Altringer
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was interviewed then, although she now says she wrote a report. She cannot locate that report now.
She said her current boss also searched department files and could not find any report. There is no
indication that Schultz was ever given a copy of that report. Given what is now known about
Oakden's character and veracity, his representation to Schultz that "at no time are tires for Douglas
County Employees ever purchased using Douglas County financial resources" and "when a
Douglas County employee purchases tires it is the employees responsibility to compensate the
vendor" can be fundamentally rejected. Altringer said she does not now recall if she paid any money

to Oakden. During her interview (in this case), she never mentioned any interaction with Les
Schwab and did not claim to have paid Les Schwab any money. Furthermore, during his interview,
Harry Raub said he heard a "rumor" that Altringer bragged about giving Oakden beer in exchange
for tires.
Additionally, the current investigation has shown that Oakden's contention that it is "extremely out
of the ordinary event and that it is in no way a common practice for Douglas County facilities to be
used for working on personal vehicles" was a bald faced lie. Many people have described that to

have been a common practice for many years.
(Note: During his interview with detectives as part of this current investigation, Schultz
acknowledged that he became aware during a pre-2007 investigation that county employees
were doing oil changes on personal vehicles in the county shop, using county facilities and
tools. When detectives interviewed Brian Putzer, he acknowledged using county shop
resources to work on his own car. Putzer told Schultz about that and was chastised.
Several other county employees indicated that personal cars were routinely worked on in
the county shop with Oakden's permission. Even Oakden's son acknowledged that personal
cars were worked on in the county shop.)

The emails between May 31, 2012 and June 11, 2012 document and provide the most accurate
portrayal of investigative activity undertaken in response to Human Resources Manager Darcy
Worms request for an informal investigation related to the 2012 Oakden/Altringer tire transaction.
These emails reveal that an informal investigation was completed during a 6 day time frame during
which Worms was primarily out of the office on a business trip. Decisions concerning the
disposition of the matter were also completed before Worms returned to the office on June 11, 2012.
The information gleaned from the informal investigation was derived exclusively from Oakden's
statement and provided Jackson and others with incomplete and unreliable information. The report
did not include historical information known to the investigator about prior reported activity in the
county shop, some of which had generated earlier informal investigations and which may have
prompted further inquiry.
(Note: It is important to note that there is no evidence or other information, and it is not
suggested, that the District Attorney or any member of the District Attorney staff attempted
to protect Oakden or Altringer or otherwise "cover-up" unlawful activity. Jackson properly
forwarded the limited information he received for appropriate action. There is no evidence of
any personal relationships between any of the concerned parties.)

On April 24, 2017 Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed
Noel Padron concerning this matter. The complete interview is documented in the Noel Padron
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interview report contained in the case file.
(Note: The investigation disclosed that Padron was the individual referenced by Jane
Oakden during her interview as Chris' friend with the cancer; whom Chris helped move. A
review of Chris' text records also disclosed that Padron corresponded with Chris regarding
bicycles and also discussed tires. One text exchange suggested that Chris sold some tires
to Vasile Carpa in order to get some money to help Padron out.)

Padron stated substantially the following. Padron said he met Chris Oakden when he was selling a
BMX bicycle. He and Oakden had the same interest in vintage BMX bikes. They began
communicating through Facebook which lead to trading and selling bike parts to each other. Over
time, he and Oakden became friends. They visited each other's homes on occasion.
Padron knew Oakden was a mechanic or something like that. During one conversation with Oakden,
Padron mentioned he needed to sell one of his bikes because he needed money to buy tires for his
wife's car. Oakden told Padron he could get him a set of 4 tires and would make a trade for a bike
for the tires. Padron agreed to the trade. According to Padron, the bike he traded for the tires had a
value of about $800.00. Oakden told Padron that he (Oakden) had a contact to get the tires but did
not say where he was getting them from. Padron said he thought Oakden worked for the city or
something of that nature. Oakden got him four new BFG All Season tires. Padron met Oakden at the
Grand Sierra Resort in Reno and received the tires. When he met with Oakden, Oakden was driving
a Blue Ford Pickup and Oakden's wife was with him. Padron did not know where Oakden got the
tires.
Later, Padron was having some medical issues and needed surgery. He decided to sell one of his
BMX bikes to help pay for the surgery and other bills. On or about March 9, 2017, he made a deal
to sell a bike to Oakden, and then when he (Pardon) got back on his feet, he wanted to buy the bike
back from Oakden. Pardon sold that bike to Oakden for $3200 and was paid through Pay Pal. On or
about April 7, 2017, Oakden texted Padron that he (Oakden) was in a ''jam" and needed to sell the
bike. Padron gave permission to sell the bike. According to Pardon, Oakden sold that bike to
someone in Australia for $4500. Padron didn't know why Oakden wanted to sell the bike.
Padron told Detectives that during his illness, he and his wife needed to move from their residence.
During a conversation with Oakden, either on Facebook or on the phone, Padron told Oakden he
(Padron) had to move. Oakden was such a nice guy he came and assisted Padron with the move.
According to Padron, during the time he knew Oakden he had also gotten to know Oakden's wife.
Since Oakden's accident, he has stayed in touch with the wife and the family. Padron attended
Oakden's celebration oflife at the Carson Valley Inn in Minden. Padron said he has met
occasionally with Oakden's wife since that time to see how she is doing.
(Note: The following are excerpts from text messages between Oakden and Pardon
discussing bikes, tires, and moving. The complete text exchanges are included in the case
file.)
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March 9, 2017
Oakden -How are you feeling bud?
Padron -Im ok... i have Surgery on march 30'"
Padron - Im selling my Patterson too ..
Oakden -For medical bills?
Padron-Yes
Oakden - Im broke for like 3 weeks.
Oakden - Id love to help you out
Padron - No worries ...
Oakden - How soon you need the cash
1
Padron - Probably by the 25 "
Oakden - We are leaving tomorrow and wont be back till the sunday the 26th.
Oakden - Wifes trip to hawaii. Never been and thats why im broke. At least till i get back
Padron - Its cool. ..
Oakden - What do you want for the bikes?
Oakden - Im just thinking ifyou wanted them back some day
Padron - Yea .. .i would
Oakden - Because i get paid on the 17th ... i could send some cash from hawaii to paypal if that works
Oakden - Throw me some prices bud...
Padron - 2200 for JMC. .. was valued at 3k
Padron - 1600 for Patterson
Oakden - Decent prices
Padron - Your prices...
Oakden - Im sure i can have the cash for the JMC before your surgery, but not before we get back from the
trip.
Padron - Ok.sounds good
Oakden - My buddy in Sacramento that buys the semi tires needs some and is waiting for me to get back. So
thats on the 27 and 28 this month.
(Note: Suggests that Padron knew Oakden sold tires to Carpa. Indicates that Oakden
intended to sell tires to Carpa on this occasion specifically to assist Padron financially. Is
consistent with Carpa 's earlier statement concerning the date of his last purchase from
Oakden.)
Oakden - That would buy both
Oakden - Ok deal. .. ill take the two of them.
(Note: Oakden left on the Hawaii cruise. The following exchanges occur upon his return.)
March 24125, 2017
Padron
Hi brother.. are back in town .... hope your trip went well
Oakden
We are still at sea until tomorrow. Get back to San Francisco in the morning. Its been a long ass trip ... too
long
Padron
Im doing ok..ready for my Surgery on Thursday ... might be moving on Sunday...yes .. make the wife happy
always ...
Oakden-Movingon Sunday??
Padron - Yes ..
Oakden -Dann dude ... where you moving too? Need help?
Padron - Ill find out tomorrow..
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Padron - I might need help..
Oakden - Ok let me know
Padron - Ok i really appreciate it
March 26, 2017
Padron - Brother ifyou can .. i could use a lil help tomorrow
Padron - Ifyiu cant.. its cool... i know your tired
Oakden - I will see you tomorrow buddy
March 27, 2017
Padron - Hi Brother. just want to thank you so much for your help yesterday .. i don't know what i would have
done .... ifyiu ever need anything. ..im there ..
Padron - Hi chris.. were you gonna be in town today?. just curious.. let me know
Oakden - Hey bud... glad i could help. Thats what friends are for.
Oakden - And yes ill be in reno for a Iii bit
Oakden - And tomorrow
Oakden - I wa going to come see you tomorrow
Padron - Ok cool... did you want both bikes still?
Oakden - Yeah why?
Padron - Thsts good.. i need the help...
Padron - I mean the cash.. fol
Oakden - Ill have it tomorrow
Padron - Thanks .... i really appreciate it...
Padron -Love you brother... i owe you big time!!
Oakden - Im glad i could. Lyckily came up with the cashlive you too man
March 28129, 2017
Padron - We still on?
Oakden - Yeah ... should be there by 730
Padron - Ok cool
Oakden - Ill text you when im in town
Oakden - My buddy couldnt come to Reno for the tires today, wanted to wait till thursday, so i took them to
Sacramento so i could get the cash. On my way back, about an hour more.
(Note: The Carpa sale to assist Padron.)
Padron -Ok
Oakden -!just passed Truckee. You ok with meeting at gsr
Padron - Yes.
Oakden -Ok
Oakden -Alrighty... in Reno, dropping the wife n daughter at gsr to eat. Ill be at the usual spot
(Note: Suggests that Jane Oakden and Jacque Oakden accompanied Chris Oakden on this
sale to Carpa.)
April 7, 2017
Oakden -Hey buddy... hows things? So ive got myself into ajam .. i think i need to sell some stuff, maybe the
JMC. Was there anybody else that wanted it besides me?
Padron - A guy wanted fame n fork.. he ssid 1500
Oakden-Framefor+konly??
Oakden - Send him my contact... .ive got a line on another one that will be there when im ready
Oakden - I hate to sell because it was yours
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Padron - Sell it..its cool

On June 9, 2017 Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed
Douglas County Public Works Director Carl Ruschmeyer concerning this matter. The complete
interview is documented in the Ruschmeyer interview report contained in the case file. Ruschmeyer
stated substantially the following.
Ruschmeyer oversees the Public Works Division to include water, waste water, roads, fleet services,
utilities, and buildings. He has held this position since 2008 and has been with the county for 22
years.
With respect to this case, Ruschmeyer said he first became aware of it when Glen Radtke stopped by
his office one morning and told him about a potential issue regarding some missing tires. The tires
had been "tucked away" in a wooden shed and had since disappeared. Radtke told Ruschmeyer he
was going to ask around and see what he could find out. A few days later Radtke informed
Ruschmeyer that he (Radtke) spoke with staff and it appears the tires were gone. Ruschmeyer
directed that the matter be reported to the County Manager's office. After that report was made an
investigation ensued. Ruschmeyer was not sure about any other details.
After the investigation started, Ruschmeyer had conversations with District Attorney Jackson and
met with the DA Chief Investigator. Jackson gave Ruschmeyer an overview of what was going to
take place, including that an internal administrative personnel investigation and a concurrent
criminal investigation would ensue. Ruschmeyer said that was basically what he knew about the
process.
Ruschmeyer indicated that at the time of the incident, Chris Oakden was the Fleet Manager and had
been since around 2010-2011. Ruschmeyer was Oakden's supervisor. Oakden was on vacation at
the time the tires were discovered missing so there was not a lot of information from Oakden. Due
to the ongoing internal investigation, Ruschmeyer could not then confront Oakden. Ruschmeyer was
instructed to have certain staff members, specifically Oakden and Dave Forsyth, go to the DA's
office. When Oakden and Forsyth went to that meeting, they were placed on administrative leave.
Ruschmeyer was aware that concerns had been raised in the past about discrepancies in the tire
budget.
(Note: Over a three year period, the tire budget had nearly tripled.)

Ruschmeyer explained that each January as part of budget building, the County's financial division
meets with the various managers to build budgets for the next fiscal year. New budgets are based on
the previous year's performance. Ruschmeyer attended meetings where financial people assigned to
specific budgets discussed what was going on and why they were over spending the tire budget. He
first noticed discrepancies at the end of 2016, and noted that it involved only Fleet services. He
described the over spending as significant, in the tens of thousands of dollars. He recalls that various
explanations were offered, including that they were not keeping up with their internal rates. He and
Carolyn Chiffeo, the individual who handles the financial side for Fleet services, also personally met
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with Oakden on several occasions, with the last meeting in January 2017. During various meetings,
the tire budget was discussed along with planning for the next fiscal year budget. Oakden said the
cost of tires and supplies were steadily going up and that specialty tires were needed. Ruschmeyer
did not document any of his meetings with Oakden. There were no minutes taken during those
meetings, which Ruschmeyer described as informal sit-down discussions. In response to a specific
question, Ruschmeyer said he did not remember if Financial Division CFO, Vicki Moore was
present during those meetings.
(Note: During the interview Ruschmeyer claimed that he requested an audit of Fleet
Services in January 2017, once he became aware of problems with that budget. At various
times during his statement, Ruschmeyer seemed to vacillate about who he requested the
audit from. He said he asked CFO Vicki Moore to do it, but also said, in response to specific
questions, that there was a "discussion" about the financial department conducting an audit.
Carolyn Chiffeo may have participated in that discussion and he believed that Chiffeo took
the request and maybe passed it on to Moore.)

Initially, Ruschmeyer said he asked Moore to conduct an audit of the tire budget discrepancies to
determine what was going on. He believed the financial division looked into it. He was not sure what
work they did and at the time of this interview, he didn't know if anything came out the audit. He
had follow-up discussions with Moore who told him she received the same explanation from
Oakden, that they had a lot of specialty tire needs which caused the budget deficiencies.
Later in the interview, in response to specific questions, Ruschmeyer said he spoke to Moore about
the audit and his understanding was the fiscal folks could not come to an agreement about the
potential loss. As he understood it, the financial division could not determine what happened
because they were not familiar with the inventory system (Squarerigger) that Fleet services used and
could not verify an accurate inventory. This information was never formally reported and was passed
along while speaking in passing. These conversations took place after this investigation was initiated
and after Oakden had been placed on administrative leave. Prior to that, the only follow up with
Moore were informal discussions in passing and general conversations during periodic meetings.
According to Ruschmeyer, there was a "discussion" about the financial department conducting an
audit. His expectation was that the finance department would do it.
Ruschmeyer said he spoke to Oakden generally about the discrepancies and asked what they could
do to be more efficient. He said he did this several times, usually during the budget building cycle.
Douglas County's fiscal year is July 1 to June 30.
In response to a specific question about when Ruschmeyer first became aware of over-spending in
the tire budget, Ruschmeyer said Oakden had to be disciplined after using the county facility to put
tires on another county employee's private vehicle. This discipline was documented in Oakden's
personnel file. Ruschmeyer said this came to light during a budget preparation. According to
Ruschmeyer, he was subsequently excluded from the entire reprimand process by the then County
Manager. He did not know why he was excluded. Later, he spoke to Oakden after the fact, and
explained what was expected in the future. (Altringer incident).
Ruschmeyer explained the County process to address budget overages. He indicated that if a line
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item, such as tires, went over budget there were reserves built into the Fleet services budget from
which to pull funds to cover the overage. These adjustments occur at predesignated augmentation
periods which occur three times a year. Fiscal staff prepare augmentation forms which are
forwarded to the Board of Commissioners for review and approval. Generally the CFO presents the
augmentation requests to the Board. He did not believe that the tire augmentations were specifically
pointed out to the Board.
Ruschmeyer said he did not appear for the augmentation requests, but did appear when the overall
budget was presented to the Board. During those presentations, he did not "drill down" to specific
line items, such as tires. Rather, he gave an overall presentation. He indicated that a typical Fleet
services budget consisted of approximately 150 pages of material. The financial division prepared
those documents.
Ruschmeyer accepted responsibility for the lack of oversight in Fleet services and added that there
was no conspiracy. He acknowledged that there were no controls.
According to Ruschmeyer, Oakden made around $60k to $70K a year and with his benefit package it
was around $1 OOK. At one time Oakden told Ruschmeyer he should be being paid more.
Ruschmeyer told Oakden there was not much that could be done to get him a raise. When Oakden
agreed to the promotion, he also agreed to the salary.
Ruschmeyer said he never bought tires from Oakden and Oakden never worked on any of
Ruschmeyer's personal vehicles. He acknowledged that he did occasionally ask Oakden for
advice/direction about companies for tires and mechanical work.
On April 24, 2017 Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed
Douglas County Chief Financial Officer Vicki Moore concerning this matter. The complete
interview is documented in the Moore interview report contained in the case file. Moore stated
substantially the following.
Moore started working for Douglas County in November 2013 and was assigned as an accountant to
the Public Works Division. At that time, her supervisor was Kathy Bradshaw. According to Moore,
when she arrived on the job, Bradshaw informed her there had been a recent reorganization within
the accounting department and her training would be a "learn as you go" scenario. The Chief
Financial Officer (CFO) at the time was Christine Vuletich, and Carl Ruschmeyer oversaw all the
budgets that fell under the Public Works section. Even though she did not report directly to
Ruschmeyer, Moore worked with him closely on the budgets she was responsible for, which
included but were not limited to the fleet services, building and grounds, and roads. Moore said it
was the individual director and managers' responsibility to build, monitor, and make changes to their
specific budgets.
Moore remained in that position until 2015 at which time she was asked to be the interim accounting
manager until she was promoted to the position in December of2015. Moore said she stayed in that
position until Christine Vuletich resigned her position in late 2016, at which time Moore was asked
to be interim county CFO. On April 24, 2017, the Board of Commissioners approved Moore as the
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new Douglas County CFO.
Moore stated during 2013 she, Oakden, and Ruschmeyer discussed and planned the Public Works
Division's various budgets and addressed any issues that came up. Oakden was in charge of
numerous budgets within the Division. The three of them discussed budget issues about three times a
week. She had a working relationship with Oakden. He was super friendly and she relied on him
because he had been with the county for a long time. The relationship was friendly, but business like.
They sometimes had lunch together but they did not socialize and have not been to each other's
homes.
Moore said Ruschmeyer is the person she worked most closely with. They discussed building rates
and bounced ideas off each other. Ruschmeyer had her review financial issues related to his action
items to be presented to the Board of Commissioners. They too would go to lunch together and
would see each other at Christmas parties. Moore said she has a lot of respect for Ruschmeyer
because of his knowledge and length of time with the county.
During the interview, Moore explained how general accounting processes were supposed to work
and indicated that Oakden had initial approval authority while Ruschmeyer was responsible for final
approvals. Once documents were approved, they were forwarded to the fiscal department for review,
processing and any payment. Vouchers were tracked by the associated account number. For
example, tires and parts would be charged to a specific assigned line item if the person doing the
ordering appropriately completed the invoice. Moore also described how the inventory system
known as Squarerigger worked to track inventory. She stated that fleet services was not using the
system properly or in the way it was intended to be used. At the time of the events related to this
investigation, Oakden was responsible for inputting data into Squarerigger. Moore did not know if
anyone else had access. She had been told by other employees in the shop that Oakden was the only
person who entered tire data into Squarerigger. With respect to parts, several employees apparently
entered data as they had the time. Moore said the financial division does not use Squarerigger.
According to Moore, she started to identify discrepancies in the tire budget in November 2013
Initially, this came to light as she Ruschmeyer, and Oakden went through budgets to see if there
were any areas that required immediate augmentation or adjustments for future budget building.
All areas were reviewed and discussed, from salaries to equipment purchases, including tires. Moore
said during her first year of employment, she identified some discrepancies, but being a new
employee, didn't believe it was a concern. In the second year, she again saw the tire budget exceed
the allotted amount. It was Moore's recollection that the budget for tires that year was $125,000,
which was an increase from the prior year. But Oakden overspent that. Moore said she asked
Oakden why this was occurring and he replied it was because the cost of tires went up, the vehicles
these tires went to required special tires, and they were ordering winter tires. Moore said initially, the
explanation made sense and she questioned herself about whether they were appropriately budgeting
for tires. Moore recalled that she counseled Oakden to watch the budget because he was spending
too much. She said she also had a conversation with both Oakden and Ruschmeyer about properly
budgeting for tires and properly billing them out to the other agencies they serviced. When they did
augmentations, Ruschmeyer signed off, approving those.
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Moore indicated that based upon expenditures, she expected to see an increase in tire inventory
because there should have been a supply of summer and winter tires in the inventory. She explained
the inventory process and said she told Oakden to do a year-end tire inventory so that she could
determine starting and ending figures and better estimate future needs. She was also concerned about
whether tires were being properly billed out as cost allocation to various departments. She expected
that Oakden would do a Squarerigger run as part of that inventory process. According to Moore,
during a conversation in the spring of 2015, Oakden told her he had not been using Squarerigger and
was not recording work orders or inputting information as he should have been.
According to Moore, during this time frame she discussed these anomalies during monthly financial
division meetings attended by her supervisor, Bradshaw, as well as other team members. She knew
the fleet services budget impacted many other budget accounts and wanted to make sure others were
aware of the overages. She said during one meeting she did tell the group that she thought the
overages would decrease because there should now be some surplus in inventory. During one
meeting, Bradshaw told Moore to ensure that the year-end fleet services review included a complete
inventory of the tires and parts. Moore said that complete inventory/audit never happened because
the financial department was just too busy and short staffed to get it done. Instead, Oakden was
directed to complete the inventory/audit and they relied on his numbers for budgeting purposes.
Moore added it was her intent that she and Oakden would conduct an audit as part of2015
budgeting, but again due to staffing issues Moore told Oakden that she would not be able to
participate and to conduct the audit himself. Moore said she did not request an outside audit because
at the time she did not believe the issue rose to that level and she believed the numbers Oakden was
providing were accurate. Moore also said her supervisor did not give direction or instruct Moore
about how to proceed, other than to call for a full physical audit which was not done due to staffing
issues and other workload.
Moore said she did not see similar increases in other fleet services budget line items.
By the 2016 budget year, Moore had been promoted to Accounting Manager and Carolyn Chieffo
was responsible for the fleet services budget. Moore supervised Chieffo and instructed Chieffo to
conduct a physical inventory of fleet services by the end of the year, ''No questions asked." Moore
indicated that at the time, they were down two accountants. As the year end approached, because of
short staffing, Moore made the decision to cancel the inventory and again go with Oakden's
numbers. She said she did not question Oakden's credibility or integrity and had no reason to believe
there was an issue with Oakden. According to Moore, her primary desire in conducting an audit was
to find the base line to satisfy their concerns. She felt something was missing. When they did get
numbers from Oakden, they did not compare invoices and expenses to the purported inventory.
Moore said she again discussed tire overages with Ruschmeyer and Oakden.
In response to a specific question, Moore said they were in such a reaction mode and were just
performing their day-to-day responsibilities. They were also preparing for an annual outside audit,
during which a blanket review of all county budgets is done. The outside auditors looked at budget
controls, budget versus actuals, expenses etc. These auditors were not tasked to specifically examine
the fleet services tire budget. Moore said of the tire issue, "It was not material enough to bring to
their attention."
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(Note: The tire budget had increased by $350, 000 over the course of two years at this
point.)

Moore said the goal of the annual audit was to look at trends and review the totality of the entire
county budget, not examine specific issues. Areas to be examined are selected randomly.
Moore acknowledged that she had a role in overseeing the fleet services budget in one capacity or
another from the time increases started to appear (since Oakden was promoted). She said that
bothered her and blamed the Board of Commissioners because she was compelled to do more with
less and with insufficient staffing. All augmentations are presented to the Board which never
questioned any of them. According to Moore, the county commissioners had all the information
prior to any meeting and if they had any questions relating to the information they should ask. The
county commissioners would just vote and approve. Moore said it was the county commission's
obligation to ask if they had any questions about augmentations.
Moore said it bothers her that people think she is responsible for this situation. She commented
about the swiftness with which she had risen through the ranks and her inability to fully vest in the
fiscal department processes. Later, there was so much going on during budget building, she didn't
give the tire budget a thought. She said given the scope of the Douglas County budget, the $400,000
tire issue was a small number. Moore said she brought her early concerns to the attention of her
supervisor and the department head and nothing happened. Moore expressed concern that she would
be a scapegoat in this situation.
Moore stated she has not received any personal services from Oakden or anyone else from fleet
services, and has not received tires from Oakden or anyone from fleet services. In response to a
specific question, Moore said she believed Deputy Skibinski received tires from Oakden. She heard
this from her husband, Tony Moore. Oakden never discussed tires or parts with her outside
conversations related to her duties. During casual conversations, Oakden mentioned BMX bicycles,
his family, and the cruises he took. Moore speculated that Oakden was involved in these thefts alone.
She does not have any information which would lead her to believe someone else is involved. She
was shocked when this all came out.
On February 22, 2018, Detectives Liebherr and Mattice had further conversations with Vicki Moore
during a meeting with staff from VT Accounting Associates, LLP. VT Accounting was hired by
Douglas County to conduct an independent audit of fleet services as part of this investigation.
Douglas County District Attorney Jackson, the D.A. Chieflnvestigator, Douglas County Accounting
Manager Geoff Bonar, and Ryan DeRicco and Jason Reecy of VT Accounting were present during
this meeting.
During the meeting, VT staff indicated that they were not provided any past audits or inventories as
part of their process. Staff stated that their audit was completed and a report forwarded to Moore on
January 17, 2018. Neither the Investigation Division detectives nor the Douglas County D.A. had
yet received this audit report. In response to a specific question, Moore said the VT report had not
been forwarded because she was reviewing it to ensure it was "correct." Moore felt "they" should
have another meeting with VT and after that would provide the report to everyone. It was Moore's
position that the document sent to her was not final. She decided that after the VT tires and parts
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inventory, she and fiscal staff (Geoff Bonar, Minda Lourence and Fleet Services Manager Glen
Radtke) would conduct another inventory. According to Moore, she used the VT audit to update the
General Ledger but felt a separate inventory done in November 2017 would provide a more accurate
update for the Squarerigger system. She never compared the VT inventory to her November
inventory and simply gave the November inventory to Radtke for use in updating Squarerigger. In
response to a question by VT staff member DeRicco about whether she could have compared the VT
inventory with the November inventory to check internal controls, Moore replied, "We could do
that."
(Note: Review and final approval authority of the VT report by the Douglas County CFO
could be viewed as defeating the intent for an independent review.)

During this meeting, Moore offered clarification related to the audit findings. She said that when
departments exceeded their approved budgets, she notified the involved department heads and they
provided the reason for the discrepancies. Moore explained that in this instance, when she identified
the year-end problems with the tire budget, she met with fleet services managers, Oakden and
Ruschmeyer, who offered justifications for the increases. She accepted those because of the
experience and institutional knowledge both Oakden and Ruschmeyer had. Moore acknowledged
that she did note large increases over time, but asserted that the Finance Department was
understaffed and had the day-to-day operations to contend with. Moore's position was that in the
overall scheme of the County budget, the increases were not that big, but recognized in hindsight, it
looked bad.
Moore explained the budget building process. She explained that when they build a budget, they
include a reserve to ensure they have funding in case there are unexpected expenditures. When there
are overages, they are able to use the reserves. Whenever that happened, Moore prepared an
augmentation document and provide that to the Board of Commissioners for approval. Moore
acknowledged that often those submittals to the Board consisted of numerous augmentations from
various agencies and specific information could get "buried."
On February 24, 2018, Detectives Mattice and Liebherr conducted a follow-up interview with VT
staffer Ryan DeRicco. DeRicco said the issues Moore addressed during the February 22nd meeting
did not impact the overall audit findings and there was no concern with the reliability of the findings.
According to DeRicco, the audit was completed using vendor invoices only showing the cost of the
tires. Because of the Squarerigger and the work order inadequacies, certain comparisons were not
feasible. DeRicco said the report sent to Moore in January was not a draft. It was the final document
and there were no changes to be made to it.
DeRicco stated that when his firm was contracted to conduct the audit, Moore was identified as their
Douglas County point of contact. DeRicco said that throughout the process, efforts to obtain
necessary documents from Moore often resulted in delays of several weeks and involved back and
forth e-mails with Moore before requested information was made available.
(Note: DeRicco told Detectives that Jason Reecy had previously worked with Vicki Moore
several years ago at VT Accounting. DeRicco started working at VT right after the initial
request to conduct this audit was received from Douglas County.)
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On May 11, 2018, Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice interviewed
former Douglas County Chief Financial Officer/Assistant County Manager Christine Vuletich
concerning this matter. The complete interview is documented in the Vuletich interview report
contained in the case file. Vuletich stated substantially the following.
(Note: Vuletich informed detectives that she was interviewed during the internal investigation
in March 2018. She did not provide testimony to the Grand Jury.)

Vuletich worked for Douglas County from 2012 to October 2016. During her tenure, the County
Manager was Steve Mokrohisky. Her duties were oversight of the finance department and the
technology department. She managed the budget and accounting.
Vuletich explained that the finance department consisted of senior accountants and other accountants
assigned to specific budgets. At the time, Kathy Bradshaw was the Accounting Manager with
oversight for the financial department. Kathy Lewis was the Budget Manager responsible to organize
the entire budget. Fleet Services was managed by Public Works and supervised by the Public Works
Director Carl Ruschmeyer. Soon after Vuletich was hired, Vicki Moore was hired as a new
accountant. Moore reported to Bradshaw and Bradshaw reported to Vuletich. According to Vuletich,
nobody brought any issues concerning the fleet services budget to her attention.
Vuletich said she did not recall that there were excessive augmentations done in the fleet services
budget at that time. She said augmentations are a normal course of budgeting and every agency does
them. If she had identified excesses in fleet services, she would have had an audit completed.
Vuletich said neither Bradshaw nor Moore ever came to her asking for an audit related to the tire
budget. She did not know if Moore ever went to Bradshaw to request such an audit. Vuletich had no
information about whether Moore had been instructed to do an audit and did not recall that Moore
was unable to do an audit because the finance department was too busy. Vuletich acknowledged that
the financial department was busy at that time. Vuletich did say that asking Oakden to do such an
audit "doesn't make sense."
Vuletich explained how personnel movements occurred within the fiscal group in Douglas County
during that time period. Bradshaw transferred to the County Treasurer's office and Moore was
placed into Bradshaw's position as an interim fill. Douglas County did a recruitment for the position
and Moore applied. Moore was ultimately promoted to the position. This placed Moore as the
supervisor over the fleet services account. Heather McDonnell back filled the Accounting position
Moore had vacated. Vuletich said Moore did not express concerns or ask for an audit related to the
tire budget after this promotion. Vuletich said she was unaware of any information that McDonnell
discovered discrepancies in the tire budget during the 2014-2015 fiscal years. She was never
informed if McDonnell brought such concerns to Moore. She had no information about Moore
directing that an audit be done; then stopping the audit and directing Oakden to do it.
Vuletich explained that fleet services managed their own inventory system using a software system
to track inventory and usage. At the end of the year, the system was reconciled and compared to
what the financial department had so they could generate the financial statements.
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According to Vuletich, the various directors and superintendents are responsible for putting together
their individual budgets. In the case of fleet services this would have been
Ruschmeyer and Oakden. Moore would have assisted. The financial department consists of
accountants who don't oversee the spending of the budget and do not operate the department.
Vuletich generally explained the budget augmentation process. She said if an augmentation is
needed in a specific budget, augmentation forms are generated and signed by the Department heads.
Vuletich said augmentations would be approved by Moore and then sent to Vuletich for her review
and approval, and then to the County Commission for final approval. There would be a staff report
and reconciliation associated with the augmentation. When augmentations are presented to the
Commission, there are usually many of them from various departments. If there is justification from
the department and a revenue source for the requested funding, specific details would usually not
have been brought to the commission's attention.
(Note: Detectives pointed out augmentation forms that appeared to have been completed by
Moore as opposed to a department head.)

Vuletich said forms should have come up through the department head with that person's signature.
Vuletich could not explain why it was apparently done differently by Moore in some instances. She
characterized it as unusual, and indicated the only way it may have happened is ifthere was no
budget manager. Vuletich vacated her position in 2016 and Moore was placed into the CFO position
as an interim. A budget manager may not have been hired at that time.
Vuletich indicated that, "Accounting offices are like sweat shops, there are thousands of transactions
that go through the office and all they're trying to do is keep their heads above water." She said there
had been cutbacks in staffing and Douglas County had no purchasing department or purchasing
controls that may have helped to mitigate this incident. She said the checks and balances that did
exist had failed.
In response to a final question about whether Bradshaw or Moore ever came to her about tires, or
with concerns about the fleet services or Public Works budget, Vuletich said no, not in a way that
she needed to be concerned. She said if it would have been presented to her as a major concern she
would have done something about it, but it was not.
Vuletich said Oakden never offered to do work on her car and never offered to get her anything.
On October 16, 2017, Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice
interviewed Douglas County Accountant Heather McDonnell concerning this matter. The complete
interview is documented in the McDonnell interview report contained in the case file. McDonnell
stated substantially the following.
McDonnell is currently employed with Douglas County as an accountant and has been for a year and
a half. McDonnell was hired by Vicki Moore and Christine Vuletich. She is currently assigned as
the Public Works accountant and her duties are to prepare the budgets, do journal entries, and work
mostly with utilities. When she was first hired, they were short-staffed and there was a huge learning
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curve. McDonnell indicated she had a lot of responsibilities. There was high turnover and she
understood the past several accountants all left for other departments within Douglas County at
relatively the same time.
McDonnell said when she was hired, she relied heavily on Moore. According to McDonnell, the first
year she was there she made budget adjustments and journal entries to ensure the books balanced.
She said she had to make a $90,000 adjustment to balance the tire budget account because that
budget went over its allotted amount. She explained that she basically debited one fund to credit
another in order to make the parts and tire account balance. McDonnell stated she was new, so she
spoke with Moore who gave McDonnell the information and direction about how to make that
adjustment and ensure the books were balanced. McDonnell also spoke with Carolyn Chieffo, who
had apparently done the same thing the year before. McDonnell questioned doing the adjustment
because $90,000 was a big year-end adjustment. When she spoke with Moore about it, Moore said
they were trying to work it out and thought the cost allocations were being spread out or charged
incorrectly. According to McDonnell, Moore said she was looking into the situation and was going
to be getting with Oakden to figure it out. McDonnell said she looked at the previous year to
determine if she was doing the adjustment correctly and noted the previous year adjustment was
close to or more than the $90,000 adjustment she was making. According to McDonnell, she
observed a discrepancy in the parts budget at that time as well.
McDonnell said she came from a smaller town in California where she was in charge of a six million
dollar budget. When she got the job in Douglas County, the first thing she did was to try and get a
grasp of how it operated. She quickly realized what a train wreck the accounting department was.
When the adjustment had to be made, McDonnell thought to herself, was this large adjustment a
normal thing or was something wrong. When she asked Moore about it, Moore said it's been that
way for a while and they discussed the cost allocation not being distributed correctly. Moore was in
that position before McDonnell, so McDonnell felt uneasy questioning Moore because Moore was
her boss. McDonnell said she just let Moore take charge of it and handle it. According to
McDonnell, Moore said she was going to get with Oakden and work the situation out. McDonnell
pointed out that Moore was doing a lot of things in her current position and had no time to follow
through on things. McDonnell said Vuletich left and went to work for Washoe County. They made
Moore acting CFO and made Carolyn Chieffo acting Accounts Manager. This left Moore and
Chieffo in charge, however no one informed the staff. McDonnell said communication was not their
strong suit.
McDonnell's observation was that even after Moore was in charge, Moore relied on Oakden a lot.
McDonnell went to Fleet Services on Tuesday mornings for meetings with Oakden. Others in
attendance included Glen Radtke, Carl Ruschmeyer, and a few other managers. During the meetings,
conversations centered on issues within each division. During several of the meetings, McDonnell
told Oakden that she was still waiting for the tire inventory. Oakden always replied that he would get
on it. McDonnell never spoke to Oakden's boss, Ruschmeyer, about the tire inventory. There was
never any discussion about an audit during these meetings. McDonnell said she didn't believe Moore
attended these meetings. She said Moore, Oakden and Ruschmeyer would have their own separate
meeting outside of the Tuesday morning meetings.
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McDonnell said they struggled to get a yearly tire inventory from Oakden and were constantly emailing him asking for the inventory. Oakden made excuses, such as he didn't have time to do it or
he was working on it. On one occasion, McDonnell went out to the fleet services and Oakden
showed her the "bin" where the tires were kept. McDonnell asked Oakden to get the inventory to
her as quickly as he could. When she finally received it, it was a jumbled print out from Squarerigger
that made no sense. McDonnell asked Oakden if he had some sort of a spread sheet he could send
which would validate his numbers. Oakden said the printout was all he had. McDonnell took the
printout to Moore and told her this was all she received from Oakden. Moore said that was fine.
Moore then showed McDonnell how to make the adjustment based on the information provided from
Oakden. McDonnell asked Moore if there was anything she (McDonnell) could do to assist, and
Moore said they would leave it to Oakden. McDonnell didn't know if Moore ever spoke with
Oakden regarding the issue. Shortly thereafter, Moore pulled that part of the budget from
McDonnell. McDonnell asked administration why that happened, but she never received an answer.
She heard a "rumor" that management did not want one person doing all of Public Works accounting
anymore. McDonnell said she does not recall any conversation about auditing the tire budget and
does not think any audit ever occurred.
McDonnell said it appeared the relationship between Moore and Oakden was a friendly working
relationship. Oakden was approachable and she (McDonnell) had also become friendly with him.
She knew from conversations that he rode BMX bicycles. She went to lunch with him on two
occasions. One time she bought lunch and the other time Oakden bought lunch. McDonnell met
Oakden's wife Jane when they went to listen to music with their spouses. Oakden told McDonnell
that he and his wife liked to gamble and liked to go on trips. He also said they liked to do the Santa
crawls and Zombie crawls. She visited Oakden's home on one occasion to take soup when Jane had
surgery. The Oakdens visited her home on one occasion. That was the first time McDonnell and her
husband met Jane. McDonnell reached out to Jane shortly after Oakden's death. During one
conversation with Jane after the death, Jane acknowledged they bought tires through the county and
told McDonnell they did not have receipts for the tires. Jane told McDonnell they had paid for those
tires. Later, on October 17, 2017, Jane sent McDonnell an angry text which read, "July was the last
text I have heard from you so this will be the last time you hear from me." The text went on to say
that Jane thought they were going to be friends. Jane further wrote, "Its ok you were never my
friend, Chris just wanted to fuck you like the rest of the county employees." McDonnell said she did
not respond to that text. McDonnell told Moore about the text and Moore said she was sorry Jane
sent that. McDonnell did not know if Moore communicated with Jane. In hindsight, McDonnell
believes Oakden was a manipulator and manipulated several people.
McDonnell expressed her opinion that the turnover in the financial department contributed to what
happened. She said Ruschmeyer should have identified the problem from the start. He was always
looking at the budget and scrutinizing every dollar with her during their Tuesday morning meetings.
McDonnell thought Ruschmeyer was on top of the budget. McDonnell stated that if Moore was
smart enough to become the Douglas County CFO, she should have caught the tire budget problem
and should have brought it to someone's attention. McDonnell pointed out that when she
(McDonnell) made an accounting error it was quickly identified. She couldn't understand how they
didn't catch the issue with the tire budget.
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McDonnell said neither she nor her husband ever purchased tires or received any mechanical
services from Oakden or anyone else at fleet services.
On April 14, 2017, Investigation Division Detectives Dale Liebherr and Desiree Mattice attempted
to contact Chris Oakden for an interview. Detectives went to Oakden's residence at 1204 Sand
Court, Wellington, Nevada. Oakden was not home. His son, Matthew was asked to have his father
call. Later that day, Mattice attempted to contact Oakden by phone. There was no answer and a
voice message was left. Shortly thereafter on the same day, Oakden called Mattice and stated
Matthew told him detectives came to the residence. Mattice explained the reason for the contact and
Oakden acknowledged that he had previously been interviewed by the Douglas County District
Attorney's Office. According to Oakden, there were a lot of allegations "thrown" his way that he
was not aware of, and then he was terminated.
During this phone contact, Oakden told Mattice that he lost control of the different sections he was
in charge of. He said he really wanted to talk to detectives about the allegations. Oakden explained
that there were currently a lot of things going on in his personal life, including that his wife was
scheduled to have a hysterectomy on the following Tuesday (April 18th).
Oakden agreed to meet detectives at the Investigation Division office in Carson City on Monday,
April 17, 2017, at 2:00 PM. Oakden failed to appear for the scheduled interview. Mattice attempted
to contact Oakden via telephone to no avail. Subsequently, Mattice received a telephone call from
the Minden Urgent Care. The caller was a nurse who advised that Oakden was being treated for a
heart related issue and was requesting to re-schedule the interview. On April 19, 2017, Mattice
spoke to Oakden and learned that he had been briefly hospitalized following the episode on the 17th.
His doctor instructed him to rest for a few days. Based upon this information, the interview was
rescheduled for April 24, 2017 at 9:00 AM. On the morning of the 24th, at approximately 8:45 AM,
detectives were advised that Oakden was killed in a head on collision with a commercial tractor
trailer truck while en route for the interview.
During a review of Oakden's text messages, detectives identified that Oakden communicated almost
daily with an individual at phone number 775-750-4023. This individual was subsequently identified
as Jason Woodward. Woodward's exchanges with Oakden revealed that Woodward was aware that
Oakden sold tires to supplement income as reflected in the following exchange.
2-16-2017
Woodward to Oakden
I'm not bagging on you but I don't have tires to deliver or luck in the casinos for discretionary cash

Further, on at least one occasion, Woodward delivered tires to Vasile Carpa at Cabela's as reflected
in the following exchange.
2-25-2017
Oakden - What doing
Woodward- Sitting on my ass
Oakden - Wanna make a quick hundred bucks?
Woodward - Sure what's up
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Oakden - How fast can you get to cabelas
Woodward - Fast
Oakden - I have to get back home.. .im here with tires. Can you watch them until my buddy gets here
Woodward - Out the door now
Woodward - Sure in my truck right
Oakden - Yeah. Im back by the horse corrals
Woodward - On my way
Woodward- Tires are done all good
Oakden - Cool thanks

After Oakden was fired, he and Woodward engaged in the following exchange. Based upon some of
Woodward's comments/questions, there is an indication that Woodward may not have been aware
that Oakden had engaged in thefts.
4-12-2017
Woodward - How you doing
Oakden - Ok
Woodward - County do anything other then terminate
Oakden - Not yet... dont know whats next
Woodward - What you mean, what can they do
Oakden - Technically they could file charges
Woodward - For what
Woodward - Did you steal something
Oakden - Using county facilities
Woodward - And what's that charge
Oakden - Working on vehicles with county facilities for profit
Oakden - Posession of county property, the cabinets from the dumpster
Oakden - All kinds of shit
Woodward - I meant what's the legal charge
Oakden - Not sure
Woodward- Your coworkers get the same
Oakden - Not sure, its all hush hush
Oakden - I was the boss and i let them do what they did, so im responsible
Oakden - I fucked up
Woodward- There's only one reason for hush hush
Oakden - Dave is still off, not sure whats up there
Woodward - You only keep shit quite ifyour doing shady shit too
Oakden - Everybody is on a gag order
Woodward - You should get a complete report when it's done
Woodward- They won't charge you if they want to keep it quiete
Oakden - Internal investigation. They dont have to release any details.
Woodward - Court case all that has to be release date
Oakden - I know
Woodward -And then you'd know who squealed
Woodward-And ifyou filed wrongful termination you'd get that info as well not saying you'd do it
Oakden - True ... we'll see what happens

Text exchanges between Oakden and Woodward also disclosed that the Oakdens' (Chris and Jane)
occasionally patronized an adult couples club in Reno (PK or Pokher Knights). Woodward and his
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wife occasionally went to the club with the Oakdens. Oakden and Woodward discussed sharing
sexual experiences with each other's wives as indicated in the following excerpts.
2-20-17
Woodward - So are women are the lamest
Oakden - Why ...
Woodward - Duh last night
Oakden - Oh..yeah. Janie was hurting and tired. Up late friday then moving and packing on saturday. She
was out a few seconds after you guys drove away. We watched you through the window. I didn't even attempt
anything with Dove, all she could say is how her back hurt so much and she was tired.... oh well
Oakden - Next time.

Later on 2-20-2017
Oakden - She coming with you tomorrow?
Woodward - No working I have to figure out if she needs to take lunch or if we 'II be back by 1 to take her for
Lunch
Oakden - Ok. .... i was gonna try to get her pants down at the new place loll@
Woodward- Yeah right that won't happen and Rhett's coming any ways
Oakden - Damn
Woodward - I'd get laid more often if I was single and they'd suck dick too
Oakden -Friday night would have been a good night for a bj..janie was showing goodform .. lol. plus it
would have saved me 30 bucks
Woodward - Why did she want to go to pks to get spit roasted
Oakden - No ... we didnt go to play. We were just visiting our friends. But ifyou guys were there, we could
have stayed at the room. Janie got busy after we got back
Woodward - So it's my fault you spent 30 bucks lo/
Woodward- We'll blame Dove. She had a headache
2-21-2017
Oakden - Ok. .. i think i'll get a room.
Oakden - Just in case
Woodward - In case we're tired and sleepy
Oakden - No, drunk and horny
Woodward- Your a dreamer
Oakden - Yes i am ... lmfao !!!
Woodward- You'll have better luck at pks
Oakden - I doubt it
Woodward - I don't
Woodward -At least those people are looking to get laid
Oakden - You guys were the last ones for us at pk...
2-27-2017
Woodward - So who was still horny last night you or her
Oakden - Its not really who was horny, its just something we usually do after we are with other people.
Oakden - Even you guys ...
Woodward - Ahhh
Woodward- Thought maybe I didn't do a good enough job /mao
Oakden - Loll Dant worry your pretty little head
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Woodward - What did you think ofpks last night
Oakden - Meh ... same
3-8-2017
Oakden - Did Janie give you a bj at pk the other night?
Woodward - A very short one
Oakden - Thats not usually her style
Woodward - No biggie
Oakden - To me it is she should take care of my best friend with a proper bj
Woodward - Loi

Based upon the apparent close personal relationship between Oakden and Jason Woodward,
detectives ultimately contacted Woodward in an effort to interview him regarding knowledge of
Oakden's activities. Initially, Woodward agreed to an interview, then canceled. Woodward has not
responded to subsequent efforts to contact him.
In August 2017, Detective Mattice initiated a Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)
analysis for suspicious banking activity on the following individuals; Chris Oakden (suspect); Jane
Oakden; Christopher Oakden (son); James Towers; Shawn Oakden; Matthew Oakden; Jacque
Oakden; David Forsyth. No questionable activity was identified related to those individuals' bank
accounts.

According to Douglas County personnel records, Oakden started working for Douglas County as a
probationary Equipment Mechanic on or about September 22, 2003, with a pay scale of $15.97 an
hour. On January 5, 2004, his probationary period was extended to January 1, 2005 due to a
protracted Leave of Absence (September 2003 to January 2004). His pay remained the same. On
July 3, 2004, he received a pay increase to $16.37 an hour. He was placed on full employment status
as an Equipment Mechanic on January 1, 2005 with a pay increase to $17.54 an hour. On January
15, 2005 his status changed to Equipment Technician, with no apparent pay adjustment. On
December 31, 2005, his pay was increased to $18.82 an hour. On or about December 30, 2006, he
was reclassified to Master Equipment Technician with a merit pay increase to $21.06 an hour. On
December 29, 2007, he received a merit pay increase to $22.63 an hour. On February 9, 2008,
Oakden's status was changed from Master Equipment Technician to Fleet Services Lead Technician
and his pay was increased to $24.24 an hour. On March 22, 2008, his status was again changed from
Fleet Services Lead Technician to Building and Fleet Services Supervisor with a pay adjustment to
$26.67 an hour. On March 21, 2009, he received a merit pay increase to $29.28 an hour. On March
20, 2010, he received a merit pay increase to $30.59 an hour. On March 19, 2011, he received a
merit pay increase to $32.12 an hour. On July 1, 2011, his status changed from Building and Fleet
Services Supervisor to Maintenance Operations Superintendent with a pay increase to $35.33 an
hour. According to documents provided, approximately 8 days later, on July 9, 2011, he was
subjected to a 5% pay reduction for FY 11112. While he apparently maintained the title
Maintenance Operations Superintendent, his pay was reduced to $33.56 an hour. Subsequent
paperwork shows his pay to be $33.18 an hour on June 23, 2012 and $33.51 on June 22, 2013. On
June 21, 2014 pay is shown to be $34.86 an hour. On June 18, 2016, he received a merit pay increase
to $36.36 an hour. On April 10, 2017 (effective date April 17, 2017), Oakden's employment with
Douglas County was terminated as a result of issues related to this investigation.
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A review of Douglas County HR records disclosed that Oakden's duties in the various positions he
held included the responsibilities of administering and managing the department budget, consulting
and coordinating with contractors, determining inventory needs, planning, recommending and
directing purchases, and maintaining files.
Based upon information received during the course of the investigation, that the Oakdens frequented
casinos and gambled regularly, detectives contacted the Nevada Gaming Control Board and several
individual casinos in an effort to identify unusual patterns or expenditures. An analysis of the
Oakdens' buy in and pay out activity according to the records provided for known local casinos
disclosed that between August of2004 and March of 2017, the total buy in was approximately $1.5
million dollars. Payouts during that time frame totaled approximately $100,000 dollars.
Further analysis disclosed that the buy in amount between 2004 and 2006, totaled approximately
$6,000.
During subsequent years the buy in amounts increased as follows:
(Note: Salary and tire budget information is included for comparison/context. Salary
calculations are approximated based upon Douglas County HR records provided. Tire
budget information come from VT audit findings which begin in FY 2012.)

2007
Gambling buy in - $22,000
Douglas County salary- $45,000 a year
2008
Gambling buy in - $29,000
Douglas County salary $55,000 a year
2009
Gambling buy in - $17 ,000
Douglas County salary - $60,000 a year
2010
Gambling buy in - $96,000
Douglas County salary - $62,000 a year
2011
Gambling buy in - $248,000
Douglas County salary- $69,000 a year
2012
Gambling buy in - $307,000
Douglas County salary- $69,000 a year
Tire Budget FY 12 - Budgeted $60,000/Actual - $85,387
Altringer matter
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2013
Gambling buy in - $203,000
Douglas County salary- $69,000 a year
Tire Budget FY 13- Budgeted $70,000/Actual - $116,141
Moore starts working, notices discrepancies during November budget preparation
First cruise according to Jane Oakden.
Tire transactions with Carpa begin according to Jane Oakden.
2014
Gambling buy in - $250,000
Douglas County salary - $71,000 a year
Tire Budget FY 14- Budgeted $90,000/Actual - $152,868
2015
Gambling buy in - $190,000
Douglas County salary approximately $72,000 a year
Tire Budget FY 15 - Budgeted $125,000/Actual - $354,605
2016
Gambling buy in - $158,000
Douglas County salary- $74,000 a year
Tire Budget FY 16- Budgeted $125,000/Actual - $395,163
Ruschmeyer said he first noticed discrepancies
2017
Gambling buy in - (January 1 thru March 25) - $36,000
Douglas County salary YTD - $17 ,280
Tire Budget FY 17 YTD-Budgeted $125,000/Actual - $205,415
According to VT audit findings, tire budget overages/losses between FY 12 and FY 17 total
approximately $1 million.
(Note: For specific details, see audit report and Investigation Division spread sheet
contained in case file.

A review of Oakden's personnel file disclosed that performance evaluations generally contained
words of praise, even when problems existed. For example, in 2015 (during a time period that
subsequent audit findings suggest tire expenditures exceeded the approved budgeted by over
$200,000), the evaluation noted the following: "Chris works closely with the Finance Department to
prepare concise and detailed budgets, including transfers and budget augmentations. " That same
evaluation noted, "Chris did a great job tracking costs ... " and "Chris has continued to update
inventory needs and implement cost saving measures by establishing tire purchase and replacement
protocols and procedures."
When a problem is noted, as in the 2012 evaluation that addressed the Altringer episode, the
correction is delivered in a laudatory manner: "Chris received a verbal counseling memorandum
regarding the use of County equipment for personal use. Chris was very forthright and honest
regarding this issue. He acknowledged and acted responsibility (sic) for his actions. "
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Overall, the performance evaluations do not seem consistent with some of the witnesses' stated
concerns related to the tire budget over the years.
CONCLUSION

Based upon information developed during this investigation, including audit work completed by an
independent auditing firm, it is undeniable that former Douglas County employee Chris Oakden used
his position with Douglas County to defraud at least $1 million dollars from the county over
approximately 6 years. For years, he actively solicited people at work and on craigslist to buy tires.
He used his authority to prepare budgets and manage inventories in order to divert county property,
especially tires, for personal gain. As a county employee, he purchased tires from county vendors
using county funds, and then failed to place those tires into the county inventory, instead reselling
those to family, friends, co-workers, and members of the general public. He personally pocketed the
proceeds from those sales to supplement his income. The investigation disclosed a lifestyle that
included regular, sometimes daily gambling both during work and non-work hours at various
casinos. In addition to his own gambling expenditures, records disclosed significant gambling
activity by his wife, Jane Oakden, as well. Specific gaming records gathered during the investigation
suggest that buy-in amounts over several years were inconsistent with known legitimate income. In
addition to gambling, the investigation disclosed that in about 2013, the Oakdens began taking
annual cruises and often spent weekends at local hotel casinos. A review of the three available
months of Oakden's personal text messages indicated that the Oakdens also occasionally participated
in a "swinger" or "wife swap" lifestyle that included visits to at least one adult club in Reno that
caters to such activity.
This investigation revealed that Oakden lacked ethical and moral standards both in his personal and
professional life. At the same time, Oakden was generally well liked by managers, supervisors, and
co-workers. Except for a few female acquaintances, people generally described Oakden as a nice
guy, a hard worker, and a good boss. Information developed during this investigation suggests that in
reality he was a masterful manipulator and liar who time and again, over the course of several years,
successfully convinced Douglas County managers and supervisors that he was a dedicated and loyal
employee. When an investigation was initiated following an earlier whistleblower complaint,
Oakden skillfully convinced the assigned investigator that he was a well-intentioned Good Samaritan
just trying to help a struggling single mother. He convinced that investigator that he was very
cooperative and forthright, and was concerned about his integrity being unfairly called into question.
As a result, the investigator recommended the matter be resolved as soon as practical. During that
very same fiscal year, the tire budget that Oakden controlled was overspent by over $25,000.
Throughout the ensuing years, Oakden continued the embezzlement of county funds he controlled
through fraudulent tire purchases.
The investigation disclosed that for some time there has existed in Douglas County a persistent
attitude of entitlement among significant numbers of employees related to the personal use of county
property and equipment, and to the suitability of receiving advantages related to personal purchases
based upon being a county employee. Historically, this activity resulted in some "investigations" or
"informal inquiries" and county policies were purportedly adopted which prohibited such conduct.
Even when those earlier transgressions were identified and restrictions imposed, many employees
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continued to willingly engage in various prohibited activities. This mindset becomes apparent
during interviews related to this investigation, when employees and former employees make
statements such as "a ton of people" purchased tires from Oakden; and working on personal vehicles
in the county shop happened since the "start of the county." Oakden recognized this overall defect
and used it to his advantage.
Early during this investigation, Oakden died as a result of a head on collision with a semi-truck and
trailer while enroute to the Investigation Division offices for a scheduled interview regarding his
activities, thereby rendering any prosecution against him moot.
The investigation disclosed that Oak.den's wife and children (adults) were fully aware that he used
his position with Douglas County to facilitate tire purchases for use in a personal side business. In
fact, both his wife and several of his children (Matt Oakden, Christopher Oakden, and Jacque
Oakden) accompanied him, both when he purchased tires and when he resold those tires. During
interviews, Jane Oakden and some of the children asserted that while they knew Oakden was buying
and selling tires, they were completely unaware that he used Douglas County funds. They stated that
it was their belief Oakden used his county position to obtain discounts from vendors, but that he paid
for the tires using personal money and then resold the tires at a profit to supplement income. The
sheer volume of Oak.den's unlawful activity, coupled with the length of time involved, renders a
claim of complete ignorance incredible, especially when those making such a claim routinely
participated in the activities with him. Additionally, during his interview, Shawn Oakden
acknowledged that there was a time when "they" needed to move their motorhome so "they"
retrieved tires from a "bin" at the county yard. Shawn said the tires weren't necessarily set to be
thrown away but they were in a bin that was being shipped away because the county had no use for
them. He called the tires useless and were taking up space so they took them.
NRS 205.0832 defines some of the actions which constitute theft as follows. A person commits theft
if, without lawful authority, the person knowingly controls any property of another person with the
intent to deprive that person of the property or controls property of another person knowing or
having reason to know that the property was stolen.
NRS 205.220 defines grand larceny to include intentionally stealing, taking, carrying, leading or
driving away the personal goods or property, with a value of $650 or more, owned by another
person.
NRS 205.300 defines embezzlement as the conversion of any money, goods or property to personal
use, with the intent to steal it or to defraud the owner or owners thereof; and further outlines that any
person with whom any money, property or effects have been entrusted, who uses or appropriates the
money, property or effects or any part thereof in any manner or for any other purpose than that for
which they were entrusted, is guilty of embezzlement.
NRS 195.020 defines Principals (to crimes) as every person concerned in the commission of a
felony, gross misdemeanor or misdemeanor, whether the person directly commits the act constituting
the offense, or aids or abets in its commission, and whether present or absent; and every person who,
directly or indirectly, counsels, encourages, hires, commands, induces or otherwise procures another
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to commit a felony, gross misdemeanor or misdemeanor is a principal, and shall be proceeded
against and punished as such. The fact that the person aided, abetted, counseled, encouraged, hired,
commanded, induced or procured, could not or did not entertain a criminal intent shall not be a
defense to any person aiding, abetting, counseling, encouraging, hiring, commanding, inducing or
procuring him or her.
It is the detectives' belief based upon information developed during this investigation that Jane
Oakden, James Towers, Shawn Oakden, Matt Oakden, Christopher Oakden and Jacque Oakden
knew that Oakden was stealing from Douglas County. Each time any one of them, individually or
collectively, accompanied Oakden to arrange for the purchase of or participated in the purchase
and/or delivery of tires, or when they purchased tires themselves which were fraudulently acquired
using embezzled Douglas County funds, they aided or abeted in the commission of a felony by
counseling, encouraging, hiring, commanding, inducing or otherwise procuring another to commit a
felony. In each instance Jane Oakden, James Towers, Shawn Oakden, Matt Oakden, Christopher
Oakden and/or Jacque Oakden either knowingly controlled, intentionally stole, took or carried away
the property (valued over $650) of another with the intent to deprive that person of the property; or
controlled the property (valued over $650) of another knowing or having reason to believe the
property was stolen.

In addition to family members, some of Oakden's co-workers at the Douglas County Fleet Services
yard were intimately aware of his activities related to unconventional tire purchases. Specifically,
Dave Forsyth and Mario Hernandez knew that Oakden routinely purchased tires for other than
county vehicles.
Forsyth knew that Oakden's children occasionally received tires from the yard and on at least one
occasion expressed a willingness to secure tires of questionable origin in case they were intended for
Oakden's son(s).
Hernandez both obtained tires from Oakden for personal use, and facilitated the sale of tires to others
as a middle man for Oakden.
It is the detectives' belief, based upon information developed during this investigation, that Dave
Forsyth and Mario Hernandez knew that Chris Oakden was stealing from Douglas County. Each
time either of them participated in the purchase and/or delivery of tires which were unlawfully
acquired using embezzled Douglas County funds they engaged in theft and grand larceny when they
either knowingly controlled, took or carried away the property (valued over $650) of another with
the intent to deprive that person of the property; or by controlling the property (valued over $650) of
another knowing or having reason to believe the property was stolen. Further, with respect to
Forsyth, the investigation disclosed that he personally removed and took scuba gear and other
material from a scrap bin at the Fleet Services yard without permission, thereby converting or
making an unauthorized transfer of an interest in such property without authorization which
constituted theft.

The investigation disclosed that Vasile Carpa purchased tires from Oakden between 100 and 150
times over several years. Carpa acknowledged that he knew the price he paid for those tires was
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significantly lower than what it should have been. While Carpa asserted that he believed Oakden's
claim that he (Oakden) was lawfully acquiring the tires, the sheer volume and frequency of the
activity, coupled with the quasi-clandestine nature of the meetings to deliver the tires (generally
behind a Cabela's store), renders a claim of complete ignorance regarding unlawful activity
implausible. It is the detectives' belief, based upon information developed during this investigation
that Vasile Carpa knew that the tires he purchased from Chris Oakden were stolen. Each time Carpa
participated in the purchase and/or delivery of tires, he engaged in theft and grand larceny by
knowingly controlling, taking or carrying away the property (valued over $650) of another with the
intent to deprive that person of the property; or by controlling the property (valued over $650) of
another knowing or having reason to believe the property was stolen.
With respect to Douglas County employees, the investigation disclosed that a number of employees
purchased tires from Oakden at one time or another and also used Douglas County resources for
personal purposes. The involved employees worked for multiple departments within the county.
Information developed during the investigation indicates that not all involved employees were
specifically identified. Even though it was generally known that the investigation involved
significant concern over the buying and selling of tires and a fraudulent scheme to pay for tires using
Douglas County funds, some individuals failed to disclose information about their personal tire
purchases because they contended detectives did not ask questions with enough specificity.
The investigation revealed that the following Douglas County employees/former employees did
purchase tires from Oakden or from Hernandez (who claimed to be acting as an agent for Oakden):
Ron Skibinski, Todd McEwen, Mario Hernandez, John George, Yvette Altringer, April Walker and
Harry Raub. In addition, during his interview, Greg Rooney said he might have purchased tires years
earlier, but could not recall for sure. Except for Hernandez, the purchases generally involved a single
transaction with some occurring several years earlier. Additionally, transactions were made within
the context of the widespread attitude of entitlement mentioned earlier and with the historical
backdrop that included earlier county investigations, including an investigation into discounted tire
purchases facilitated through the Fleet Services facility (Dowell/Reed matter) that deemed such
personal purchases as not unlawful. Given these factors, with the exception of Hernandez, it is the
detectives' opinion that proving criminal intent would be unlikely.
The investigation disclosed that Oakden's activities were enabled by the lack of any effective checks
or balances within Douglas County for many years. Managers and supervisors with responsibility
for oversight of personnel and budgets failed to identify significant inconsistencies related to the
fleet services budget and/or that Oakden was involved in suspicious activities. These failures
spanned several years. The most recent Chief Financial Officer, Vicki Moore, acknowledged that she
recognized problems with the tire budget over several years (even before she was CFO), but trusted
Oakden and did not appropriately follow up. While she claimed to have notified her superiors, all of
those people denied ever being told there was a problem and none identified or became aware of
issues on their own. Moore expressed the opinion that the shortfalls to the tire budget she identified
were minor in the overall scheme of the Douglas County budget and staffing issues prevented her
from pursuing the matter further.
Public Works Director Carl Ruschmeyer acknowledged ultimately becoming aware of issues with
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the tire budget in approximately 2016 and thought there was an audit conducted, but never followed
up on findings. In fact, no audit was ever conducted prior to the initiation of this investigation.
While the individual failures (to intervene and take corrective action) certainly constitute negligence
in fulfilling responsibilities to the county, the conduct does not rise to the level of a chargeable
criminal offense.
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